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QUANTUM LIQUIDS AND QUANTUM CRYSTALS

Vortex momentum density and invariants of the hydrodynamic equations of superfluidity
and superconductivity

G. A. Kuz’min
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Russia*
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The gauge transformation of the hydrodynamic equations of superfluidity and superconductivity
is considered. The vortex and heat momentum densities are defined and their evolution
equations are derived. The physical meaning of these quantities is analyzed. The Lagrangian
invariants of the new set of equations, which are similar to those obtained by Hollman for classical
hydrodynamics, are derived. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~99!00101-2#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Macroscopic properties of superfluid and supercondu
ing systems are described by equations analogous to the
drodynamic equations. Classical equations for an ideal fl
possess a set of invariants which include integral~energy,
momentum, angular momentum, helicity1! as well as local
invariants. The most common among these are the Lagr
ian and freeze-in invariants.

The Lagrangian invariants are preserved along the
jectories of fluid particles. The ratiov/r of vorticity to the
density defines another type of invariants, viz., the field f
zen into an ideal fluid.1 Moiseev et al.2,3 have proposed
methods for obtaining new integrals of freeze-in a
Lagrangian invariants from known invariants. A wide ran
of invariants was determined by Hollman.4 These invariants
are obscure in Euler equations, but are revealed in the W
representation.

Earlier, we carried out5,6 a gauge transformation of th
classical hydrodynamics equations, which were presente
a form clearly admitting the presence of many additio
invariants. In the particular case of the equations of hyd
dynamics of a homogeneous incompressible fluid, the tra
formation involves a transition from the conventional m
mentum densityrv to the vortex momentum densityq which
differs from rv by the gauge function gradient. The ne
form of equations has a number of advantages that are m
fested during simulation of vortices, waves and th
interaction.7

Equations for the fieldq were also derived by Oseledet8

and Buttke9 and have been used for computing vario
flows.10,11For a complete reflection of the geometrical mea
ing of the equations, the theory was also reformulated
terms of differential forms.12,13 A more complete review of
the problem and an extensive list of references can be fo
in Refs. 12–14.

A superfluid liquid also moves in the form of vortice
and waves. The mechanics of such a liquid is described
11063-777X/99/25(1)/4/$15.00
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two velocity fields, and there are two types of vortices a
waves. The evolution of such a complex system may
regular or random. The latter case is associated with qu
tum turbulence.15 As in the case of classical hydrodynamic
it is expedient to use the gauge transformation of equati
and the existing invariants of motion in a theoretical analy
of the interaction of superfluid vortices and waves.

In this work, we consider the analogs of the classi
vortex momentum,1 i.e., vortex and heat momentum of
superfluid and superconducting liquid. Equations for the d
sity of these quantities are derived, their invariants of mot
are determined and the decomposition of complete mo
into vortices and waves is analyzed for an arbitrary non
earity. The hydrodynamic model of superconductivity is co
sidered from analogous positions.

2. DENSITY OF VORTEX MOMENTUM IN AN
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUID

We shall call a bounded vorticity cloud a vortex in th
work. Vorticity patches induce in the surrounding space
locity fields u(r ,t) which decrease in proportion to a pow
of the separation from the vortices. The momentum*rudV
and the angular momentum of the vortex are defined by
verging integrals since the rate of decrease of integrand
infinity is insufficient. In order to obtain finite integral cha
acteristics of vortices, certain infinite constants have to
subtracted. The finite quantities obtained as a result are
pressed in terms of the vorticity fieldv and are called the
vortex momentump and the vortex angular momentumJ1,16:

p5
1

2 E r3v dV,

~1!

J5
1

3 E r3~r3v!dV.

Let us determine the distribution of these characteris
in space. The integrand in Eqs.~1! cannot be treated as th
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Lamb’s vortex momentum density since, at the point wher
certain liquid particle is located,r3v depends on the origin
of coordinates. According to Batchelor,1 p is equal to the
force impulse required for instant generation of the giv
motion from the state of rest. Similarly,J is equal to the
angular momentum of the force impulse.

Consequently, we can associate a vortex patch boun
in space with the densityq(r ,t) of the force impulse, which
is bounded in space and is called the vortex momen
density.5 Its value at a given point does not depend a
longer on the origin. The velocity is equal to the solenoid
component of the vortex momentum density. It differs fro
q(r ,t) by the gradient of a certain gauge function. Hence
transition fromu(r ,t) to q(r ,t) can be treated as a change
the gauge of the hydrodynamic field.

The separation of the solenoidal component induces
tential ‘‘tails’’ of the velocity field in the surrounding homo
geneous liquid. It is obvious that the hydrodynamic stru
tures can be described more locally in this case than in te
of the velocity field. Exaggerating slightly, we can state th
the vortex momentum field is just the velocityu(r ,t) di-
vested of its potential ‘‘tails.’’ This idea can be extended to
stratified6 and compressible fluid. In such cases, the to
motion can be decomposed into the density of Lamb’s m
mentum~which is equivalent to the force impulse require
for instant generation of the non-wave component of moti!
and waves. It is expedient to develop this concept for sup
fluid liquids also.

3. HYDRODYNAMICS OF SUPERFLUIDITY

Two-velocity hydrodynamic equations are used for
macroscopic description of superfluid helium. If we choo
the velocitiesvn andvs of the normal and superfluid compo
nents, the densityr and the entropy density per unit masss
as the complete set of variables, the complete system
equations of motion can be presented in the form17

]r

]t
1¹•~rnvn1rsvs!50,

]rs

]t
1¹•~rsvn!50, ~2!

S ]

]t
1vs•¹ D vs52¹m, ~3!

]rnvni1rsvsi

]t
1

]

]xj
~pd i j 1rnvnivn j1rsvsivs j!50,

~4!

where rn1rs5r. Dissipative terms are not taken into a
count since they are defined by the specific models which
insignificant for the main subject of this communicatio
Their inclusion in the analysis complicates the formulas a
may be done at a later stage. We assume that the equatio
state that express the densityrn , pressurep, and the chemi-
cal potentialm in terms ofr, s and (vn2vs)

2 are known.
Instead of the equation~4! for the total momentum, we

shall use below the equationw5rn(vn2vs)/sr, which de-
scribes, among other things,heat vortices~see Ref. 17!:
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]wi

]t
1~vn•¹!wi52

]T

]xi
2wj

]vn j

]xi
1@w3~¹3vs!# i ,

~5!

whereT is the temperature.
It is usually assumed in the hydrodynamics of superfl

liquids that the velocity of the superfluid component is of t
potential type everywhere~probably, except the axes of su
perfluid vortices:“3vs50. Hence we shall disregard th
last term on the right-hand side of Eq.~5!. At first, Eqs.~2!,
~3!, and ~5! are considered in the framework of classic
mechanics. Then the quantization conditions are impose

4. HEAT MOMENTUM DENSITY

Let d l be an element of length andd S a surface elemen
which move with a fluid having the velocity fieldv. It is well
known1 that the time evolution of the elementsd l andd S is
described by the equations

dd l

dt
5~d l•¹!v,

drdSi

dt
52rdSj

]v j

]xi
, ~6!

wherer is the density of the fluid. It is also known that th
frozen-in fieldsw are similar tod l. It will be proved below
that w evolves in the same way asrd S under appropriate
gauging. This imparts a geometrical meaning tow, and the
algorithm for the quest of Lagrangian invariants becom
obvious.

The vector fieldw can be decomposed~to within a har-
monic function! into the curlwcurl and the divergencewdiv

components. In an unbounded liquid which is at rest at
finity, the harmonic correction is zero, and the decompo
tion can be carried out by using the projection integral o
eratorsP̂,Q̂ whose kernels are given by

P i j 52
1

4p

]2

]xi]xj

1

ux2x8u
, wdiv5P̂w,

Qi j 5d i j d~x2x8!2P i j , wcurl5Q̂w.

Herewcurl is induced by the vorticity, andwdiv is induced by
the divergence of the fieldw. It is natural to associate hea
vortices with the componentwcurl and the sound with the
componentwdiv52¹x.

Let us consider the field evolution equationqw5w
1¹c(x,t), wherec(x,t) is a certain gauge function. If we
additionally define this function by the condition

S ]

]t
1vn•¹ D ~c1x!1T50, ~7!

the equation forqw assumes the form

S ]

]t
1vn•¹ Dqwi52qw j

]vn j

]xi
. ~8!

The fieldqw is gauged by Eq.~7! and the initial condi-
tion for x or qw . It can easily be seen that Eq.~8! coincides
with Eq. ~6! for rd S. If we form the scalar product of the
field qw and the element of lengthd l, we obtain a quantity
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similar to an element of mass that is conserved along
Lagrangian trajectory. A direct verification shows th
(]/]t1vn•¹)(qw•d l)50.

Having chosen an arbitrary contour in the fluid and
vided it into a sum of small elementsd l, we find that the
integral*qv•d l is conserved over any contour~which need
not be closed! entrained by the fluid with a velocityvn . In
the particular case of a closed contour, the circulations of
fieldsqv andw coincide since these fields differ by the sca
function gradient. Hence circulation is conserved ove
closed contour of the fieldw. The overall method of con
struction of invariants is considered in Sec. 6.

The fieldw is found to be divided into two component
the first of which is defined by the fieldqv and corresponds
to the heat vortices. The second component is defined by
scalar fieldc and corresponds to waves. The motion of t
superfluid component will be considered in the followin
section.

5. VORTEX MOMENTUM DENSITY OF THE SUPERFLUID
COMPONENT

Using transformations analogous to the ones carried
above, we can write Eq.~3! for the superfluid component in
the form

S ]

]t
1vs•¹ Dqsi52qs j

]vs j

]xi
,

S ]

]t
1vn•¹ D ~xs1cs!52m1

v2

2
,

where¹xs5P̂vs , qs5Q̂vs1¹c. Calibration of fields is de-
fined by the equation forxs1cs and the initial conditions.
Vortices of two types and waves are employed in the tw
fluid hydrodynamics while superfluid vortices and waves
described by the fieldsqs andxs .

6. LAGRANGIAN INVARIANTS

A comparison with Eq.~8! shows thatq evolves in time
in the same way asrd S. Any field of quantities of this type
is denoted byq. Frozen-in fields existing in the liquid satisf
the equation ford l. An example of such a field isv/r,
where v5“3w. Fields similar tod l are denoted byJ.
Fields of the third type, which are similar to an element
mass of the liquiddm5rd S•d l, are ‘‘Lagrangian invari-
ants’’ and are denoted byI .

This analogy shows~and direct computations prove! that
any fields of the type curl(q)/r or @Q3Q8#/r are frozen-in
fields, the fieldsr@J3J8#,¹I belong to theq type, while
div(rJ/r),(j–q) are Lagrangian invariantsI . Using these re-
lations, we can obtain new fields of the same type fr
known fields of the typeJ, Q, and I . In this way, fields
similar to the Hollman invariants4 can be obtained.

7. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION AND QUANTIZATION
CONDITIONS

The interpretation of a vortex momentum as a force i
pulse required for the generation of the given motion fro
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the state of rest is also possible in the case of a super
liquid. For a two-velocity medium, two types of extern
agencies are required. Mass forces generate the total mo
of the components. The relative motion~heat vortices! are
generated by thermal agencies.

The connection between the vorticity and the vortex m
mentum density can be explained by using the followi
simple example. Let us consider the motion of a class
incompressible liquid generated by an impact on a me
brane placed in it. The membrane is then removed. A t
vortex tube is formed near the membrane edge. The den
of the corresponding vortex momentum is equal to the d
tribution of the force impulse on the membrane.

Let us consider the inverse problem. Let a closed vor
loop of intensityk be a source of velocity~see Fig. 1!. We
divide the surface stretched over this loop into small a
elements and place a vortex tube of the same intensitk
along the perimeter of each element. Each vortex loop
the vortex momentumr¸d S, whered S is the area. Since the
vorticity on segments lying within the main loop are mut
ally compensated, the total flux induced by small loops
incides with the initial field of the flow. The surface can b
deformed arbitrarily, which leads to gauge freedom of t
vortex momentum density~see Ref. 5 for details!.

A similar construction can be carried out for the solen
dal components of the superfluid velocity and fieldw. The
circulation of the superfluid velocity is conserved. Followin
Onsager, we impose on it the quantization conditi
k5nh/m, wheren is an integer,m the mass of a helium
atom, andh the Planck constant. The available experimen
data are in accord with these assumption. According to
above relations, the vortex momentum density should also
regarded as quantized.

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the distribution of th
vortex momentum density in a superfluid flow can be put

FIG. 1. Replacement of a vortex loop by a system of small vortex loops~b!.
Side view~a!. Equivalent replacement of flow by the double layer potenti
The dipole moment density corresponds to the fieldqs .
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correspondence with a double layer. The state of a wea
nonideal Bose gas is described by an averaged w
function17 C5Ars exp(ics), the superfluid velocity being
proportional to the phase gradient:vs5(h/m)¹cs . In order
to define the wave function unambiguously, it is necess
that the phase change by a multiple integer of 2p upon a
circumvention of the vortex loop. Consequently, the phas
not single-valued. In order to make it single-valued, we m
make a cut. The phase jump appearing at the cut is pro
tional to qs . Since the position of the cut surface can
varied arbitrarily,qs possesses gauge freedom which can
eliminated by fixing the initial conditions.

The circulation of the fieldw is also preserved, but th
available experimental data are not sufficient to assume
any quantization conditions are satisfied for it.17 Conse-
quently, the heat momentum densityqw is not quantized. By
choosing the gauge properly, we can make it equal to z
outside the regions where the vorticity of the fieldw differs
from zero~cf. Refs. 5 and 6!. In the given case, the fieldqw

can be put in correspondence with a layer of heat dipo
The combination of the force impulse and heat moment
generates a vortex momentum of the superfluid compon

8. TYPE II SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

Hydrodynamic equations for the electron liquid in a ty
II superconductor are similar to those considered above,
perfluid vortices correspond to fluxoids, viz., quantized m
netic flux tubes. The equation for the superfluid compon
of the electron liquid has the form~see Refs. 17 and 19!

S ]

]t
1¹•vsD vs52¹m2¹H1

e

m S E1
1

c
vs3BD ,

whereB is the magnetic field,c the velocity of light, andH
the nonequilibrium correction to the chemical potential.
form is immaterial for the subsequent analysis.

Let F and A be the scalar and vector potentials of t
electromagnetic fieldB5¹3A, E52¹F2(1/c)(]A/]t).
If vs1(e/mc)A5¹x, we have

]x

]t
1m1

1

2
vs

21
e

m
F1H5const. ~9!

This equation resembles Bernoulli’s law. Let us no
suppose that

vs5qs2
e

mc
A1¹x,

wherex satisfies condition~9!. For qs , we have

S ]

]t
1vs•¹ Dqsi52qs j

]v j

]xi
.

In complete analogy with the hydrodynamic equatio
for a superfluid liquid, this leads to invariants and quanti
tion conditions for the fieldqs . In Fig. 1, the closed loop
corresponds to a fluxoid. Superconducting current is equ
lently generated by the fluxoid or by the fieldqs .
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9. CONCLUSIONS

In terms of the vortex momentum density, the hydrod
namic equations of superconductivity and superfluidity
quire a clear geometrical meaning. These equations lea
directly the existence of many fields similar to an element
area element, length, or a passive impurity. The existenc
such fields restricts the evolution of the system of vortic
and waves, which simplifies the theoretical analysis of
relaxation in a superfluid flow.

The vortex momentum density can be used in vor
models of phase transition to the superfluid state.18 As the
temperature increases from absolute zero, the emerging
tices become larger in size. The role of the smallest block
played by rotons,19 viz. elementary quantum excitations o
the vortex momentum density. According to the mode18

scale-invariant distributions of such blocks are of special
terest. It should be noted that Lagrangian invariants may
fluence the phase equilibrium in a moving continuum.20

The obtained invariants can also be useful in the cas
a weak dissipation. Different invariants have different dis
pation rates. This allows us to consider selective attenua
of some invariants for fixed values of other invariants, and
solve the appropriate variational problems.
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Low-frequency impedance and heat capacity of LuFe 4Al8
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Temperature dependences of low-frequency impedance~0–107 Hz) and heat capacity of
LuFe4Al8 are studied at low temperature in the intervals 4.5–300 K and 1.5–120 K, respectively.
The observed singularities suggest that antiferromagnetic phase ordering occurs atTN

5100.5 K. A sharp increase in the resistance is observed at a certain temperatureT1,TN below
which a negative magnetoresistive effect is detected in a weak magnetic field (H,50 Oe).
It is shown that the low- temperature anomalies atT,25 K are associated with the
superconducting transition. This is supported by the presence of the Meissner effect, levitation, a
decrease in ohmic losses, as well as the influence of a static magnetic field and direct
current on the resistance of the compound. A magnetostructural phase transition, which is assumed
to occur atT1,TN , may be responsible for the peculiarities observed in the physical
properties of LuFe4Al8. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~99!00301-1#
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INTRODUCTION

The crystal structure and magnetic properties~suscepti-
bility and magnetization! of ternary compounds of the typ
RM4Al8 ~R stands for the rare-earth metals La, Ce, Pr, N
Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu, as well as the eleme
Y and Th, while M denotes V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and C!
were described by Buschowet al.1–3 The magnetic structure
of compounds like RFe4Al8 is distinguished by the fact tha
it contains three magnetic sublattices, viz., an R-sublat
and two M-sublattices. Hence, following Ref. 3, such ma
rials can be divided into two groups, i.e., compounds
which only atoms of the Fe group have a magnetic mom
~R denotes La, Ce, Lu, Th, and Y! and those in which the
magnetic moment is possessed by M-atoms as well
R-atoms.

Materials of the first group experience antiferromagne
ordering at Ne´el’s temperatureTN which has a characteristi
value for each one of them. Some compounds~in which R
stands for La, Th! display a dependence of magnetization
a strong magnetic fieldH at T,TN . It was shown2 by con-
sidering YFe4Al8 as an example that a magnetic field of te
of kilooersted can destroy the antiferromagnetic structur
low temperatures.

An analysis of the results presented in Refs. 1–3 in
cates that the investigated materials RFe4Al8 have a complex
magnetic system that has not been studied extensively so
This is evidenced if only by the fact that the values of t
phase-transition temperature obtained by various meth
differ considerably according to the available data. Henc
is expedient to carry out further investigations by using t
ditional methods of measuring magnetic parameters as
as the results of measurements of other characteristics
thermal and electrical properties.4

It was shown that a comparison of the results
101063-777X/99/25(1)/8/$15.00
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measurements of heat capacity and low- frequency imp
ance of some complex compounds makes it possible to
tect and explain the origin of anomalies in these propertie5

However, the available literature does not contain, to
knowledge, any information about the electrical and therm
properties of ternary compounds of the type RM4Al8.

In this paper, we present the results of experimen
studies of the temperature dependence of low-frequency
pedance of the compound LuFe4Al8 in weak magnetic fields
as well as its heat capacityCp(T).

SAMPLES AND MEASURING TECHNIQUE

Samples of LuFe4Al8 were synthesized by inductiv
melting in a cold crucible in argon. The crystal structure
the obtained crystallites was determined by a four- cir
diffractometer and was found to match with the availab
data.1

The surface resistanceRs in the rf range was measure
by the resonance technique. Since the concept of sur
resistance becomes meaningless for direct current, an
measurement at low frequencies is complicated, we a
measured the total resistanceZ ~modulus of impedance! at
low and radio frequencies by the four-probe method. T
investigated samples of length up to 6 mm and cro
sectional area 1–10 mm2 were obtained from the sam
monolithic polycrystal.

Figure 1a shows the apparatus used for measuring
total and surface resistance in a weak static magnetic fiel
well as in zero field over a wide range of temperatures.

The investigated sample1 was fixed to the substrate2
and placed in the cavity3 of the inductance coil4 of the
measuring oscillatory circuit together with the temperatu
gauge. Coil4 was placed in a copper screen5 having sole-
noid 6 on its surface. The inductance coil with the samp
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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11Low Temp. Phys. 25 (1), January 1999 Gurovich et al.
could be oriented along any direction relative to the solen
axis. Sample1 was connected to external current circuits8,9
and potential spring-loaded contacts7,10made of beryllium
bronze. The apparatus shown in Fig. 1a is located in a sys
permitting a variation of the sample temperature from 4.5
300 K by the coolant vapor6 with an error not exceeding
60.25 K in the range 30–300 K and60.1 K below 30 K.
The sample impedanceZ was defined as the ratio of th
amplitudes of the voltage across the samples and the cu
flowing through it.

While measuringRs by the resonator technique, we d
termined ohmic losses taking into account the surface re
tance of the standard sample.7 For this purpose, a mould wa
prepared and filled with molten metal~indium! with a known
surface resistanceRse. In turn, the value ofRse was checked
by using another standard material with surface resista
Rsd ~copper or aluminum annealed at an optimal tempe
ture!.

For investigating the weak dependence of resistance
such physical quantities as temperatureT, frequencyf , cur-
rent I , or a static magnetic fieldH ~by measuringZ or Rs

within the limits of experimental error!, we measured the
same quantity repeatedly. The results of measurements
averaged.

While studying the effect of transport current onRs of
the material, we passed the current through contacts9 and8
~Fig. 1a! and determined theQ-factor of the circuit.

It will be proved below that the results of some measu
ments suggest the presence of an insignificant amoun
superconducting phase in the compounds atT,25 K. In or-
der to verify this, we tested the ability of a LuFe4Al8 to
levitation in a static magnetic field with the help of the d
vice shown in Fig. 1b.

A permanent magnet1 was fixed rigidly to platform3
through rod2. The sample5 under investigation was sus
pended to the platform on thread4 so that it was located
between the magnet1 and the coil6 of the oscillatory circuit.
As in Refs. 9 and 10, we used a silk fibre of diameter 7mm

FIG. 1. Apparatus for determining impedance and surface resista
sample~1!, substrate~2!, temperature gauge~3!, Oscillatory circuit coil~4!,
screen~5!, solenoid~6!, current contacts~8,9!, potential contacts~7, 10! ~a!,
and for observing levitation of the sample: permanent magnet~1!, rod ~2!,
platform ~3!, thread~4!, sample~5!, and oscillatory circuit~6! ~b!.
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as the thread. In contrast to the instrument described in R
9 and 10, the sample in the device shown in Fig. 1b did
twist the thread during levitation, but inclined it, thus a
proaching coil6. The presence of levitation of the samp
was detected from the change~decrease! in the Q-factor of
the oscillatory circuit.

The temperature dependence of the heat capacity in
interval 1.5–120 K was studied by the method of absol
calorimetry. The experimental error did not exceed 0.5
Polycrystalline samples having a mass of 2.5 g each w
used for measuring heat capacity.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Heat capacity of LuFe 4Al8

Figure 2a shows the temperature dependence of hea
pacityCp in the interval 1.5–120 K. Fragments of Fig. 2a a
shown on a magnified scale in Figs. 2b and 3a.

It can be seen from the figures that at least four tempe
ture intervals with heat capacity anomalies exist on a reg
temperature dependenceCp(T).

The first anomaly is observed in the form of ‘‘spikes
with an appreciable amplitude at temperatures 99–102
The peak ofCp'194.5 J/mole•K corresponds to the tem
peratureTN5100.5 K ~see Figs. 2a and 3a!. According to
Buschow et al.,3 the antiferromagnetic transition was d
tected from magnetic measurements just at this tempera

The second group ofCp anomalies is also manifested a
a series of ‘‘spikes’’ of heat capacity values relative to t
regular dependenceCp(T) at temperatures 75–90 K~see
Figs. 2a and 3a!.

The third series of anomalies inCp is observed at tem-
peratures 50–65 K, but the amplitude is much smaller tha
the first and second groups~see Fig. 2a!.

The fourth group of singularities ofCp below 30 K~see
Fig. 2b! has the form of a fewl-shaped ‘‘spikes.’’ The
maximum value of heat capacityCp51.9 J/mole•K is ob-
served atT524 K. At lower temperatures, heat capaci
anomalies are less pronounced~see Fig. 2b!, but their values
are considerably larger than the experimental errors.

Temperature and frequency dependences of resistance

The impedanceZ and the surface resistanceRs of
LuFe4Al8 were measured in the frequency range 0–107 Hz
and in the temperature interval 4.5–300 K.

Figure 4a shows the temperature dependences of the
pedance of a LuFe4Al8 sample reduced toT5300 K for the
following values of the frequencyf , Hz: 0 ~curve 1!, 8
3105 ~curve2!, 43106 ~curve3!, and 107 ~curve4!. It can
be seen that starting from room temperature up to 100 K,
samples exhibit a virtually linear dependenceZ(T) or r(T).
The dc resistivity of the samplesr(300)5531025

V•m:]r/]T57.531028 V•m•K21, and (]r/]T)/r(300)
51.531023 K21 ~curve1 in Fig. 4a!.

Figure 4b shows theZ( f ) dependence at 300~curve 1!
and 95 K~curve2!. The impedanceZ of a sample with the
cross-sectional area 333 mm is virtually independent of fre
quency for 0< f <105 Hz, while for frequencies higher tha
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105 Hz it increases according to the power lawZ; f n. The
exponentn51.5 at T5300 K and increases upon coolin
attaining the value of 2 for some samples. For this reas
]Z/]T has a complex frequency dependence. The value
]Z/]T decreases with increasing frequency, is equal to z
for certain frequenciesf 1 and f 2, and assumes negative va
ues in the interval fromf 1 to f 2 ~Fig. 4a!. A series ofZ(T)
curves shown in Fig. 4a was plotted just for frequencies ty
cal of the given sample:f 50 ~curve 1!, f 5 f 1 ~curve 2!,
f 1, f , f 2 ~curve3!, and f . f 2 ~curve4!.

We can note some typical peculiarities ofZ in the tem-
perature range under investigation.

1. The compound under investigation exhibits
anomaly inRs nearTN , which is manifested in the form of a

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the heat capacity of LuFe4Al8 . ~a!
Region of heat capacity anomalies on the curve describing the temper
dependence ofCp /T ~b!.
n,
of
ro

i-

two-hump increase in ohmic losses correlated in tempera
with similar anomalies in heat capacity~see Fig. 3a and
curve 1 in Fig. 3b!. ~The latter figure shows the results o
simultaneous measurements ofRs for all samples under in-
vestigation at a frequency of 23106 Hz in zero magnetic
field ~curve 1! and in a magnetic field of 50 Oe~curve 2.!
According to Fig. 4b, a negative value of]r/]T is observed
at this frequency.

2. For each sample, there exists a characteristic temp

ure

FIG. 3. Temperature dependencesCp(T) in the temperature range 75–11
K ~a! andRs(T)/Rs(110) obtained in simultaneous measurements for all
samples in the same temperature range at a frequency 23106 Hz in zero
magnetic field~curve1, d) and in a magnetic field of 50 Oe~curve2, s!
~b!.
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tureT1,TN at which the resistance increases jumpwise o
a step of 2–3 K. This temperature correlates with that
which heat capacity anomalies are manifested~see Fig. 3a! in
the temperature range 75–90 K.

Figures 4a and 5 show such jumps in the values ofZ andRs,
respectively, for the same sample withT1585 K.

3. The derivative]Z/]T reverses its sign not in al
samples in spite of the fact that all of them were obtain
from the same monolithic LuFe4Al8 polycrystal.

4. The value ofZ decreases insignificantly in a certa
frequency range preceding the frequencies at which the
quency dependence of impedance is manifested~see the inset
to Fig. 4b!. This phenomenon is observed for most

FIG. 4. Temperature dependences of the impedance of LuFe4Al8 samples
normalized toT5300 K at frequenciesf , Hz: 0 ~curve1!, 83105 ~curve2!,
43106 ~curve3!, and 107 ~curve4! ~a!. Frequency dependences of impe
ance at 300 K~curve1! and 95 K~curve2!. The inset shows the frequenc
dependence of anomalous decrease in the sample resistance~b!.
r
t

d

e-

f

LuFe4Al8 samples under investigation as well as oth
materials.11

5. Anomalies in the impedance exhibited in the tempe
ture intervals 250–270 K and 160–210 K have the form
deviations from the values corresponding to the regular~lin-
ear! temperatures dependencesZ(T) in both directions~see
Fig. 4a!.

One of typical features of the electrical properties
LuFe4Al8 is that it exhibits a negative magnetoresistance
T,T1 in a weak constant magnetic field. Curve1 in Fig. 5
shows the temperature dependence ofRs measured in zero
magnetic field, while curve2 shows the same dependence
a magnetic field of 50 Oe. It can be seen that the magnet
sistive effect is not observed in weak magnetic fields
T.T1, and the effect ofH on Z or Rs starts being manifested
only at T,T1. The magnetic field dependence ofRs at
T570 K is shown in Fig. 6. The resistanceRs does not de-
pend on the fieldH up to values ofH;15 Oe, after which
the resistance decreases with increasing field almost line
For H.40 Oe, theRs(H) curve attains saturation. No tem
perature or magnetic hysteresis is observed in these si
larities.

It should be noted that a constant transport electric c
rent creating a magnetic field of a few oersted around
sample atT,T1 does not affect the value ofRs either.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the surface resistanceRs of LuFe4Al8

samples at a frequency of 107 Hz in zero magnetic field~curve1! and in a
magnetic field of 50 Oe~curve2!.
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A series ofRs andZ anomalies observed in the temper
ture range 40–65 K correlates with heat capacity anoma
~at 40, 50, and 60 K!.

The derivativeu]Rs /]Hu changes its sign at a certa
temperatureTc which typical of each sample and at which
l-shaped anomaly in the temperature dependence of
capacityCp(T) is observed. For the sample whoseRs(T)
curve is shown in Fig. 5,Tc512 K.

Figure 7 shows the temperature dependencesRs(T) of
the resistance of the same sample in the vicinity of the te
peratureTc , which were measured in zero magnetic fie
~curve 1, dark circles!, in a static magnetic field of 50 Oe
~curve2, dark triangles!, in the presence of a transport cu
rent passing through the sample in zero magnetic field~curve
3, light circles!, and a transport current passing through
sample in a static magnetic field of 50 Oe~curve 3, light
triangles!. The curves in Figs. 7a and 7c were obtained in
first cycle of sample ‘‘cooling,’’ while those in Fig. 7b wer
obtained in the sixth cycle.

We also measured the temperature dependence oD f
5 f p(H50)2 f p(H550 Oe), where f p(H50) and f p(H
550 Oe) are the resonance frequencies of the measurin
cillatory circuit with the sample in zero magnetic field and
magnetic field of 50 Oe respectively~Fig. 7c!. A similar re-
lation betweenD f andT was established for the case wh
D f is the same difference in the frequencies of the osci
tory circuit containing the sample in zero magnetic fie
without a direct current and with a transport current pass
through it.

It should be noted that the value ofD f is proportional to
the change in the reactive component of the surface re
tance of the compound, and its positive value indicates
enhancement of diamagnetism of the sample atT,Tc in
zero magnetic field. The mutual orientation of the magne
field and transport current does not affect the results of m
surements.

It can be seen from Figs. 7a and 7b that the peculiari
of the resistance atT,Tc can be described as follows:

FIG. 6. Magnetic field dependence of the surface resistanceRs of LuFe4Al8

at T570 K and f 5107 Hz.
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1. at T,Tc , the resistanceRs of the compound in zero
magnetic field decreases abnormally~curve1 in Fig. 7a!;

2. atT5Tc , the derivative]Rs /]T changes its sign and
becomes positive atT,Tc ;

3. at temperatures belowTc , the derivative]Rs /]I .0
~curve3!, while ]Rs /]T50 at T.Tc . We also obtained he
dependence ofRs at a frequency 107 Hz on the value of
transport current passing through the sample at 5 K (Tc

512 K) ~Fig. 8!;

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the surface resistance at a frequen
107 Hz in zero magnetic field~dark circles!, in a magnetic field of 50 Oe
~dark triangles! with a current of 1 A~light circles! and in a magnetic field
of 50 Oe with a current of 1 A~light triangles! ~a!. The same dependenc
after thermal cycling of the sample~b!. Temperature dependence of th
difference between the resonance frequencies of the measuring oscill
circuit with a LuFe4Al8 sample in zero magnetic field and in a magne
field of 50 Oe~c!.
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4. at T,Tc , the reactive component of the surface im
pedance of LuFe4Al8 changes anomalously~see Fig. 7b!.

Levitation of LuFe 4Al8 sample in a magnetic field

The levitation of a sample was detected from the cha
in the Q-factor of the measuring oscillatory circuit. Figure
shows the temperature dependences of theQ-factor of the
same sample reduced to theQ-factor of the measuring oscil
latory circuit at 7 K with the sample fixed at the magnet (d)
and with a free samples). It can be seen from the figure tha
the temperature variations of theQ-factor in both cases co
incide atT,Tc (Tc54.8 K in the given sample!, while the
Q-factor of a freely suspended sample atT,4.8 K decreases
which confirms the existence of levitation.

Similar results were obtained during measurements
the resonance frequency of the oscillatory circuit. Its re
nance frequency increases atT,Tc , indicating that the
sample approaches the inductance coil.

FIG. 8. Dependence of the surface resistance of LuFe4Al8 samples on direct
current at frequencyf 5107 Hz and atT55 K.

FIG. 9. Dependence of theQ-factor of the measuring oscillatory circui
normalized toT57 K for fixed (d) and free (s) sample.
e

f
-

Variation of electrical parameters of LuFe 4Al8 during
thermocycling

One of peculiarities of the samples under investigation
the change in their electrical parameters during thermo
cling from room to helium temperatures. In this case, n
anomalies appear on the temperature dependences of
tanceRs or impedanceZ. As the number of thermal cycle
increases, the shape of the anomalies changes, or the
perature at which they are observed is displaced.

The magnetic properties of the compound also chan
By way of an example, Fig. 7b shows the electromagne
characteristics of the sample~whoseRs in the first cycle is
shown in Fig. 7a! after thermocycling.

After five thermal cycles 4.5–300 K, the sign of th
derivative ]Rs /]H did not change~see Fig. 7b!, and the
value of Tc is actually the temperature at which the dire
current starts affecting the value ofRs ~curves3 and4 in Fig.
7b!. After 10–12 cycles, the value of]Rs /]H decreases for
all samples and becomes equal to zero after some time
in the temperature range fromT1 to Tc , and belowTc . The
value of]Rs /]I does not change either, and no levitation
observed.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The linear temperature dependence of resistivity in
paramagnetic region is typical not only of LuFe4Al8 or a
pure lutetium single crystal13 but also of other materials like
complex metaloxides for which it is explained on the basis
the two- band model of conductors.14 The electrical proper-
ties of rare-earth metals and their alloys are also analyze
many cases with the help of the band model assuming
presence of two~wide and narrow! bands whose interaction
causes hybridization.4 It should be noted that both LuFe4Al8,
and metaloxides exhibit a linear dependenceR(T) in the
temperature range where paramagnetism exists and w
ohmic losses are due to both electron–phonon interac
and scattering at localized magnetic moments~see, for ex-
ample, Ref. 12 and the literature cited therein!. Probably, the
linear segment ofR(T) for all these compounds can be e
plained on the basis of the same model.

The derivative]Z/]T for LuFe4Al8 changes its sign
only at frequencies corresponding to the beginning of
Z( f ) dependence. Consequently, the anomaly in]Z/]T in
LuFe4Al8 is apparently due to the layered nature14,15 of the
material in contrast to metaloxides in which the change
sign is explained by the two-band model. The sample sho
be treated as a segment of a layered line16 with a
longitudinal17 and transverse18 transient resistance betwee
the layers.The complex interaction between these resista
is probably responsible for the decrease in the value ofZ in
the frequency range preceding the emergence of theZ( f )
dependence~see the inset to Fig. 4b!.

The anomalies in heat capacity and resistance du
phase transitions appear as quite natural. Such singular
correspond to antiferromagnetic ordering atTN5100.5 K
and coincide with the results of magnetic measurements
the temperature scale~Fig. 3!.3 The anomalies observed i
the temperature range 75–90 K~see Fig. 3! and clearly mani-
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fested for one of the samples in Figs. 4a and 5 are aston
ing. The resistance increases by 10–20% at temperat
10–20 K belowTN and decreases in a weak magnetic field
least in the vicinity ofTN . The saturation field has a value o
just 40 Oe. The curve in Fig. 6 closely resembles the an
gous dependence obtained by Baibichet al.20 for artificial
FeCr magnetic superlattices.It is interesting to note t
negative magnetoresistance and saturation field in such
ficial layered structures depend significantly on the sep
tion between adjacent magnetic layers with antiparallel m
netic moments. Note that the resistance jumpDZ/Z at
T5T1 is practically independent of frequency. In som
samples, the resistance was doubled atT5T1.

The dependenceRs(H) observed in our case in a wea
field indicates the existence of a weak magnetic interac
in the magnetic subsystem and a considerable interactio
conduction electrons with magnetic moments, just like
layered magnetic structures and in heavy fermion system

Below 30 K, the dependenceCp(T) can be described by
the expressionCp5gT1bT2, where g50.07 J/mole•K2.
Such a value ofg also suggests that the system conta
heavy fermions. Additional investigations must be carr
out in order to find the origin of the weak-field magnetor
sistance effect with the negative magnetoresistance in
interval betweenT1 andTc .

The obtained results of complex studies of heat capa
as well as the electrical and magnetic parameters
LuFe4Al8 at T,25 K lead to the conclusion that this com
pound contains a small amount of the superconducting ph
~SP! with a transition temperatureTc<24 K.

First, the increase in the reactive component of imp
ance~see Fig. 7c! and the levitation of the sample atT,Tc

indicate an augmentation of the magnetic flux expuls
from the compound, i.e., the existence of the Meissner eff

Second, a decrease in ohmic losses is observed in
dependenceRs(T) at T,Tc .

Third, it was shown above that a constant transport c
rent as well as a static magnetic field affect the ohmic los
in the compound atT,Tc . In this case,]RS /]H.0 and
]RS /]I .0 ~see Fig. 7a and 8!. Such a behavior is typical o
the superconducting phase at temperatures below the tr
tion temperatureTc , and the shape of the current depe
denceRs(I ) ~see Fig. 8! indicates the presence of the critic
current in the sample. In this case, weakCp anomalies of the
l-type observed at the temperatures 5, 10, 15, 19, and 2
probably reflect the superconducting transitions of the h
erogeneous regions of the sample. The absence of a hy
esis in this temperature range allows us to attribute the
served peculiarities to second-order phase transitions.

The model that can describe qualitatively the obser
peculiarities can be described as follows. As the tempera
decreases below the antiferromagnetic ordering tempera
T1, a magnetostructural phase transition takes place, w
results in the formation of antiferromagnetically coupled ir
layers separated by the layers of nonmagnetic lutetium
this case, the spin-dependent scattering of charge carr
which is responsible for negative magnetoresistance,21,22 be-
comes significant, and the resistance experiences a jum
peculiar magnet–nonmagnet–magnet superlattice is form
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A superconducting state is formed as the temperature
creases belowTc . The emergence of such a state is unlike
in regions with clearly manifested magnetic moments. A
suming that two adjacent layers are coupled antiferrom
netically, it can be surmised that the small boundary reg
between the layers is nonmagnetic, and superconduct
emerges just in this region. This explains the low concen
tion of the superconducting phase. The magnetostruct
phase transition, and hence the nonuniform state of
sample also explain the peculiarities of thermal cycling a
the spread in transition temperatures. Since the samples
polycrystalline, the orientational dependences were not
served.

CONCLUSION

The most important properties observed by us
LuFe4Al8 can be summarized as follows.

~1! A singularity on the temperature dependence of h
capacity indicating an antiferromagnetic phase order
at TN5100.5 K.

~2! A sharp increase in the sample resistance atT1,TN .
Orientational magnetoresistance is observed below
temperature in a weak (H,50 Oe) static magnetic field

~3! The emergence of a small amount of the supercond
ing phase at temperatures belowTc524 K.

~4! The existence of heavy fermions in LuFe4Al8 is indi-
cated by heat capacity investigations.

It can be assumed on the basis of the entire body
experimental data that a layered magnet– nonmagn
magnet superlattice is formed at temperaturesT1,TN . Be-
low temperaturesTc,T1, this superlattice is transforme
into a magnet–superconductor– magnet superlattice.

Thus, the compound LuFe4Al8 possesses interestin
physical properties and serves as a promising object for
ther investigations.

The authors are indebted to M. L. Almeida and
Gonsalves for supplying the samples, and to A. G. And
and N. I. Glushchuk for fruitful discussions.
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Magnetic ordering at the stepped ferro/antiferromagnetic interface
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A nonuniform distribution of magnetic disclination type magnetization connected with the atomic
size step on the ferro/antiferromagnetic boundary is studied. The obtained results are
generalized to the case of periodic stepped ferro/antiferromagnetic interface. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~99!00401-6#
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In the light of technical applications of the phenomen
of giant magnetoresistance in recent years, layered mag
structures and interfaces between different magnetically
dered materials have been subjected widely to theore
and experimental investigations. Multilayer systems conta
ing alternating layers of ferro- and antiferromagnets1,2 have
been drawing special attention~interface between Co an
CoO is an example of such a system!. In experimental inves-
tigations of layered magnets, some interlayers are o
wedge-shaped with a small divergence angle.3 In this case,
the interface between the magnets has a regular stepped
with large separation between steps of atomic size. The p
ence of a step at the boundary of a layered antiferroma
leads to local variation of the micromagnetic structure a
the possibility of emergence of a ‘‘topological surfa
antiferromagnetism.’’4,5 A large number of theoretical work
have been devoted to this problem~see, for example, Ref. 6!.
In this communication, we shall show that the presence o
atomic step at the interface between isotropic ferro- and
tiferromagnets necessarily leads to the emergence of a
uniform distribution of the magnetic disclination type ma
netization throughout the entire volume of the magnets. T
nature of such a distribution depends on the relation betw
the exchange constants in ferro- and antiferromagnetic h
spaces.

1. MAGNETIZATION DISTRIBUTION FOR AN ISOLATED
ATOMIC SIZE STEP AT THE BOUNDARY

Let us consider a plane interface between a ferro- and
antiferromagnetic subspace. For simplicity, we shall assu
that both magnets have a strong easy-plane one-ion an
ropy, and disregard the additional weak anisotropy in
easy plane. In this case, it was shown by Gouveaet al.7 that
all spins in the magnetic vortex or magnetic disclination co
figuration, rotate in the easy plane without leaving it, wh
the spins at lattice sites are characterized simply by t
rotation angle in this plane. Thus, the geometry of sta
configurations is described by using the scalar model. I
layered antiferromagnet with layers ordered parallel to
ideal ferro/antiferromagnet interface, both half-spaces ar
181063-777X/99/25(1)/6/$15.00
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the ground state with collinear~in FM! and anticollinear~in
AFM! distribution of spins for any kind of exchange inte
action through the interface. In a magnet with ‘‘staggere
ordering and a compensated AFM surface, a noncollin
structure may be formed at the surface.8,9 In the presence of
an atomic size step at this boundary, ideal ferro- and anti
romagnetic ordering in half-spaces can emerge only in
absence of exchange interaction through the interface. E
a weak exchange interaction between the half-spaces m
the spin distribution noncollinear in the ground state and
system acquires a magnetic disclination having Frank’s
dex k51 ~Fig. 1! and its center at step. In Ref. 10, such
configuration was associated with the presence of a sc
dislocation in the AFM. In the case being considered he
the crystal structure is perfect and the presence of a ste
equivalent in the magnetic sense to a ‘‘magnetic dislo
tion,’’ i.e., to the inclusion of an additional spin layer. Sinc
we are interested in the magnetization distribution over d
tances larger than atomic dimensions~size of a step!, we can
replace a plane interface by a step at the ideal bound
having reversed the sign of the exchange interaction thro
it along one of the semi-axes~on one side of the step!.

Let us consider a two-dimensional quadratic lattice w
the FM/AFM interface along thex-axis ~the directionz of
antiferromagnetic ordering is perpendicular to the interfac!.
Confining ourselves to the classical Heisenberg model in
exchange approximation, we can represent the Hamilton
of the system in the form

H5S0
2(

nm
Jnm cos~wn2wm!, ~1!

whereS0 is the lattice site spin,wn the spin rotation angle a
the siten in the (x,z) plane, andJnm the exchange interac
tion between spins at lattice sitesn and m ~summation is
carried out over the nearest sites of the quadratic lattice!. In
the ferromagnetic half-space (z.0), Jnm52J1 and2J2 in
the x andz directions, respectively, while in the antiferrom
agetic part (z,0), Jnm52 J̃1 and J̃2 in these directions,
whereJi and J̃i.0. In accordance with our model descrip
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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tion of the interface containing a step, we proposeJnm

5Js sgn(x) as the constant of exchange interaction throu
this interface. It is convenient to go over in the antiferroma
netic half-space from the angleswn to wn1p in even-
numbered layers~see Fig. 1!. After this we can provide a
longwave description for the fields of magnetization and
antiferromagnetism vector in both half-spaces within
framework of Laplace equations:

J1wxx1J2wzz50, z.0,
~2!

J̃1wxx1 J̃2wzz50, z,0.

Since the relation between exchange integralsJi , J̃i and
Js is assumed to be arbitrary, relative deviations of sp
w15w(z510) and w25w(z520) may be quite large
(.p) in layers adjoining the interface and hence the m
netic interaction between these layers must be taken into
count exactly:

Ws5sgn~x!S0
2 cos~w12w2!. ~3!

The nonuniform distribution of the magnetization fie
in the FM half-space (z.0) can be expressed in terms of th
density distribution of the effective forcesf 1(x) acting at the
boundaryz50:11

w~x,z.0!5
1

2pAJ1J2
E dx8 lnF ~x2x8!2

J1
1

z2

J2
G f 1~x8!,

~4!

where

f 1~x!5J2

]w

]z U
z510

~5!

~we have put the lattice constant and the spinS0 equal to
unity!. Formula~4! leads to the following expression for th
magnetization gradient at the interface:

AJ1J2

dw1

dx
5Ĥ f 1~x!. ~6!

FIG. 1. Structure of a magnetic disclination associated with a step at
FM/AFM interface in the particular case of identical exchange interactio
magnets
h
-

e
e

s

-
c-

Here, we have introduced the following standard notation
the Hilbert transformation:

ĤF5
1

p E dx8
F~x8!

~x2x8!
. ~7!

For the AFM half-space (z,0), formula~6! is replaced
by

~ J̃1J̃2!1/2
dw2

dx
5Ĥ f 2~x!, ~8!

where f 2(x) are the effective forces acting at the bounda
f 252 J̃2]w/]zuz520 of the lower region. The dependenc
of the forcesf 6(x) on relative orientation of spins at th
FM/AFM boundary follows from formula~3! for the surface
energy

f 6~x!57sgn~x!Js sin~w12w2!. ~9!

Substituting formula~9! into Eqs.~6! and~8!, we obtain,
after adding and subtracting, a closed equation for rela
spin rotationsc5w12w2 in the layers adjoining the bound
ary and the relation of the functionsw1 and w2 with the
distributionc(x):

sinc1 l sgn~x!ĤS dc

dxD50, ~10!

w15
~ J̃1J̃2!1/2

~J1J2!1/21~ J̃1J̃2!1/2
c,

w252
~J1J2!1/2

~J1J2!1/21~ J̃1J̃2!1/2
c, ~11!

where we have introduced the parameter

l 5~J1J2J̃1J̃2!1/2/Js@~J1J2!1/21~ J̃1J̃2!1/2#,

characterizing the extent of nonuniformity in the distributio
of magnetization around the surface step.

Equation~10! was studied in detail by us in Ref. 10.
was shown that it has a local topological soliton soluti
whose asymptotic forms at large distances from the ce
and behavior in the vicinity of the step can be described
follows:

c~k!>5
1

k
, k→2`,

p

2
2

2

p
lnuku, k!1,

p2
1

k
, k→1`,

~12!

where we have introduced the dimensionless coordin
k5x/ l .

Spin deviation field distributions at the FM/AFM bound
ary and in the bulk of the magnets are expressed in term
the obtained functionc~k!. Thus, spin rotations in layer
adjoining the interface are defined by formulas~11!. The
boundary region in which the spin rotation angles are
small is of the order ofl . Hence a decrease in the interactio

e
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through the boundary leads to an increase in the size of
disordered region in proportion to 1/Js . Since the total varia-
tion of the anglec upon a variation ofx from 2` to 1`
amounts top, we can easily calculate the total rotation of t
ferro- and antiferromagnetism vectors in the correspond
half-spaces:

dw15w1~1`!2w1~2`!5
p

~11g!
,

~13!

dw25w2~1`!2w2~2`!52
pg

~11g!
,

where we have introduced the parameterg5(J1J2 / J̃1J̃2)1/2

characterizing the difference in magnetic properties of F
and AFM. It follows from formulas~13! that the total varia-
tion of the anglew during circumvention of the step at th
interface along a closed contour isp, and this spin configu-
ration indeed corresponds to magnetic disclination w
Frank’s indexk51. However, in contrast to the magnet
disclination associated with dislocation in a homogene
AFM ~see Ref. 10!, the total spin rotation is different in FM
and AFM half-spaces in the present case and depends o
parameterg:

dw1

dw2
52g. ~14!

If magnetic interaction in the AFM half-space is muc
stronger than the exchange interaction in a ferromagne~J̃i

@Ji , ‘‘frozen’’ AFM !, the rotation of magnetization occur
mainly in the FM region through an angle close top. In this
case, if we consider even a weak anisotropy in the e
plane, the magnetic disclination is transformed into a fer
magnetic domain wall in the FM half-space which termina
at the step in the interface.

In the opposite case of a ‘‘frozen’’ ferromagnet in th
caseJi@ J̃i , the spin rotation mainly takes place in the AF
region, and the antiferromagnetism vector turns through
angle close top upon a variation ofx from 2` to 1`. In
this case, a 180° AFM domain wall is formed if the intr
plane anisotropy is taken into account. Figure 1 shows
spin configuration in the intermediate caseJi5 J̃i . In order
to find the magnetization field distribution in the entire tw
dimensional region around the interface nonuniformity,
must use formula~4! for the upper half-space (z.0) and the
corresponding formula forz,0 after differentiating them
with respect toz and substituting into them formula~9! for
the effective forces. Since we are interested in the asymp
form of the solution at distancesk@1, we approximate the
function sin(w12w2) by the expression 1/(11k2)1/2. In this
case, we obtain the following expression for the upper h
space:

]w

]z
~k,z.0!.

zJs

pJ2l E dk8
sgn~k8!

A11k82

3F ~k2k8!21S z

l D 2G , ~15!
he
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where l5 l (J1 /J2)1/2 is the characteristic size along th
z-axis. For a weak spatial anisotropy in the caseJ2.J1 , the
quantitiesl and l are of the same order of magnitude. Th
integral in formula ~15! is evaluated in elementar
functions,10 and the obtained expression can be expande
powers ofl /x andl/z at distancesx@ l andz@l. In terms
of the initial variables, the first terms of this expansion ha
the form

]w

]z
~x,z.0!.

Js

J2
f ~x,z!, ~16!

where

f ~x,z!5
x/ l

x2/ l 21z2/l2

3F12
4uzu

lp~x2/ l 21z2/l2!
1OS l 3

x3 ,
l3

z3 D G . ~17!

The corresponding expression for the derivative of
field of the antiferromagnetism vector in the AFM half-spa
(z,0) has the form

]w

]z
~x,z,0!.

Js

J̃2

f̃ ~x,z!, ~18!

where f̃ differs from f in the replacement ofl by
l̃5 l ( J̃2 / J̃1)1/2. In the case of a weak spatial anisotrop
when J1.J2 and J̃1. J̃2!, the functionsf and f̃ actually
coincide and

]w/]z~z.0!

]w/]z~z,0!
'

J̃2

J2
. ~19!

This means that the spin distribution is quite asymme
relative to the interface in the case of a considerable dif
ence between the exchange constants in FM and AFM.

2. MAGNETIZATION DISTRIBUTION FOR A REGULAR
STEPPED SHAPE OF THE INTERFACE

Let us generalize the obtained results to the case o
interface with an infinite number of atomic size steps with
large separationL@a between them. The magnetic exchan
interaction through the boundary can now be described
the function

W5Js~x!S0
2 cos~w12w2!, ~20!

whereJs(x) has the form of an alternating step function wi
period 2L and amplitudeJs , the constantJs characterizing
the exchange interaction between the half-spaces. Form
~20! leads to the following dependence of the forcesf 6(x)
on the relative orientation of spins at the FM/AFM interfac

f 6~x!57Js~x!sin~w12w2!. ~21!

Substituting formula~21! into Eqs.~6! and ~8!, we ob-
tain ~after adding and subtracting! an equation analogous t
~10! for relative spin rotationsc5w12w2 in the layers ad-
joining the boundary and the relation between the functio
w1 andw2 :
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Js~x!

Js
sinc1 lĤ S dc

dxD50, ~22!

w252
~J1J2!1/2

~ J̃1J̃2!1/2
w1 , ~23!

wherel is the parameter introduced above to characterize
c-
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size of the magnetic nonuniformity associated with the pr
ence of the step boundary in the system.

Let us analyze the solution of Eq.~22! qualitatively. For
this purpose, we replace the system under consideration
model piecewise linear system in which the Heisenberg
change interaction~20! of spins through the interface is re
placed by an interaction in the form
Ws→H S0
2Js

~w12w2!2

2
2S0

2Js , 0<w12w2,p/2,

2S0
2Js

@~w12w2!2p#2

2
1S0

2Js , p/2<w12w2<p.

~24!
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In Eq. ~22!, sinc is replaced by a piecewise linear fun
tion

sinc→ Hc,
p2c,

~2n21!L,x,2nL,
2nL,x,~2n11!L, ~25!

wheren is an integer, and Eq.~22! becomes linear. We sha
consider below the simplest case of the ground state of
system in which magnetization distribution becomes unifo
at large distances from the interface. This situation co
sponds to a regular alternation of the signs of magnetic
clinations associated with the sequence of surface step
this case, the distribution of spin deviations~in particular, of
the functionc(x)! becomes a periodic function ofx with a
period 2L, and we can use the Fourier transformation. A
plying it to the above-mentioned linear equation, we obt
the solution for relative deviations of spins near the bound
in the form of a series:

c~x!5
p

2
12(

n50

`
sin@~2n11!px/L#

~2n11!@11~2n11!lp/L#
. ~26!

We shall study the nature of magnetization distributi
in the limit of strong and weak bonds between half-spac

Limit of weak bond between FM and AFM half-spaces

Even in the presence of an infinitely small exchange
teraction through the interface, the spin distribution nea
becomes noncollinear. Considering that the size of the in
mogeneity is comparable with the separation between s
or exceeds it~it should be recalled thatl}1/Js and increases
with the weakening of bond between the FM and AFM ha
spaces!, we can confine the converging series~26! containing
the factor 1/(2n11)2 ~which decreases with increasingn! to
the first approximation (n50):

w12w2.
p

2
1

2 sin~px/L !

11~ lp/L !
. ~27!

In this case, the spin deviations near the interface
obtained by jointly solving Eqs.~23! and ~27!:
he
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w1.
p

2

1

11~J1J2 / J̃1J̃2!1/2

1
2

11~J1J2 / J̃1J̃2!1/2

sin~px/L !

11~ lp/L !
, ~28!

w2.2
p

2

1

11~ J̃1J̃2 /J1J2!1/2

2
2

11~ J̃1J̃2 /J1J2!1/2

sin~px/L !

11~ lp/L !
. ~29!

It follows from these expressions that in the limit of
weak bond between the half-spaces, the spin deviation in
boundary layers is weakly modulated. Spin configuration
both half-spaces is determined by the relation between
exchange constantsJi and J̃i in them.~It should be recalled
that, since there is no anisotropy, we can measure the an
w1 andw2 from any direction in the easy plane.!

In the particular case when the exchange interaction
the magnets is identical (J̃1J̃25J1J2), the angle between
mean directions of spins in the FM and AFM regions isp/2,
and the amplitude of spin deviations from these mean dir
tions is defined as@11(pAJ1J2)/2LJs#

21.
If the exchange interaction in AFM is considerab

stronger than the exchange in FM~J̃1J̃2@J1J2 , which cor-
responds to the ‘‘frozen’’ AFM!, spin rotation mainly occurs
in the FM region in which spins deviate periodically fro
the mean direction orthogonal to the uniform orientation
spins in the AFM half-space.

In the opposite case of a ‘‘frozen’’ FM (J1J2@ J̃1J̃2),
spin rotation mainly occurs in the AFM region.

In order to find the magnetization field distribution in th
entire two-dimensional region near the step boundary,
use formula~4! for the upper half-space (z.0) and the cor-
responding formula forz,0. We shall take into consider
ation formulas~6! and~8! after carrying out the Hilbert trans
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formation and substituting the obtained expressions~28! and
~29! for spin deviations near the interface. For the upp
half-space we obtain the relation

]c

]z
~x,z.0!52

2z

LJ2@11~J1J2 / J̃1J̃2!1/2#~11 lp/L !

3ĤE dx8
cos~px8/L !

~x2x8!2/J11z2/J2

. ~30!

Evaluating the integral in Eq.~30! and applying
Ĥ-transformation to the result, we finally arrive at an expr
sion for the derivative of magnetization field in the upp
half-space:

]c

]z
~x,z.0!5

2p

L
S J1

J2
D 1/2

3
1

@11~J1J2 / J̃1J̃2!1/2#~11 lp/L !

3expF2p
z

L
S J1

J2
D 1/2Gsin

px

L
~31!

~we have used the propertyĤ@cos(ax)#52sgn(a)sin(ax) of
the Ĥ-transformation!.

The expression for the magnetization field distribution
the lower ~AFM! half-space is obtained in an analogo
manner:

]c

]z
~x,z,0!5

2p

L
S J̃1

J̃2

D 1/2

3
1

@11~ J̃1J̃2 /J1J2!1/2#~11 lp/L !

3expFp
z

L
S J̃1

J̃2

D 1/2Gsin
px

L
. ~32!

It can be seen from Eqs.~31! and ~32! that the charac-
teristic size of the nonuniform magnetization distribution
gion near the FM/AFM stepped boundary is of the order

LAJ2 /J1 in the FM half-space andLAJ̃2 / J̃1 in the AFM
half-space. However, the nonuniformity in the magnetizat
distribution upon a weak interaction through the interface
proportional to the quantity 1/l}Js and vanishes forJs50.
Note that a decrease in the nonuniformity of magnetizat
distribution with coordinatez depends only on the propertie
of the half-space and not onJs .

Limit of strong bond between FM and AFM half-spaces

In the limit of a strong bond between FM and AFM, l
us first consider the case when one of the half-spaces~for
definiteness, let it be the AFM half-space! is ‘‘frozen,’’ and
the spin distribution in it is uniform. If the spins in the lowe
half-space are collinear to the interface, an indefinitely stro
exchange interaction through the interface also ‘‘aligns’’ t
r

-
r

-
f

n
s

n

g
e

spins in the FM half-space also along the interface. A tr
sition in the upper half-space through the step along
x-axis turns the spins through an anglep as can be seen from
the expression for the exchange interaction~20! and the
shape of the functionJs(x) proposed by us.

In the general case of ‘‘defrozen’’ magnets, it is obvio
from the above arguments that, for a strong bond betw
them, the spins rotate through an anglep/2 in each half-
space upon a change inx by L, while the relative spin de-
viation varies between 0 andp ~Fig. 2!. Obviously, the de-
rivatives of spin deviations in the layers adjoining th
boundary are described in this case by a sequence
d-functions:

]w6

]x
56

p

2 (
n52`

1`

d~x2nl !~21!n. ~33!

In order to determine the nonuniform distribution
magnetization in the FM-half-space, we substitute the
pression~33! ~with sign ‘‘1’’ for the FM! into formula ~4!
taking into account the relation~6! and the skew-symmetry
of the Ĥ-transformation. Differentiation with respect toz
gives

]w

]z
~x,z.0!52

2z

4J2
(

n52`

1`

3~21!nĤ
1

~x2nl !2/J11z2/J2
. ~34!

This expression can easily be transformed~see Ref. 12!
into the relation

]w

]z
~x,z.0!5

p

4AJ1J2
(

n52`

1`

3~21!n
x2nl

~x2nl !2/J11z2/J2
. ~35!

To calculate the sum of the series~35!, it is expedient to
decompose it into two sums, one over even values ofn and
the other over odd values, and to apply the Poisson sum
tion rule to each of the obtained sums:13

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of magnetization distribution n
an FM/AFM step boundary in the limit of strong bond between magnet
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(
s52`

1`

f ~x1sl!5
1

l (
m52`

1`

expS 2p imx

l D
3E

2`

1`

dx8 f ~x8!expS 22p imx8

l D .

~36!

Using this relation, we obtain for the sum over evenn in
~35!

(
n52`

1`
x22nL

~x22nL!2/J11z2/J2

5
J1

2L
i (
m52`

1`

expS 22p imx

2L D
3E

2`

1`

dx8
x8

x821z2~J1 /J2!
sinS 2pmx8

2L D . ~37!

Obviously, relation~37! is the Fourier sine-transform o
the integrand, and the final expression for the sum over e
n has the form

(
n52`

1`
x22nL

~x22nL!2/J11z2/J2

5
J1p

l (
m51

1`

sinS pmx

L DexpF2p
z

L S J1

J2
D 1/2

mG . ~38!

Having carried out the above-mentioned transformati
on the sum over oddn, we finally arrive at an expression fo
the derivative of spin deviations in the FM half-space:

]w

]z
~x,z.0!5

p2

2L S J1

J2
D 1/2

3 (
n50

1`

sin
p~2n11!x

L

3expF2p
z

L
~J1 /J2!1/2~2n11!G . ~39!

For the AFM half-space (z,0), the analogous expres
sion has the form

]w

]z
~x,z,0!5

p2

2L
S J̃1

J̃2

D 1/2

3 (
n50

1`

sin
p~2n11!x

L

3expFp
z

L
~ J̃1 / J̃2!1/2~2n11!G . ~40!

Since we are interested in the asymptotic form of
expression~39! at distancesz@LAJ2 /J1, we shall confine
ourselves to the first term of the series
en

s

e

]w

]z
~x,z.0!.

p2

2L S J1

J2
D 1/2

sin
px

L
expF2z~J1 /J2!1/2

p

L G .
~41!

It can be seen from the above equation that, as in
case of a weak bond between the half-spaces@formulas~31!
and~32!#, the decrease in the nonuniform magnetization in
the bulk of the magnet is exponential in nature, and the
gion of such a nonuniform magnetization distribution has
characteristic sizeDFM;LAJ2 /J1 in the FM half-space~in

the AFM half-space,DAFM;LAJ̃2 / J̃1, i.e., coincides with
the corresponding expression in the limit of weak bond
tween the magnets!.

CONCLUSION

A two-dimensional scalar model is proposed for an ea
plane magnet containing a stepped FM/AFM boundary. U
ing this model, a system of nonlinear one-dimensio
integro-differential equations is obtained for fields of sp
rotation around a nonuniform interface. Magnetization fie
configurations near such a boundary are studied in the l
of strong and weak bonds between FM and AFM ha
spaces.
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Hysteretic phenomena and switching effects under phase transitions in external field
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The field dependence of the order parameter is investigated theoretically, using a statistical
approach within the framework of the Ginzburg–Landau model with respect to the ferroelectric
phase transition. It is found that, along with the existence of ordinary non-switching
hysteresis is not too high fields« («!«c , where«c is the coercive field!, hysteresis of a switching
type can be observed at the fields in excess of the coercive one. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~99!00501-0#
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The influence of a quasi-stationary external field on
formation and growth dynamics of 180°-domains was inv
tigated in1 within the framework of the Ginzburg–Landa
model, using a statistical approach.

Our goal in this paper is to follow evolution of the do
main structure which has already been formed in ferroe
trics depending on the magnitude and the direction of
external field.

To characterize quantitatively the change of a syst
state passing through the critical temperature pointTC of a
phase transition, one or more values~called order param-
eters! are introduced. In the case of the ferroelectric ph
transition the projection of the polarization vector on a c
tain crystallographic direction is used as a long-range or
parameterh(r ,t).

To describe the relaxation processes taking place in
system undergoing the phase transition, there is no nee
know the spatial distribution of order parameterh(r ,t) in
detail over the total macroscopic specimen. Therefore, in
subsequent discussion, as before,1 we shall deal with the
search of the main physically significant characteristics
this function, such, for example, as the average~over the
crystalline grain! value of the order parameter^h~r ,t!&[h̄~t!
and two-point correlation function

^j~r ,t !j~r 8,t !&[K~s,t !, s5r2r 8, ~1!

where we have introduced the centered order param
j(r ,t)[h(r ,t)2h̄(t). The equations describing the temp
ral evolution of h̄(t) and K(s,t) on all stages of ordering
were introduced in1 on the base of Ginzburg–Landau fun
tional for nonequilibrium order parameter.

Our interest in this work is with the behavior of th
order-disorder system for times which are greater in co
parison with the time of forming (td), but much less than the
time of coalescence (tc) of the domain structure (td!t
!tc). Therefore, in the subsequent analysis for field dep
dence of the order parameterh̄5h̄(«) we shall use the
asymptotic system of equation obtained in Ref. 1
241063-777X/99/25(1)/4/$15.00
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H dh̄

dt
5

1

2
@~a23D~ t !2h̄2!h̄1«#,

dD~ t !

dt
5~a2D~ t !23h̄2!D~ t !,

~2!

whereD(t)[K(0,t); a5(Tc2T)/Tc is a dimensionless pa
rameter which characterizes the proximity of temperatureT,
up to that the specimen cooled, to the ordering tempera
Tc ; «5E/Tc is an external field in corresponding units.

The singular~stationary! points of the system~2! corre-
spond to the thermodynamic equilibrium states of order
system and can be found from the conditions of vanish
the first derivatives with respect to time on the left sides
the Eqs.~2! ast→`. Hence it follows that the system of tw
algebraic equations in variablesh̄ andD takes the form

H «1ah̄23Dh̄2h̄350,

~a2D23h̄2!D50.
~3!

The roots of the above-mentioned system yield the coo
nates of singular points in the plane (h̄,D).

In this work we shall consider only the caseT,Tc , i.e.,
a.0, when there is a whole system of singular points. Ho
ever, only the points located in the upper half-plane of
phase pattern~in variablesh̄,D) will have a physical sense
Recall that the positions of these singular points, in the c
of weak field («!a3/2), were found by us in Ref. 1.

The first singular point I@h̄52(«/a), D50#, which
corresponds to a homogeneous disordered state, is an
stable node~Fig. 1!.

The second point II (h̄5Aa1(«/2a), D50! corre-
sponds to a homogenous ordered state ‘‘aligned with
external field’’ and is a stable node~Fig. 1!.

The third point III (h̄52Aa1(«/2a), D50! corre-
sponds to homogenous ordering, but it is ‘‘opposite to
field.’’ This point is also a stable node~Fig. 1!.

Both the second and the third singular points corresp
to single-domain type of the specimen ordering.

All the rest of the singular points~with DÞ0) corre-
spond to inhomogeneous ordering, i.e., to one or ano
polydomain structures.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The fourth point IV@h̄5«/2a;D5a2(3«2/4a4)# ~Fig.
1! is a stable node and corresponds to the possibility o
polydomain structure realization. The fact thathÞ0 in this
state corresponds to some non-equivalency of domain
two types. However, in weak fields this distinction is sm
~to the extent of the ratio«/a).

Finally, there are another two singular points of t
saddle type. One of them V~‘‘right saddle’’! with coordi-
nates@h̄5Aa/22«/4a; D5a/413«/(4Aa)] ~Fig. 1! cor-
responds to a possibility for realizing such a quasi-station
polydomain structure, where the volume fraction of doma
of the same type~e.g., with polarization vector, aligned wit
field! substantially exceeds the volume fraction of the ot
type domains~opposed to the field!.

The other point~‘‘left saddle’’! @h̄52Aa/22«/4a;
D5a* /423«/(4Aa)] ~the point VI, Fig. 1! corresponds to
a possibility for realizing the quasi-stationary polydoma
structure as well. However, in this situation the volume fra
tion of domains with the polarization vector oriented opp
site to the field substantially exceeds a volume fraction
domains aligned with the field.

Two separatrices, leaving the origin of coordinates a
passing through the ‘‘left’’ and ‘‘right’’ saddle points, divide
the phase pattern into the three parts. The upper central
tor ~1! is the ‘‘attraction region’’of inhomogeneous~polydo-
main! state, the lower right-hand~2! and lower left-hand sec
tors ~3! correspond to two ‘‘attraction regions’’ o
homogeneous single-domain states.

In the context of this work our interest will not be wit
the locations of singular points by itself on a phase patter
fixed value of external field, but their evolution and bifurc
tion under changes of a value and direction of external fi
«. It is suggested that the field changes slowly enough~quasi-
statically! in comparison with time of polydomain structur
formation (t«@td). Recall that for definiteness we sha
consider a phase transition in ferroelectrics connected w
the appearance of a spontaneous polarization atT,Tc .

FIG. 1. Phase pattern of order–disorder system. The singular points o
system~2! at «50 are marked by the crosses~3!; the singular points~I–VI !
for the system~2! at «Þ0 are marked by circles~s! and separatrices are
indicated by dotted lines. The arrows indicate the directions of motion
the singular points with increasing the external field. The bifurcation po
~at «5«c) for the system~2! (hc andKc) are shown by black circles~d!.
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In order to follow the evolution of singular points on th
phase pattern depending on the field« we direct our attention
to the system~3!. From the second equation of a system
follows that there are solutions of its satisfying the conditi
D(t)50. In this case the first equation of the system~3!
takes the form

«5h̄32ah̄. ~4!

The right-hand side of~4! has extremes in two symmetri
points with respect to the ordinate axis

h̄c
~1,2!56Aa/A3. ~5!

The positive value of parameter (h̄c.0) corresponds to the
minimum critical field

«c
min52

2a3/2

3A3
, ~6!

and the negative value of parameter (h̄c,0) corresponds the
maximum critical field

«c
max5

2a3/2

3A3
. ~7!

Since, while writing down the thermodynamic potential~1!
in1 we assumed at«.0, then it is natural to consider only th
maximum critical field («c5Þ«c

max), which we shall call
critical field simply. To elucidate its physical sense, we co
sider what will happen with the singular points of the syste
~2! under smooth variation of external field beginning fro
values«!«c .

Studying a behavior of the algebraic system~3! roots it
is easy to verify that as the field« is increased, the singula
points I, III and VI located in the second quadrant begin
approach each other gradually. Simultaneously, the mu
approach of the singular points IV and V occurs. And on
the second singlet pint~II !, corresponding to the homoge
neous~monodomain! ordering of the system~crystallite! as a
whole, will recede further and further from the rest of th
singular points, moving towards the right along the absci
axis.

The approach of the above-mentioned groups of sing
points will cause the sectors1 and3 to decrease~Fig. 1!. It
testifies that the potentialities both for the polydomain a
for the monodomain ordering ‘‘opposite to the field’’ will b
decreased gradually. The sector2, on the contrary, grows to
extend the range of conceivable initial conditions, beginn
with these, the system will be ordered homogeneou
‘‘aligned with the field.’’ That is, the external field specifie
the direction of the preferential ordering.

When the critical value of the field«5«c is achieved,
the confluence of the singular points I, III and VI into
single pointhc will occur. Simultaneously, i.e., at the sam
value of critical field, the singular points IV, V are merge
into the singular pointKc with the coordinates (1/2Aa/3;
3a/4!. At the same moment~i.e., in merging two groups of
singular points! the sectors1 and 3 disappear on the phas
pattern~Fig. 1!. In other words, at the critical value of th
external field bifurcation of the ordering system trajector
takes place.
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The further increasing of the external field up to t
values«.«c gives all the singular points to disappear, e
cept point II. The fields higher than critical ones should
considered to be strong. Therewith, in the range of the str
field («@«c), the average value of order parameter in t
single-domain state does not depend on temperature to a
approximation, and it is defined only by the value of the fie

h̄;«1/3. ~8!

Let us consider the manner in which the character of
ferroelectric domain structure will vary under the influen
of the external field. With this in mind we shall trace th
variation of the order parameter average valueh̄ in relation
to the magnitude and the direction of the applied field«,
identifying h̄ with the average polarization of the specim
and the field«—with the uniform electric field.

Analysis will be based on treating the behavior of t
solutions for the system of Eqs.~3! under slow, continuous
variation of the parameter«, i.e., on the study of the influ
ence of the external field on the evolution of the order
system singular points on the phase pattern~Fig. 1!.

Initially let us take up the manner in which the orderin
system which in the polydomain state corresponds to
singular point IV on the phase pattern~Fig. 1!, behaves one-
self with time in a weak varying external field. If the extern
field is changed slowly~quasi-statically! ~i.e., t«@a21), ac-
cording to the phase diagram~Fig. 1! at the small deviations
of field magnitude from zero, the system is limited by t
polydomain state. The external field brings into disbalan
between volume fractions of the phases: oriented ‘‘oppo
to the field’’ and ‘‘aligned with the fields’’ in favor of the
latter. In this case under small changes of the fi
(u«u!«c) the order parameterh̄ turns out to be proportiona
to the field

h̄;«/a. ~9!

The inhomogeneities of the order parameter are there
smoothed out by the external field

D>a23«2/4a2. ~10!

Decreasing the dispersion of the order parameter, in ac
dance with~10!, appears to be a second order effect in
field.

On further increasing the external field, as soon as
dependenceh̄5h̄(«) ceases to obey the linear law~9!, the
order parameterh̄ in cyclic change of the field will not fol-
low the lineOAOA8. This change of the order parameter w
have the form of a hysteretic loop~dotted line in Fig. 2!. The
hysteresis involved~in the limits of the polydomain states!
has nothing to do with the switching one and it will appear
be more significant if the amplitude of varying of the exte
nal field is larger~naturally, within the areau«u,«c).

However such a behavior of the order parameterh̄ as a
function of the slowly varied external field« takes place only
in the range of relatively weak field, whenu«!«c . As soon
as the external field reaches its critical value«c , the conflu-
ence of the singular points IV and V on the phase patt
~Fig. 1! into a single singular pointKc , with coordinates
(1/2Aa/3, 3a/4), occurs. Just at such a value of the exter
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field («5«c) any polydomain structure appears to be ab
lutely unstable with respect to further growth of field.
stronger fields («.«c) the singular points IV, V disappear a
all, that is any polydomain state becomes energetically
advantageous and order-disorder system switches sha
~practically by a leap! to the thermodynamically stable mon
odomain state oriented ‘‘with the field,’’ with the averag
value of the order parameterh̄52Aa/3 and with dispersion
equal to zero (D50). This single-domain state correspon
to the singular point II on the phase pattern~Fig. 1!.

Further increasing the field will cause polarization,
accordance with~8!, i.e., the average value of order param
eterh̄ at the section of the curve fromB to C ~Fig. 2! grows
insignificantly (;«1/3).

The field dependence of the order parameterh̄5h̄(«)
follows the curveCB ~Fig. 2! as the value of the field de
creases, i.e., decreasing the average value of the orde
rameter up to the field value«5«c in a reversible way. How-
ever, when the field« becomes less than a critical one («
,«c), the average value of the order parameter does
return to the polydomain branchOA, i.e., the ordering char-
acter of a specimen remains homogeneous~monodomain!.
Furthermore, as the field magnitude decreases, the ave
value of the order parameter will continue to decrease mo
tonely, following the curveBE ~Fig. 2! and attaining the
residual magnitudeAa in total switching off the field
(«50). To relieve this residual value of the order parame
h̄, i.e., to switch the specimen into the alternative order

FIG. 2. Field dependences of the order parameter average valueh̄: the
ordinary nonswitching hysteresis is indicated by a dotted line; the hyster
of switching type is marked by a solid line.
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state, it is enough to change the sign of the field«. In in-
creasing the field of the opposite polarity in the range
values2«c,«,0 the further decreasing of the average
der parameter to the valueAa/3 ~the curveED on Fig. 2!
will proceed. The ordering character will not be chang
here until the critical value of the field2«c has been at-
tained. At the part of the curve fromE to D, when the exter-
nal field « and the order parameterh̄ have the opposite po
larity, the states of the system are unsta
thermodynamically, it would be advantageously energetic
the system, if the sign of the order parameter coincided w
the field sign. In other words, the sectionED ~as well as
E8D8! corresponds to the metastable states of the ord
disorder system.

The further increasing of the external field magnitu
will produce ‘‘the frustration’’ of the valueh̄ to the magni-
tude 22Aa/3 ~the pointB8, Fig. 2!. This fact indicates the
switching of the crystallite from the monodomain state w
one direction of the spontaneous polarization into a state
this but with opposite direction of polarization in response
the electric field over the whole volume simultaneous
Thus the field2«c is nothing but a coercive field. In acco
dance with~7!, the magnitude of this coercive field depen
on temperature through the parametera5(Tc2T)/Tc ,
which characterizes a proximity of the system considered
the phase transition critical point. To evaluate the coerc
field «c obtained by us theoretically for really achieved va
ues ofa, one should go to corresponding dimensional no
tions in ~7!. The transition in triglycine sulphate crystal
one of the most completely studied ferroelectric second o
phase transitions. The departure of behavior answerin
Landau theory are not observed in this ferroelectrics up
a;1024– 1025.2 For these values ofa it turns out that the
magnitude of coercive fieldEc found by us will achieve
quite large values;50–100 kV/cm. However, the exper
mental investigations of ferroelectric hysteretic phenom
in the fields such as these or even larger ones (E;106 V/cm!
are known~see, e.g., Refs. 3 and 4!.

The analysis of the following order parameter avera
valuesh̄ behavior depending on magnitude and direction
the applied external field indicates that it is described by
curve C8B8E8D8 ~Fig. 2!, which is nothing but symmetric
f
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doubling of the lineCBED with respect to the origin of the
coordinates. When the field value«c has been reached, th
order-disorder system falls from the pointD8 to the pointB8,
i.e., it switches from one monodomain state into another o
Thus, the large loopBDB8D8, known as the switching hys
teresis, is closed.

However it should be borne in mind that the hyster
pattern described theoretically above is restricted to the
alized order-disorder system. It is unlikely that ‘‘the repola
ization’’ of the system from one monodomain state to a
other monodomain one~under the changes of an extern
field sign! will proceed over the whole volume of the spec
men ~crystallite! simultaneously. Actually in a volume o
monodomain crystal the energetically ‘‘advantageous’’
gions with the opposite signs of the order parameter occu
a fluctuational way and grow rapidly.5 In other words, along
the way from one monodomain state to another monodom
one the system passes through a number of the interme
polydomain states. Besides, different defects and imper
tions of the crystalline structure give rise to the obstacles
the free motion of the domain boundaries and for their pa
ing out of the volume. All this will make the hysteresis loo
to narrow and ‘‘to smooth out;’’ so that, for example, th
coercive field may turn out to be less than the valueEc

obtained theoretically.
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Effect of linearly polarized light on metamagnetic phase transition
in Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 garnet
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It has been found that the fieldHt of a metamagnetic phase transition in Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 garnet
changes as a result of illumination of the crystal with linearly polarized light. The value
of Ht decreases under the illumination with the light polarizationEi@110# and increases in the
case of the light polarizationEi@11̄0#. The difference in the values of transition field in
these two cases amounts to;100 Oe at the temperatureT57 K, for which Ht.31.2 kOe in an
unexposed crystal. The change in the value of the metamagnetic phase transition field is
attributed to the photoinduced magnetic moment whose magnitude and direction depend on the
polarization of the inducing radiation. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~99!00601-5#
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The exposure of Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 garnet to linearly polar-
ized light affects the magnetization reversal in the sublatti
of this antiferromagnet~AFM!.1 The observed effect was a
tributed to the emergence of a photoinduced magnetic
ment in the crystal, the magnitude and direction of this m
ment depending on the polarization of the inducing lig
The photoinduced magnetic moment was measured rece
in Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 on a SQUID magnetometer.2 Its magni-
tude;0.03 G atT55 K.

The change in the magnetic state of a Mn–Ge gar
~MnGeG! under the action of light must not only be man
fested in the magnetization reversal of the sublattices in
antiferromagnetic state, but also affect the metamagn
~MM ! phase transition observed in this crystal in a magn
field.3–5 The present research aims at clarifying and ana
ing the effect of linearly polarized light on the metamagne
phase transition in Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 garnet.

The sample under investigation was a monocrystal
plate of thickness;130mm, cut at right angles to the tetrag
onal axis@001# of the crystal. Surface stresses appearing
the plate after mechanical treatment were eliminated by
nealing for 6 h at atemperature of 1000 °C. The MnGe
plate free of mechanical stresses was subjected to addit
thermal treatment according to the technique described
Ref. 6 for the sake of monodomainization. As a result
thermal treatment of the sample, its crystalline domain str
ture emerging in MnGeG as a result of a Jahn–Teller tra
tion from the cubit to the tetragonal phase atT'520 K was
destroyed.6,7 The sample was placed on the cold finger in
optical He cryostat and was in vacuum. The temperature
measured by a resistance thermometer to within 0.1 K
superconducting solenoid produced a magnetic field par
to the tetragonal axis of the crystal and coinciding with t
direction of light propagation.

The effect of illumination with linearly polarized ligh
on the first-order MM phase transition in MnGeG w
281063-777X/99/25(1)/4/$15.00
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studied by measuring field dependences of the angle of r
tion of the light polarization plane as well as by visual o
servation of the two-phase domain structure formed dur
the phase transition. The optical diagram of the experime
setup used for visual observation of the two-phase dom
structure is shown in Fig. 1. The light from a incandesc
lamp 1 passing through polarizer6 was incident on the
sample7 whose image was constructed with the help of t
objective 9 at the photocathode of a television camera11.
The image formed was supplied to monitor12 or recorder by
a VCR13. The light from the incandescent lamp was atten
ated by filters. Its intensity did not exceed 0.01 W/cm2 and
did not affect the magnetic state of the crystal under inv
tigation. The two-phase domain structure observed in the
cinity of the MM phase transition in MnGeG had a wea
contrast between the domains of the AFM and MM stat
For this reason, computer processing of the image was
ried out to enhance its contrast. The sample was expose
light from a He–Ne laser16 having a wavelength
l5633 nm and a power of approximately 0.1 W/cm2. The
optical system of the setup used for illumination was supp
mented with rotating mirrors14 and15 as well as the field
diaphragm4 of an appropriate shape, which made it possi
to illuminate locally the chosen region of the sample. T
image of the diaphragm was formed on the sample by len5.
The setup described above allowed us to observe visu
and to record on a tape the transition of MnGeG from
AFM to the MM state in an unexposed sample and in
sample exposed to He–Ne laser radiation.

The field dependences of the polarization plane of lig
were measured by using the method of light modulation
the polarization plane and synchronous detection. The so
of light in these measurements was a He–Ne laserl
5633 nm). In order to eliminate the influence of the me
suring beam of light on the magnetic state of the crystal,
luminous flux density of the measuring light was reduced
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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0.01 W/cm2 as in the case of visual observation of the tw
phase domain structure, while the sample was illuminated
light from a He–Ne laser having a power of;0.1 W/cm2.

When the inducing light propagates in the antiferroma
netic Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 garnet along the tetragonal ax
zi@001#, the induced magnetic momentmph is parallel to this
axis, and its magnitude and direction are defined by the
lation

mz
ph5A cos 2w1B sin 2w, ~1!

wherew is the angle between the light polarization plane a
the@100# direction in the crystal, andA andB are constants.1

According to this relation,mz
ph has opposite signs for th

polarizationsEi@110# and Ei@11̄0# of the inducing light.
Therefore, we can expect that illumination of the crystal w
light having such polarizations produces different effects
the MM transition. In order to verify this assumption, w
made the following experiment. At first, a uniform antiferr
magnetic state was produced in the sample by applyin
magnetic field sufficient for magnetization. It is well know8

that monodomainization of an antiferromagnet contain
collinear domains requires, in addition to the longitudin
field componentHz , also theHx andHy components. These
field components were present in the experiment due to
partures from exact orientation ofH along the tetragonal axi
of the crystal. According to estimates, the deviation of
field from the tetragonal axis was;3°. Under such condi-
tions, the monodomainization of the sample requires

FIG. 1. Optical system of the experimental setup for visual observatio
the domain structure: incandescent lamp~1!, lenses~2, 3, 5!, field diaphragm
~4!, polarizer ~6!, sample~7!, solenoid ~8!, objective ~9!, analyzer~10!,
television camera~11!, monitor ~12!, VCR ~13!, mirrors ~14, 15!, and
He–Ne laser~16!.
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application of a fieldH'20 kOe ~Hz'20 kOe, Hx and Hy

'1 kOe.1 Just such a value of the external magnetic fie
was required for the monodomainization of the sample in
experiment. The magnetization of the sample was monito
visually.

After the completion of monodomainization and switc
ing off the magnetic field, the upper half of the crystal w
exposed to laser radiation with polarizationEi@110#, while

the lower part was illuminated by light withEi@11̄0# for 5
min. Then the transition from the antiferromagnetic to t
metamagnetic state was observed visually. Figure 2 sh
photographs of the two-phase domain structure formed d
ing the field-induced phase transition in the exposed sam
The dot-and-dash curve denotes the boundary between
AFM and MM phases, and two dashed lines indicate
interface between the regions of the crystal exposed to l

with the polarizationsEi@110# andEi@11̄0# ~the region be-
tween the dashed lines is due to inaccuracy in setting
field diaphragm for illuminating first one part of the samp
with Ei@110#, and then the other part of the sample wi

Ei@11̄0#). It can be seen from Fig. 2a that the AFM–MM
transition in the upper part of the sample occurs earlier t
in the lower part. In order to make sure that the difference
the transition fields in the upper and lower parts of t
sample is due to illumination and not random factors~like
internal mechanical stresses or temperature gradients!, the
upper part of the sample in the second stage of the exp

ment was exposed to light with the polarizationEi@11̄0# and
the power part by light with the polarizationEi@110#. In this
case, an inverse effect was observed, i.e., the AFM–M
transition in the upper part of the sample was delayed~Fig.
2b!. Thus, our visual observations lead to the conclusion t
light with the polarizationEi@110# stimulates a phase tran
sition from the AFM to the MM state in Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 gar-
net, while light with the polarizationEi@11̄0# delays it.

In order to determine the magnitude of the photoinduc
displacementDHt of the phase-transition field, we measur
the field dependencesw(H) of the angle of rotation of the
polarization plane shown in Fig. 3. These dependences w
measured on the same segment of the sample having a d
eter;100mm and exposed first to light with the polarizatio
Ei@110#, and then to light with the polarizationEi@11̄0#. In

f

a
-

d
e:
FIG. 2. Two-phase domain structure formed in
Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 garnet plate during an AFM–MM phase tran
sition upon illumination of the crystal with linearly polarize
light. The dot-and-dash curve marks the AFM–MM interfac
region1 of the plate~above the dashed line! is exposed to light
with polarizationEi@110#, while region2 ~below the dashed

line! to light with polarizationEi@11̄0# ~a!; region 1 is ex-

posed to light with polarizationEi@11̄0#, while region2 to
light with polarizationEi@110# ~b!.
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both cases, the intensity and duration of illumination we
the same. The first-order metamagnetic phase transition
responds to a jump on thew(H) curve. It can be seen from
Fig. 3 that the difference 2DHt5Ht22Ht1 in the transition
fields for the cases when the crystal was exposed to l
with polarizationsEi@110# and Ei@11̄0# amounts approxi-
mately to 100 Oe at the sample temperatureT57 K, i.e.,
DHt'50 Oe. The field corresponding to the MM transitio
in the investigated region of the sample prior to illuminatio
which was determined from the position of the midpoint
the segment on thew(H) curve in which the angle of rota
tion changes strongly, wasHt'31.2 kOe, i.e., close to the
value of (Ht11Ht2)/2.

Using the value of the photoinduced magnetic mom
obtained in Ref. 2, we can estimate the magnitude of the s
DHt in the field of the metamagnetic phase transition
MnGeG, induced by illumination with linearly polarize
light. For this purpose, we write the energy of the magne
a field in the form of the power expansion inH ~see Ref. 9!:

E5E02mi
0Hi2x i j HiH j1..., ~2!

whereE0 is the energy of the magnet in zero magnetic fie
m0 the spontaneous magnetic moment, andx i j the magnetic
susceptibility. The induction of magnetic moment by lig
leads to a change in the energy of the magnet bymphH.
Taking this correction into account and confining the pow
expansion inH to the second-order term, we can write e
pression~2! for the energy of the magnet in the form

E5E02mi
0Hi2x i j HiH j2mi

phHi . ~3!

It was noted above that linearly polarized light induce
magnetic moment in the AFM state. As regards the M
state, no linear magneto-optical effect~LMOE! is observed
in MnGeG in this state according to the results of measu
ments of linear birefringence10,11 and linear dichroism.11 In
the absence of LMOE in the MM state, there is no photo
duced magnetic moment either in this state since the effec
induction of mph in MnGeG by linearly polarized light is
inverse to LMOE.1 Assuming thatmph50 in the MM state

FIG. 3. Field dependences of the angle of rotation of light polarizat
plane, measured in a region of the Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 sample having a diamete
;100mm and exposed preliminarily to linearly polarized light with pola

ization Ei@110# or Ei@11̄0#. The sample temperatureT57 K.
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and taking into account the absence of a spontaneous m
netic moment in the AFM state, we can use the condition
equality of the energies of the AFM and MM states at t
phase-transition point to write the following equation for t
cases when a crystal is exposed to light with the polari
tions Ei@110# andEi@11̄0#:

E0
A2xAHt1

2 1mz
phHt15E0

M2mz
0Ht12xMHt1

2 , ~4!

E0
A2xAHt2

2 2mz
phHt25E0

M2mz
0Ht22xMHt2

2 . ~5!

In these equations, the subscriptsA andM correspond to
the AFM and MM phase respectively, andmz

0 is the sponta-
neous magnetization in the MM state. While writing the
equations, we took into account the fact that, in accorda
with ~1!, mz

ph has opposite signs forEi@110# andEi@11̄0#.
Solving the system of equations~4! and ~5!, we obtain the
following expression for the photoinduced displacement
the field corresponding to a metamagnetic phase transiti

DHt5mz
ph/@2~xM2xA!1mz

0/Ht#. ~6!

While deriving this expression, we considered th
Ht5(Ht11Ht2)/2. Substituting the value ofmz

ph obtained in
Ref. 2 as well as the values of (xM2xA) andmz

0 from Refs.
3 and 5 into~6!, we obtainDHt.15 Oe. It should be noted
that the value ofmz

0 was determined by extrapolating th
linear field dependence of magnetization in the MM state
H50. The calculated value ofDHt is smaller than the ex-
perimentally measured value by a factor of several un
However, the agreement of the experimental value ofDHt

and the value estimated from~6! can be regarded as quit
satisfactory on account of the fact that the value ofmph was
measured in Ref. 2 for the direction of light propagation a
the direction of magnetic field along the@100# axis of the
crystal as well as large errors in the measurements of
values of (xM2xA) andmz

0 in polydomain samples.3,5

Thus, our investigations proved that linearly polariz
light induces a change on the magnitude of the field co
sponding to a metamagnetic phase transition
Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 garnet. The magnitude of the transition fie
can increase or decrease as compared to the value ofHt in an
unexposed crystal depending on the polarization of the
ducing light.
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Collective electromagnetic mode in layered conductors
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The transverse zero-sound wave in a one-component charged Fermi liquid with quasi-two-
dimensional electron energy spectrum is considered in the framework of the Landau theory. In
contrast to conventional metals, the electromagnetic wave propagation in such media
along the weak conductivity direction is possible even for low intensities of the Fermi-liquid
interaction. The field distribution in the sample under unilateral excitation is determined, the wave
impedance is calculated, and the possibility of observing the effect in the pulse mode is
considered. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~99!00701-X#
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Conducting synthetic crystals with a layered or cha
structure and with a nearly metal-type but strongly ani
tropic electric resistance have been studied intensely du
recent years in many laboratories. By way of an example,
can mention polymers based on tetrathiafulvalene, po
acetylene, dichalcogenides of transition metals and their
tercalates, as well as HTSC ceramics in the nonsuper
ducting phase. Among simple metals, similar~although not
so well pronounced! properties are observed only in graphit

The theory of high-frequency properties of layered co
ductors can be constructed on the basis of concepts of e
tively reduced dimensionality of the motion of charge car
ers, i.e., the quasi-two-dimensional nature of the sing
electron energy spectrum,1–3 which is in accord with
experimental data on the whole~see, for example, Ref. 4!.
However, many-electron phenomena, including the propa
tion of various types of zero-sound vibrations, are also
considerable interest. The concentration of free charge c
ers in synthetic conductors is usually lower, i.e., the scre
ing of the electron–electron interaction in them is apparen
lower in such materials than in ‘‘good’’ metals. Along wit
anisotropy, this can lead to a clearer manifestation of ma
particle effects in the electrodynamics of layered materi
A longitudinal zero-sound wave in a quasi-two-dimensio
two-band Fermi liquid and its interaction with elastic wav
were considered earlier in Ref. 5.

In this communication, we propose a model analysis
the skin effect near the surface parallel to conducting lay
(x,y) on the basis of the Landau Fermi liquid theory6 ~see
also Refs. 7–9!. We analyze the conditions for the existen
of collective electromagnetic~i.e., transverse! modes and
prove that these conditions are considerably less strin
than in the isotropic case. We shall determine the disper
321063-777X/99/25(1)/5/$15.00
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relation for collective excitations and calculate the relev
contribution to the impedance.

Our basic assumption is that all energy characteristic
quasiparticles near the Fermi level~both the one-particle
Hamiltonian and the Landau interaction function! weakly de-
pend on thez-component of quasimomentum, i.e., can
expanded into rapidly converging Fourier series in the va
able t[apz /\ ~a is the lattice period in thez-direction!.
Retaining only the zeroth and first harmonics and neglec
anisotropy in the plane of the layers, we can present
dispersion law for charge carriers in the form

«~p!5p'
2 /2m2~\v0 /a!cost, ~1!

where p'
2 [px

21py
2. The corresponding Fermi surface is

weakly corrugate open cylinder. In the given problem, it
sufficient to assume that it is either its only sheet, or ot
sheets are equivalent to it. For this model, we can write
expression

vz5v0 sint, vx5v'~ t !cosw,

v'
2 5vF

21~\v0/2ma!cost, ~2!

the number of states per unit volume and their energy den
are given by the formulas

N5«F^1&, ^1&5m/ap\2, ~3!

respectively, and the role of the anisotropy paramete
played by the small ratio of velocitiesv0 /vF!1.

In complete analogy with~1!, the Landau function con-
necting the true and effective distributions of quasipartic
can be written in the form

L~p,p8!5L0~w,w8!1~v0 /vF!L1~w,w8,t,t8!. ~4!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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In this expansion, we confine ourselves only to the fi
terms. In accordance with the symmetry of the problem, i
natural to assume that it is an even~and, naturally, periodic!
function of the difference between the azimuthal ang
w2w8.

Directing the electric vectorE in the electromagnetic
wave along thex-axis, we can present the kinetic equation
the form

kvzF2vC2 in~F2^F&/^1&!5 ieEvx ; ~5!

F5C1~2p!22E
2p

p

dt8E
2p

p

dw8L0~w2w8!C~w8,t8!,

~6!

wherek is the wave number (ki0z), v the electromagnetic
wave frequency,n the effective frequency of dissipative sca
tering of charge carriers, and the angle brackets indicate
before, standard integration over the Fermi surface with
weight 2v21(2p\)23. The system of equations~5! and ~6!
can be solved easily by introducing the harmonics of
known functionsF, C and the kernelL0 by the formula

F1[~2p!21E
2p

p

dwF~w!cosw.

Then it follows from ~6! that F15C11C̄1L0 , where the
bar indicates averaging over the variablet ~i.e., over pz!.
EliminatingC in this way, we obtain from~5! the following
expression for the functionF1(t):

F15~eE/2i ṽ !R@v'1lvRv'~ṽ2lvR̄!21#, ~7!

whereṽ[v1 in, R is the resolvent factor defined as

R~ t !5ṽ/@ṽ2kvz~ t !#, ~8!

and the intensity of the Fermi-liquid interaction~abbreviated
below as FLI! is characterized by the coefficien
l[L01/(L0111). In the further analysis, we assume th
l.0.

Using the definitions

j x[2e^vxF&52e^1&F1v', «[114p i j x /vE,

for current and dielectric function, we obtain the followin
expression for the latter quantity:

«512
2pe2^1&

vṽ FRv'
2 1~Rv'!2

lv

ṽ2lvR̄
G . ~9!

The averaged values appearing in this formula can
easily evaluated by using formula~2!:

Rv'
2 5vF

2R̄, Rv'5vFR̄; R̄5ṽ/Aṽ22k2v0
2

~the second of these equalities holds to within;(v0 /vF)2;
in the third equality we choose for the radical the bran
with arguments between2p/2 andp/2!. Thus, the final ex-
pression for the transverse dielectric function has the for

«~k,v!511
vp

2

lv22vAṽ22k2v0
2

. ~10!
t
s
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e
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Here vp
2[4pNe2/m is the ‘‘gas’’ value of the squared

plasma frequency. It should be noted that the transverse p
mon spectrum in the chosen model starts fromVp

5vp /A12l.
We shall be interested in much lower frequencies

which the unity on the right-hand side of~10! can be ne-
glected. At the same time, in view of the high purity
samples at low temperatures, we assume in subsequen
mulas thatv@n and go over to the collisionless limit~i.e.,
ṽ→v1 i0!. If necessary, the dependence of the results
the relaxation frequencyn can be easily reconstructed by th
reader.

It is convenient to write the dispersion equationk2c2

5v2« in the variablesf [vc/v0vp , q[kv0 /v ~reduced
frequency and wave vector!:

11 f 2q2~A12q22l!50. ~11!

As in the case of a gas~see Ref. 2!, this equations for any
frequency has a conventional purely imaginary solution w
the asymptotic forms

k0~v!' i ~vvp
2/c2v0!1/3 ~ f !1!;

k0~v!' ivp /cA12l[ iVp /c ~ f @1!.
~12!

In this case, the FLI is manifested only in the range of ‘‘i
frared’’ skin effect, where is slightly accelerates the fie
damping.1!

The qualitative difference from the gaseous approxim
tion is that if fAl>1, i.e.,v>vmin , Eq. ~11! has a real root
q1 describing the collective mode with the phase velocit
V5v0 /q1 in the interval

v0<v0 /q1~ f !,v0 /A12l2; vmin5vpv0 /cAl ~13!

~see Fig. 1!. The simple form of the dispersion equation~12!
makes it possible to write explicitly the dispersion relati
for collective excitations:

v~k1!5
k1v0

A12l2@12~kmin /k1!2#2
~k1>kmin

5vp /cAl!. ~14!

FIG. 1. Dispersion relation for collective mode~bold curve! for l50.6.
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The frequencyvmin has the meaning of the ‘‘activatio
energy’’ of the collective mode. Its excitation also require
certain degree of spatial inhomogeneity:k>vmin /v0.

A similar theoretical result is well known for quas
isotropic metals~see, for example, Refs. 7 and 9!. However,
this requires a high-intensity of FLI: the parameter cor
sponding toL01 must be larger than 3. This is hardly possib
for conventional metals with a high density of free char
carriers, and the electronic zero-sound of the type consid
above has not been observed in these metals so far.9 On the
contrary, the only requirement in our case is that the quan
l[L01/(L0111) must be positive. To be more precise, w
require thatl@v0 /vF in view of the expansions inv0 /vF

!1 used in our analysis. Such a condition actually does
limit the existence of the effect in layered conductors.

Let us now discuss the structure of the electromagn
field in a metal under the conditions of the given effe
Sinceuvzu!vF , all electrons are incident at small angles
the surface parallel to the layers, so that their reflection
be rightfully regarded as specular.10 In this case, the field in
a semi-infinite sample is described~see, for example, Refs.
and 11! by the following integral representations:

E~z!5
ivH~0!

pc E
2`

`

dk
exp~ ikz!

«~k,v!v2/c22k2

5
2H~0! f 2n0

ipc E
0

` dq

D~q!
cosS q f

zvp

c D , ~15!

where

D~q!5 f 2q21@A~11 i0!22q22l#21, ~16!

and 2H(0) is the amplitude of the magnetic field of the wa
at the sample surface. The skin effect itself correspond
the term ~residue! damping with the decrementuk0u ~see
~11!!. The presence of the collective mode~14!, i.e., the pole
of the integrand ink5k1(v) indicates that a part of the
incident electromagnetic wave penetrates the metal to a
siderable depth of the order of the electron mean free pal
since we assume thatkminl5vmin /v@1. In other words, we
have

@c/n0H~0!#E~z!5(
i

Ai expS iqi f
zvp

c D1
2 f 2

p

3E
1

`

dq
Aq221 exp~ iq f zvp /c!

~12l f 2q2!21 f 4q4~q221!2 ;

Ai~ f !5qi
21~11 f 2qi

4/2A12qi
2!21, i 50,1, ~17!

whereq0( f ) andq1( f ) are the imaginary and real solution
of Eq. ~11!, respectively. It should be noted that the penetr
ing component of the field also exists in the gas approxim
tion (l50): it is the third~quasi-wave! term in ~17!, i.e., the
contribution from the branching pointk5ṽ/v0 of the func-
tion «(k,v) associated with the presence of the bound
Fermi velocityv0 ~see, for example, Refs. 11 and 2!. How-
ever, the asymptotic form of the quasi-wave at a la
depth (z@v0 /v) contains small factors~as compared to the
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collective mode! of the type (v0 /vx)n, i.e., it attenuates
much more rapidly with increasing distance and frequency
the collisionless limit.

Formulas~15! and~16! are quite simple and can be use
directly for numerical calculations on a PC. The results
such calculations are presented in Fig. 2.

For z50, expressions~15!–~17! give the surface imped
ance of the metal, which is defined asZ[E(0)/H(0),

and make it possible to calculate its frequency depende
The imaginary component ofZ(v) is connected with the
skinned component of the field and is determined by the fi
term in ~16! ~depending onq0!. In the range under investi
gation, it increases monotonically with frequency. The r
component of the impedance, which determines the elec
magnetic wave absorption is associated with the collec
mode and quasiwave. Although the collective mode ex
only for v>vmin , the total contribution of the penetratin
components of the field to the impedance is a smooth fu
tion of frequency passing through the peak atv;vmin . The
real component ofZ increases, while the imaginary de
creases with increasing intensity of the FLI~parameterl; see
Fig. 3!.

In conclusion, we consider the possibility of observin
the effect in question. For not very small values ofl, the
boundary frequencyvmin lies in the submillimeter range
(vmin;1012s21). The quality of synthetic conducting crys
tals is still inferior to that attained for conventional meta
~especially for refractory or fusible ones!. Nevertheless, the
available information of a sharp cyclotron resonance in l
ered conductors such as ana2~ET!2TlHg~SCN!4 single
crystal at frequencies;50– 100 GHz12 indicates that the
condition vmin@n which is important for us can be easil
satisfied in low-temperature experiments.

Experiments in the pulse mode which was successf
used by Fil’s group for observing ‘‘electron sound’’~elastic
vibrations that are apparently associated with the longitu
nal zero sound in a two-component Fermi liquid! in Al, Ga,
and W are preferable.13 However, in our case it is reasonab
to use instead of acoustic pulses directly electromagn
pulses which are shorter than the minimum transit time
electrons in the sample (t!d/v0).

By way of a simple example, we consider a Gauss
pulse for which the field on the metal surface is defined
the form

H~0,t !5h exp~2 iVt2t2/4t2!, ~18!

and confine ourselves to the so-called radio pulse:Vt@1. In
order to obtain the distribution and evolution of the field
the sample, it is sufficient to multiply the monochroma
expression~17! by the Fourier component of the signal~18!
and carry out the inverse Fourier transformation in f
quency. Since we are interested only in the weakly atten
ing contribution of the collective mode, we obtain

E~z,t !'
htn0

cAp
E`

dvA1~v!exp@2 ivT2~v2V!2t2#,

~19!

whereT5T(v)5t2q1(v)z/v0 .
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FIG. 2. Distribution of monochromatic electromagnetic field in the sample at frequencies lower and higher thanvmin for l50.5. In the second case (f
52), the field component penetrating the metal is determined by the collective mode, while in the first case (f 51) it is a quasiwave attenuating at a relative
high rate.
e

tive
However, according to~13!, the dispersion is low: the
quantityq1(v) remains in the interval@(12l2)1/2,1# in the
entire frequency range fromvmin5vpv0 /cAl to v;vp . For
this reason, we can approximately substituteT(v5V) and
A1(v5V) into ~19! for not very large depthsz ~at least, up
to z;(Vt)v0t!. This gives a self-similar propagation of th
pulse with a velocityV(V)5v0 /q1(V):

FIG. 3. Frequency dependences of the real~solid curves! and imaginary
~dashes curves! components of impedance~in the units ofv0 /c! for differ-
ent values of the FLI parameter:l.
FIG. 4. Dispersion and frequency dependence of the amplitude of collec
vibrations (l50.5).
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E~z,t !'
n0

c
A1~V!@0, t2z/V~V!#. ~20!

When obvious inequalities~stipulated above! are satis-
fied, this expression is quite general: it is not very string
as regards the shape of the input pulse, and only conc
frequency dependences of the quantitiesA1 andq1 are asso-
ciated with the chosen model of the electron spectrum i
~see Fig. 4!. Consequently, measuring the time of passing
a signal through the sample~whose thicknessd must be of
the order of or smaller than the electron mean free p
v0 /n) for various values of carrier frequencyV, we can
compare the true dispersion relation of zero-sound with
model relation obtained and estimate the value of the par
eterl characterizing the intensity of the FLI.

This research was carried out under the support of
Foundation of Fundamental Studies of the Ukrainian Min
try of Science~Project No. 2.4/192!.

* !E-mail: gokhfeld@host.dipt.donetsk.ua
** !E-mail: vpeschansky@ilt.kharkov.ua
1!It should be mentioned that the characteristic frequencyvpv0 /c separating

the limiting cases~12! is much lower in a quasi-two-dimensional met
than in an isotropic metal with the same carrier concentration.
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Low-temperature luminescence of thin C 60 films of different structures

A. A. Avdeenko, V. V. Eremenko, P. V. Zinoviev, N. B. Silaeva, and Yu. A. Tiunov
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We present the results of investigation of low-temperature~5 K! photoluminescence of thin
fullerite C60 films of various structures obtained on monocrystalline NaCl substrates by vacuum
deposition at temperatures in the interval 290–400 K. Depending on the conditions of
deposition, the film structure, which was controlled by the standard transmission high-energy
electron diffraction~THEED! technique, varies from a disoriented structure to an oriented
structure with different average sizes of microcrystals. The effect of the film structure on the
photoluminescence spectral band of fullerite, associated with the luminescence of
structural defects (X-traps!, is attributed to the peculiarities of transport and capture of coherent
singlet excitons in single crystals of various sizes. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~99!00801-4#
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Among the physical and chemical properties of ful
renes which have been studied intensely over recent y
~see reviews in Refs. 1–3!, the photophysical properties o
fullerite C60 are of special interest. This is primarily due
the unique symmetry of the C60 molecule, and consequentl
the specific nature of the spectrum of its excited states.
diative dipole–dipole transitions from the lowest excit
states to the ground state are forbidden by symmetry con
erations, and hence special attention is paid in the lite
ture4–11 to the study of mechanisms responsible for the lum
nescence of C60 molecules and crystals. The obtained resu
led to the assumption that the formation of the photolum
nescence~PL! spectra involves the participation of the si
glet and triplet excitons of different types,4–9 excimers,9,12 as
well as X-traps whose nature is associated with structu
defects and residual impurities.8,13–16 Photoluminescence o
X-traps is an important tool for studying the exciton dyn
mics.14,15,17

The results of investigations of the effect of C60 thin film
structure on PL were reported recently in a number
publications.9,18,19The choice of thin films deposited on su
strates as objects of investigations is not accidental s
films with quite different structures can be obtained as
result of variation of deposition conditions and an approp
ate choice of the substrate material.14,15

In this paper, we present the results of investigations
low-temperature PL of C60 thin films of different structures
which was monitored by the electron diffraction techniqu
The variations of the luminescence spectra of these films
explained by the peculiarities of the transport and capture
excitons in microcrystals of various sizes.
371063-777X/99/25(1)/3/$15.00
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Layers of fullerite C60 were obtained by evaporation an
deposition of the initial material of no worse than 99.9
purity on the~001! cleavage plane of a NaCl single crystal
vacuum of the order of 1023Pa at selected temperatures
the interval 290–400 K. The layer thickness was determin
with the help of a quartz vibrator. The deposition rate w
about 0.1 nm•s21. According to the results of electron dif
fraction and electron microscopic studies, C60 films of thick-
ness 35 nm obtained at the substrate temperatureTsub

'370 K were continuous and had the fcc lattice with a p
riod close to that of bulk fullerite. Electron diffraction pa
terns contained reflexes of the type~220! and~422!, indicat-
ing that the~111! plane of the C60 film is parallel to the~001!
plane of NaCl. The size of microcrystals in such films was
the order of 40–50 nm.

Electron diffraction patterns of films having a thickne
of 25 nm and obtained atTsub'290 K had broad halo-like
rings ~Fig. 1!. A preliminary analysis proved that rings i
such disoriented films can be identified in the fcc structu
The average size of microcrystals in the films was 4–5 n
Thus, C60 films may have strongly disoriented structure wi
the ultimate degree of dispersion as well as well-orien
structure determined by the epitaxial growth at a monocr
talline substrate depending on the deposition conditions.

A high-pressure mercury lamp DRSh-500 was used a
source of excitation in PL studies of C60 films. The 2.84eV
line of the mercury spectrum was separated with the help
appropriate optical filters and a monochromator SPM-2. P
toluminescence was recorded in light reflected at an angl
45° relative to the incident radiation. The spectra were
corded by using a scanning monochromator MDR-3 an
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. PL spectra and THEED patterns o
disoriented highly dispersive~grain size
;5 nm) ~a! and oriented epitaxial~grain
size;40 nm) ~b! films of C60 fullerite.
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photoelectric multiplier FEU-79 operating in the photo
counting mode. Signal storage, processing, reading, as
as monitoring of the experiment were executed by a co
puter. Luminescence spectra were corrected according to
spectral sensitivity of the recording apparatus. The spec
width of the gap was;5 nm. The sample was held in ga
eous helium, and cooling of the film to;5 K was ensured by
the design of the cryostat and by the manner in which
sample was fastened.

Figure 1 shows the PL spectra and electron diffract
patterns of two types of C60 fullerite films on a NaCl sub-
strate at 5 K. Since the spectral structure is weakly ma
fested, they were decomposed by the computer
Gaussian-shaped bands. The details of the procedure o
PL spectral decomposition are described in Ref. 20. F
bands with peaks at 1.78, 1.71, 1.6, and 1.52 eV are cle
manifested in the PL spectrum after decomposition~see
Fig. 1!.

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the intensity of the lum
nescence band with a peak at 1.78 eV depends strongl
the film structure. In order to determine the reasons for s
a behavior of the luminescence band, let us consider
modern versions concerning the origins of excited state
the C60 fullerite.

The results of experiments6 and calculations7 show
that the bandwidth for singlet excitons in C60 fullerite is
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unusually large~20–40 meV! taking into account the fac
that radiative 0–0 exciton transitions are forbidden in t
dipole approximation. This fact can be explained by assu
ing that the lowermost state of a Frenkel exciton is modifi
owing to the contribution from interactions with a charg
trans-
fer.7,11,12,21In other words, photoexcitation leads to partial
complete charge transfer to a neighboring molecule, and
result, a broader exciton band corresponds to the new sta22

The 0–0 exciton transition was observed experimentally
two-photon absorption~1.846 eV!.6

The principal PL band of C60 fullerite ~with a peak
around 1.69 eV! is usually associated with a self-trappe
singlet exciton23,24 with a probable contribution from state
with charge transfer.9,11,21,23,25We assume that the PL ban
observed by us and having a peak around 1.71 eV is of
same origin, i.e., corresponds to the excimer state.

It was shown earlier that the structurally sensitive ba
with a peak at 1.78 eV corresponds to radiative transitio
from the excitedX-traps.16 In our opinion, these traps are o
the excimer type, which apparently explains their large de
relative to the exciton band. The atomic concentration
suchX-traps is relatively low and usually does not exce
1023– 1024 in molecular crystals.8,14 A large contribution
from X-trap luminescence to the general PL intensity~Fig.
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1b! indicates that singlet excitons captured by these traps
quite mobile.

Since the Debye temperature of C60 fullerite is not high
~of the order of 75 K!,26,27 the width of the singlet exciton
bands~20–40 meV6,7! is much larger than the Debye energ
Consequently, the transport of singlet excitons at low te
peratures must be coherent.28

Transport and trapping of coherent excitons during sc
tering at the boundaries of microcrystals was studied
Agranovich and Galanin.29 Using the concepts developed b
them, it can be proved that the probability of capturing
the traps decreases as the size of microcrystals decreas
the exciton mean free path. Thus, the influence of the st
ture of C60 thin fullerite films on the PL spectrum is assoc
ated with the size effect when the mean free path of a co
ent singlet exciton becomes comparable with the size
microcrystals.

The authors thank M. A. Strzhemechny for fruitful di
cussions of the results.
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Recombination of charge carriers in neon cryocrystals containing oxygen impurity
A. G. Belov
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The recombination of electrons and holes in neon crystals containing deep electron traps due to
impurity oxygen along with weakly localized electron states of the matrix is investigated
experimentally. Measurements are made by the method of cathode-luminescence spectroscopy in
VUV, UV, and visible wavelength ranges at temperatures varying from 2 to 8 K. It is
found that the temperature dependences of integral intensities of intrinsic and extrinsic
luminescence in solid solutions of oxygen in neon are similar and nonmonotonic by nature. The
observed effect is analyzed in the model of two coexisting channels of energy relaxation
of electron excitations: through theG(1/2,3/2) exciton subsystem and through the recombination
of self-trapped two-center holes and electrons. It is shown that temperature variations of
integral parameters of luminescence are mainly due to peculiarities of the recombination channel
whose efficiency is determined by the probability of electron localization in the matrix
lattice in the low-temperature regions~2.5–5 K! and by the probability of trapping at impurity
centers in the temperature range 6–8 K. Additional proofs are obtained for the possibility
of electron self-trapping in the Ne lattice with the formation of shallow localized states. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~99!00901-9#
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In view of comparatively strong electron–phonon co
pling, low barriers for self-trapping, and high plasticity of th
lattice, solid neon is the only noble cryocrystal which do
not exhibit the coexistence of free~FE! and self-trapped
~STE! excitons. The luminescence spectra for Ne cont
transitions only from STE states, in which bands correspo
ing to one-center quasi-atomic luminescencea-STE domi-
nate.1–4 The complete energy spectrum ofa-STE excitations
in Ne includes two types of transitions:~1! transitions from
the1P1 , 3P1 , and3P2 states to the ground state as a result
self-trapping of the lowermostG(3s,3s8) excitons in the
VUV range, and~2! transitions from high-energy atomic en
ergy levels (3p,3p8) associated withX(3p,3p8) excitons in
the visible spectral range.5–7 Apart from exciton self-
trapping, Ne cryocrystals also exhibit self-trapping of ho
with the formation of Ne2

1 centers.7,8 Indications of possible
electron localization in the temperature range below 5
were obtained recently in Ref. 9. Effective self-trapping
electron~both neutral and charge! excitations indicates pecu
liarities of the electron–phonon interaction in the Ne lattic
distinguishing neon from the series of heavier inert cryocr
tals. Among other things, this necessitates the inclusion
migration of self-trapped excitons and charge centers~po-
larons! in the course of their hopping diffusion along wit
the traditional mechanisms of motion of free quasipartic
in an analysis of energy transport in neon.

This research is a continuation of the experiments sta
in Ref. 9 and pertaining to excitation energy relaxation a
possible self-trapping of electrons with the formation of
401063-777X/99/25(1)/8/$15.00
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microcavity in pure and doped Ne cryocrystals at low te
peratures. We analyze the effect of an impurity possess
considerable affinity to an electron on the efficiency of
diative annihilation in intrinsic and extrinsic electron excit
tions in Ne cryocrystals. It is found that the integral intens
of luminescence of solid solutions of oxygen in Ne is a no
monotonic function of temperature. The observed effec
analyzed under the assumption on two possible relaxa
channels for excitation energy: the exciton channel and
recombination channel. It is shown that the temperat
variations of integral parameters of both intrinsic and extr
sic luminescence are mainly determined by the recomb
tion channel. The efficiency of the recombination contrib
tion in the low-temperature region~2.5–5 K! depends on the
probability of electron self-trapping in the bulk of the cryst
accompanied with the formation of a ‘‘shallow trap.’’ In th
region of higher temperatures~5–8 K!, the efficiency of the
recombination channel is controlled by electron trapping
an electronegative impurity, resulting in the formation
deep centers with a negative charge.

1. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The measurements were made on a setup for stud
luminescence parameters of cryocrystals and their solid
lutions in the spectral range from 1.5 to 25 eV.10,11 We in-
vestigated high-purity Ne cryocrystals as well as cryst
with oxygen impurity with a concentration 1022– 1%. Prior
to experiments, optically pure Ne was additionally purifi
by passing the gas through a column containing liq
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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lithium at T5200 °C. The preset concentrations of oxyg
in neon were attained by consecutive dilution of gas m
tures. The samples under investigation were prepared by
condensation of the gas mixture on the substrate of an op
He cryostat at a temperature close to the neon sublima
temperature. After thermal annealing, the samples w
cooled slowly to the required temperature.

The excitation of the samples was carried out by mo
chromatic electrons with energyEe52.3 keV and current
densityi e50.03 mA/cm2, in which luminescence from bulk
centers dominates over the emission from the surface. U
such conditions of excitation, the sample does not experie
sputtering for several hours, which was controlled both vi
ally and from the spectrum stability under isothermal ho
ing.

The spectra were recorded simultaneously in the V
and visible regions at an angle of 45° to the substrate pla
The intrinsic and extrinsic VUV luminescence was stud
with the help of a vacuum normal-incidence monochroma
VMR-2 with a grating having 600 lines/mm. Intrinsic lum
nescence of neon was recorded in the third order wit
resolution of 0.2 Å. The resolution for oxygen impuri
bands was 0.5 Å. In the visible and near IR regions,
luminescence was detected by a double-beam monoc
mator DFS-24 with a spectral resolution not lower than
Å. The details of experimental procedure are described
Ref. 9.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

2.1. Identification of the structure of intrinsic and extrinsic
luminescence spectra. Concentration variations

The measured luminescence spectrograms for pure
are similar to those reported earlier9,12,13and mainly contain
transitions from one-center~quasi-atomic! self-trapped states
~a-STE!. They include luminescence bands lying in tw
wavelengths intervals with essentially different energi
Transitions from the lowermost 2p53s(3s8) states ~1P1 ,
3P1 , and 3P2 states in terms of the Russell–Saunders c
pling! to the ground1S0 energy level 2p6 are observed in the
extreme VUV region. A series of bands corresponding
transitions from the 2p53p(3p8) to 2p53s(3s8) energy lev-
els appears in the near IR and visible ranges. The chara
istic regions of the luminescence spectrograms for crystal
neon are shown in Fig. 1. Vertical strokes in the upper
gions of the figure denote the positions of lines in the lum
nescence spectrum of gaseous neon. It can be seen from
figure that each transition in a free atom corresponds t
band including the components ‘‘2,’’ ‘‘1,’’ ‘‘d, ’’ ‘‘0,’’ and
‘‘ s. ’’ It was shown earlier6,9,12,13that the first three of thes
components appear as a result of formation ofa-STE in the
bulk of the sample. Their position and half-width reflect va
ous extents of deformation of the nearest crystalline envir
ment of an excited center during energy relaxation to sta
configurations ofa-STE.6,9,12The last two components~‘‘0’’
and ‘‘s’’ ! are due to self-trapping of excitations at the fr
surface of the crystal.5,6,13

Extrinsic luminescence spectrum of oxygen in the
matrix mainly contains bands of quasi-atomic excited O* -
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centers in spite of the fact that the solid Ne–O2 mixture
initially contained only molecular oxygen. The spectru
contains luminescence bands for valence transitions~1S
21D, 1S23P and 1D23P!, as well as Rydberg transition
3s5S→2p4 3P, 3s3S→2p4 3P, 3s8 1D→2p4 1D, 3s8 3D
→2p4 3P ~Fig. 2!. The structure of bands for all Rydber
transitions in O* turned out to be similar to the structure o
thea-STE bands in the intrinsic luminescence of neon in
VUV range. Luminescence from the bulk includes two re
tively broad components ‘‘2’’ and ‘‘1’’ and one or severa
narrow components ‘‘d’’ depending on the multiplicity in-
dex. Luminescence from impurity centers lying near the f
surface of the crystal contain narrow components ‘‘s’’ and
‘‘0.’’ The latter component coincides with the luminescen
spectrum of a free excited O* atom to within the resolution
of our apparatus. The structure of the Rydberg states of*
in neon was analyzed in Ref. 11. It was shown that the co
ponents ‘‘2,’’ ‘‘1,’’ and ‘‘ d’’ correspond to different stage
of lattice deformation around an excited impurity atom
while the ‘‘0’’ component emerges as a result of desorpt
of O* from the crystal surface to the vacuum.

The most intense band of valence transitions in the v
ible wavelength range corresponds to the band of the1S–1D
transition ~Fig. 2a!. Its multicomponent structure is assoc
ated with various positions of the O* atoms in the crystal

FIG. 1. Characteristic regions of luminescence spectrogram of solid N
visible ~a! and VUV ~b! regions.
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lattice: interstitial and substitutional sites as well as the c
ters near defects and at grain boundaries.11

Molecular luminescence of oxygen in neon is rep
sented by a series of relatively low-intensity bandsA2Pu

→X2Pg corresponding to a transition between the ene
levels of the O2

1 ion. The series lies at the boundary betwe
the visible and UV regions.

The formation of luminescent impurity centers of ox
gen in neon includes a series of cryochemical reactions c
nected with the localization of energyE>17 eV of high-
energy electron excitations in the matrix at impurity cent
and its subsequent relaxation in the system: effective di
ciation of molecules, accelerated superthermal migration
impurity atoms over the lattice, defect formation, etc. T
VUV luminescence intensity of Rydberg excitations is det
mined by the concentration of O radicals in the Ne latti
while the luminescence of valence transitions is determi
by the concentration of O2 centers in the mixture. Unde
steady-state excitation conditions, the balance between2

and O centers is maintained by radiation-stimulated diffus
of O* centers and depends on the intensity of the excit
electron beam.14

After the introduction of oxygen in the concentratio
range 1023%<c,1021%, the integral intensity of the

FIG. 2. Characteristic regions of spectrogram of extrinsic luminescenc
oxygen in solid Ne–O2 solution forc.1022 mol.%: valence transition1S
→1D region ~a!, Rydberg transition region~b!.
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intrinsic luminescence of neon decreases gradually, but
structure of the bands remains unchanged. The rate of
decrease in the intensity of VUV luminescence is higher th
that for 3p(3p8)→3s(3s8) IR and visible transitions. The
impurity spectrum of oxygen contains only the bands
quasi-atomic luminescence: the VUV region is characteri
only by transitions from3S and 5S Rydberg states of O*
atoms, while the visible range mainly contains the band c
responding to the1S–1D valence transition. The intensity o
these transitions increases with the oxygen concentrat
For c50.1%, the impurity VUV luminescence spectrum a
quires additional low-intensity bands corresponding to tr
sitions from 3s81D and 3s83D states.

In the region of higher concentrations (c>0.3%), a con-
siderable transformation of the intrinsic and extrinsic lum
nescence spectra was observed. Intrinsic luminescence b
for neon ~both bulk and surface! are suppressed abruptly
while the intensity of extrinsic luminescence increases s
nificantly. The enhancement of Rydberg transitions in O* is
accompanied by a redistribution of intensity between ‘‘2
‘‘1,’’ and ‘‘ d’’ components. The intensity of ‘‘d’’ compo-
nents increase significantly relative to the ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’
components, and the intensity of ‘‘1’’ components becom
higher than that of ‘‘2’’ components. The intensity of th
band corresponding to the transition1S→1D in the visible
range also increased. In addition to this band, the spect
also acquires a molecular seriesA2Pu2X2Pg indicating the
existence of positive molecular oxygen ions in irradiat
O2–Ne crystals.

2.2. Effect of temperature on luminescence spectra of solid
O2–Ne mixtures

The variation of temperature in the sample in the ran
from 2 to 8 K does not change the spectral structure of
minescence, but leads to a redistribution of intensity betw
individual components within the contour of complex ban
and to a considerable change in the integral intensity of
minescence on the whole. The temperature dependence
integral intensitiesI VUV andI VIS of bulk VUV luminescence
@3s(3s8)→1S0 transitions# and of visible luminescence
@3p(3p8)→3s(3s8) transitions# for the case of pure Ne cry
ocrystals are shown in Fig. 3. The same figure shows
temperature dependence of the total integral intensityI tot of
the bulk luminescence of pure neon (I tot5IVIS1I VUV). It can
be seen from Fig. 3 that the luminescence intensitiesI VUV

andI VIS vary with temperature in different ways: the value
I VIS increases virtually by an order of magnitude in the
terval from 2.5 to 8 K, whileI VUV increases only by 10% o
the initial value in the interval from 2 to 5 K, and the
decreases weakly. As a result, the total intensity increase
a factor of 1.4 in the interval between 2.5 and 6 K, af
which it attains saturation.

The introduction of oxygen into the neon matrix in th
concentration range 1023– 1022% practically does not affec
the temperature dependence of the intensitiesI VUV and I VIS

in the matrix in the temperature interval between 2.5 and 6
~Fig. 4a!. AT higher temperatures (T.6 K), a further de-
crease in intensity~especially in I VIS! is observed. As a

of
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result, the temperature dependence of the total intensityI tot

of the crystal becomes nonmonotonic and can be represe
as the sum of two segments, one depicting an increase in
interval 2.5–6 K and the other showing a decrease in
range 6–8 K. As the oxygen concentration in the sam
increases, the steepness of the decrease in the inten
I VIS , I VUV , and I tot rises in the high temperature interv
6–8 K ~Fig. 4b and 4c!, and the value ofI tot at 8 K becomes
much smaller than the intensity atT52 K for c51%. The
inflection on the curvesI VIS , I VUV , and I tot is displaced
slightly towards lower temperatures, the shift being es
cially noticeable on theI VIS(T) curve.

The temperature dependence of the integral intensit
impurity luminescence for samples with different oxyg
concentrations is shown in Fig. 5. TheI R curves describe the
general variation of the integral intensity of Rydberg tran
tions, theI V curves correspond to valence transitions, a
I R1V to the total sum of the Rydberg and valence lumin
cence. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the temperature de
dence of integral intensity of impurity luminescence of lo
concentration solid mixtures Ne–O2 (c<1022%) is similar
to that for intrinsic luminescence of the matrix. The values
I R, I V , and I R1V increase in the interval 2.5–6.5 K an
decrease insignificantly in the range of higher tempera
~see Fig. 4!. An increase in the impurity concentration
1021% leads to a decrease in the rate of intensity increas
the low-temperature range, an increase in steepness, a
displacement of the point of inflection on theI R, I V , and
I R1V curves in the high temperature region~Fig. 5b!. In the
region of high oxygen concentrations (c51%) in which the
luminescence intensity of the matrix decreases abruptly
the impurity luminescence spectrum is transformed sign
cantly ~see above!, the temperature variation of the integr
intensity of impurity luminescence also experiences con
erable changes~Fig. 5c!. The I V curve has practically no
initial low-temperature segment where it increases, and
characteristic segment of a decrease in intensity in the h
temperature range starts fromT54 K. On the contrary, the
I R(T) curve demonstrates a considerable increase in the
tensity of Rydberg’s transitions in the temperature ran
4–8 K. As a result, the total integral intensityI R1V of impu-

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of integral luminescence intensitie
transitions from the lowest excited states3P1,2 and 1P1 (I VUV), 3p→3s
transitions (I VIS), and their sum (I tot) in pure Ne cryocrystals.
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rity luminescence for the concentrationc'1% has a seg-
ment on which the intensity decreases in the tempera
range up toT'5 K, which anticorrelates with an analogou
segment on theI tot curve describing the intrinsic lumines
cence of the matrix~see Fig. 4c!. At higher temperatures,I tot

virtually attains saturation.
It was noted in Ref. 9 that prolonged attenuation of

trinsic as well as extrinsic luminescence~afterglow! is ob-
served after the irradiation is terminated. The attenuat

of

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of integral intensities of intrinsic lumin
cence of neon in Ne–O2 solid solutions for oxygen concentrations 1022 ~a!,
1021 ~b!, and 1 mol.%~c! Here I VUV is the integral intensity of transitions
from the lowermost excited states to the VUV spectral region,I VIS the
integral intensities of transitions between excited states in the visible ra
and I tot the total integral intensity in the VUV and visible regions.
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curves for different transitions are found to be similar.9 For a
low oxygen concentration, the initial segment of the ma
segment of afterglow~1–2 min! is correctly described by the
law I;1/t. As the oxygen concentration increases, the int
sity of afterglow of intrinsic transitions in the matrix in th
VUV and visible ranges decreases significantly, while
intensity of impurity luminescence increases. The duration

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of integral intensities of extrinsic lumi
cence of O* centers for oxygen concentrations 1022 mol.% ~a!,
1021 mol.% ~b!, and 1 mol.%~c!. HereI R1V is the total integral intensity of
O* centers,I R the integral intensity of Rydberg transitions in this range, a
I V the integral intensity of luminescence of the valence transition1S→1D.
The dashed curves show the temperatures dependence of the lumines
of Ar impurity centers in Ne–Ar solid mixture.15
-

e
f

impurity afterglow in this case also increase due to the em
gence of an additional component characterized by a la
time constant. An increase in the temperature of solid m
tures subjected to preliminary irradiation leads to intens
thermoluminescence observed for all impurity bands and
companied by thermal spikes of luminescence atT>9 K.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The most important results of this experimental inves
gation include~1! a consistent study of the transformation
the intrinsic and extrinsic luminescence spectra upon
change in the oxygen concentration in neon crystal and~2!
observation and detailed analysis of the nonmonotonic t
perature dependence of intrinsic and extrinsic luminesce
The first group of the results reflects peculiarities of mig
tion of electron excitation energy in the matrix and trappi
of the energy by impurity centers upon the variation of th
concentration. It will be proved below that the second gro
of the results is due to temperature variation of the efficien
of recombination in the solid mixture during its high-ener
(E.Eg) excitation.

Let us consider in greater detail the relaxation of ele
tron energy and the formation of luminescent centers in
cryocrystals. It was proved in Ref. 9 that the excitation
neon by an electron beam with energyE>100 eV leads to
the coexistence of two energy relaxation channels in it:
exciton channel and the pure recombination channel~Fig. 6!.

s-

nce

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of energy relaxation for electron excitation
Ne cryocrystals.
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The exciton channel of energy relaxation for electron exc
tions dominates in heavy inert crystals.1–4 It leads to an ef-
fective energy release from high-energyG-excitons formed
directly during irradiation~including that involving second
ary ~polarization! braking radiation~PBR!!20 as well as ex-
citons formed during the recombination of band electro
and holes to the lowermost (n51) G(1/2,3/2)-states. Energ
relaxation through the exciton channel occurs in a seque
of relaxation processes inside the bands and in the cours
interband transitions. The latter processes are accompa
by the self-trapping of high-energy (n.1) G-excitons in
two-center bound Ne2** states and their subsequent dissoc
tion in repulsive potentials of unstable@Ne2* # states gener-
ated by lower-lyingns-energy levels. The entire sequence
processes can be presented in the form

e*
\vPBR

e21h1
J→Ne** 1Ne→@Ne2** #→Ne*1Ne

→hnVUV1Ne1Ne, ~1!

wheree* , e2, andh1 are, respectively, band excitons, ele
trons, and holes created by the exciting beam, and\vPBR are
the polarization braking radiation quanta. The excitation
laxation process in Ne cryocrystals leads to the populatio
the lowest (n51) G(1/2,3/2)-excitons whose self-trappin
results in the formation of1P1 , 3P1 , and3P2 luminescence
centers.2

The recombination relaxation channel of the electron
ergy is manifested most clearly in crystalline neon, althou
its contribution can also be observed in other crystals of in
gases. This is mainly due to a strong electron–phonon in
action which is characteristic of neon and is responsible
the rapid self-trapping of hole carriers, which precedes
recombination act and is accompanied by the formation
Ne2

1 centers~m-STh!.7,9 The initial stage of hole localization
involves the emergence ofm-STh in higher vibrational
states. Their recombination with electrons may lead to
population ofG-excitons withn.2. On the other hand, two
center localized holes in excited vibrational states can tra
port energy rapidly over the lattice as well as over the o
gen impurity atoms~in analogy with the energy transport b
m-STE centers in Ne!.18 The latter process is accompanie
by the emission of phonons into the lattice and facilitate
rapid energy relaxation ofm-STh centers to the lowest vi
brational levels. Recombination of vibrationally relaxe
m-STh centers, which occurs through the dissociat
mechanism, leads to the population of 3p(3p8) localized
centers directly or throughX-exciton states. Radiative
3p(3p8)→3s(3s8) transitions~visible luminescence! do not
lead to the formation of1,3P1,2-centers in view of the axia
symmetry possessed by 3p(3p8) centers, but are rather ac
companied by the population of Ne2* states:6,7,9

e21Ne2
1→@Ne2** #→Ne3p~3p8!

** 1Ne→Ne3s~3s8!
* 1Ne

1hnVIS→hnVIS1Ne2* . ~2!

Thus, a simultaneous analysis of the intensity of the
minescence spectra of the lowest self-trapped~VUV ! centers
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1P1 , 3P1 , and3P2 and the higher~visible! 3p(3p8)a-STE
centers makes it possible to separate the contributions f
different energy relaxation channels of electron excitations
the formation of radiative states by varying the experimen
parameters. It was shown in Ref. 9 that the efficiency of
recombination channel decreases sharply with temperatu
the interval 6–2 K. This indicates the possible existence
localized electrons of shallow polaron states in Ne-type c
ocrystals.

Let us consider the influence of neon doping by oxyg
on this effect. Figure 4 demonstrates a consecutive varia
of temperature dependences of integral luminescence pa
eters of Ne matrix with decreasing oxygen concentration
comparison of Figs. 4 and 3 shows that the variation ofI tot ,
I VUV , and I VIS in the low-temperature region 2.5–5 K i
pure neon as well as in solid mixtures with oxygen is t
same for all concentrations. On the contrary, the intrin
luminescence intensity of the matrix in solid mixtures of N
with oxygen at higher temperatures decreases, the decr
being the sharper, the higher the impurity concentration. T
can be due either to an increase in the rate of energy tr
port from the matrix to the impurity upon an increase
temperature, or to a decrease in the efficiency of the form
tion of luminescence centers in the recombination proc
caused by the localization of charge carriers in the sam
The role of the former process can be determined from
type of temperature dependence of extrinsic luminescenc
can be seen from Fig. 5 that an increase in temperature
not cause any significant increase in the intensity of extrin
luminescence at temperature above 5–6 K. On the contr
the extrinsic luminescence of oxygen, like the intrinsic lum
nescence of the matrix, decreases the intensitiesI R andI V of
transitions. This fact contradicts the first of the assumpt
made above and supports the second. It should be noted
the temperature dependence of the spectral characteristi
the luminescence of Ne–O solid solutions differs sign
cantly from that of the luminescence spectra of Ne–Xe a
Ne–Ar solid mixtures,15–17 which were recorded under con
ditions similar to those in our experiments~dashed curves in
Fig. 5a!. The intensity of the extrinsic luminescence of Xe
Ar increases consistently with temperature in the inter
6–10 K, while the intensity of the VUV luminescence of th
matrix exhibits a slight decrease.~The visible radiation of the
3p(3p8)→3s(3s8) transitions was not observed by us
these works.! A comparison of the results obtained in Ref
15–17 with those presented in Fig. 5a suggests that a s
attenuation of the intrinsic and extrinsic luminescence
Ne–O2 solid solutions atT.6 K is due to a peculiar feature
of the oxygen impurity, viz., its close affinity to an electro
which is equal to 0.54 eV for O2 and 1.46 eV for the radica
O. The considerable affinity of oxygen impurity atoms a
molecules to the electron enables the localization of e
trons at impurity centers, accompanied by the formation
low mobility negative impurity ions O2 or O2

2 :

e21O2→O2
2,

~3!
e21O→O2.

On the other hand, charge transport from intrinsic h
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carriers in the matrix to neutral O2 or O centers is accompa
nied by the formation of O2

1 or O1 local centers. These cen
ters can also be formed as a result of trapping of the exc
excitations of the matrix by neutral oxygen centers since
exciton energyEexc>17 eV considerably exceeds the imp
rity ionization energy (>12 eV):

h2
11O2→O2

1,

h2
11O→O1,

e* 1O2→~NeO2!*→O2
11Ne1e2,

~4!

e* 1O→~NeO!*→O11Ne1e2.

The existence of these processes is indicated by a more
ticeable decrease in the intensity of VUV luminescence
the matrix in comparison withI VIS upon an increase in oxy
gen concentration~see Fig. 4!. Thus, spatially separated st
tionary charge centers are accumulated in an irradia
Ne–O2 solid solution, and the recombination channel of fo
mation of intrinsic luminescence states becomes ineffect
This also follows from the observed prolonged afterglow a
thermoluminescence~see above!.

Within the framework of the above model and under t
assumption of self-trapping of electrons in the neon mat
we can easily explain such a bell-shaped temperature de
dence of integral characteristics for intrinsic and extrin
luminescence shown in Figs. 4 and 5. At low temperatu
the efficiency of the recombination channel in the solid
lution is determined by the mobility of weakly coupled ele
tron states in the Ne matrix. The probability of self-trappi
of electrons decreases with increasing temperature, w
their mobility increases, and hence the rate of formation
luminescence centers increases sharply during recomb
tion. This leads to an enhancement of intrinsic as well
extrinsic luminescence. However, a decrease in the prob
ity of electron self-trapping in the matrix lattice leads to
increase in the probability of localization of electrons at ox
gen impurity centers, accompanied by the formation of d
negatively charged states, as well as to the accumulatio
both types of charges separated in the bulk of the crys
The latter process is also enhanced by an increase in
mobility of exciton excitations in the matrix upon heating18

All these processes lead to a further decrease in the lumi
cence intensity due to a decrease in the efficiency of
recombination channel, which is controlled in this tempe
ture range by charge localization in the oxygen impurity s
system.

An increase in the concentration of the solid soluti
augments the influence of the latter process, causing an
crease in the steepness of declining integral luminesce
characteristics in the range of relatively high temperatu
and a displacement of the points of inflection on the cur
in Figs. 4 and 5 towards lower temperatures. Similar p
nomena were observed in several wide-band semicondu
and alkali-halide crystals and were given the common na
of charge reversal effect in a system of shallow and d
electron traps.19

For very high oxygen concentrationsc>1%, the effect
of electron self-trapping has a strong effect only on
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intrinsic luminescence of the matrix~Fig. 5c!. The extrinsic
luminescence spectrum at temperatures 2.5–5 K shows
a slight decrease inI R1V due to a decrease in the efficienc
of the recombination channel, after which it remains prac
cally unchanged. At relatively high temperatures 4.5–8
the intensitiesI R andI V exhibit just the opposite temperatur
dependence, which apparently reflects the possibility of e
tron jumps over a system of closely spaced molecular cen
to quasi-atomic centers O having a strong affinity to the el
tron. It was mentioned above that this effect is accompan
by a strong variation of the spectral composition of radiatio
including the emergence of high-energy 3s81D and 3s83D
Rydberg states of O* and an enhancement of the contrib
tion of the ‘‘d’’-components to the combined contour of ea
band~see Figs. 2 and Sec. 2.2!. The effect of recombination
processes on the formation of different excited states
their structure will be discussed in subsequent publicatio

Finally, it should be remarked that the increase in t
intrinsic luminescence of the matrix in the temperature ran
2.5–5 K over a wide range of impurity concentrations rig
up toc>1% is a strong argument in favor of the hypothe
about the possible localization of electrons in Ne cryocr
tals put forth in Ref. 9.

4. CONCLUSION

An analysis of the temperature dependence of intrin
and extrinsic luminescence of neon–oxygen solid mixtu
of various concentrations carried out by us has revealed
contribution of the recombination channel to the populat
of the luminescence states. It is shown that its efficien
depends on the probability of electron localization in t
matrix lattice at low temperatures 2.5–5 K, while in the i
terval 6–8 K it is determined by the probability of trapping
the oxygen impurity centers with a large negative cha
having a strong affinity to an electron. As a result of the
processes, the luminescence intensity in Ne–O solid m
tures has a bell-shaped temperature dependence with a
near 5–6 K. The evidence of the possible self-trapping
electrons in Ne cryocrystals supplements the results obta
in Ref. 9.
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Resonant peculiarities of phonon scattering from a plane defect in an fcc crystal with the central
interaction between nearest neighbors are investigated. It is shown that resonance effects
are associated with the interaction of phonons of two bulk branches on a plane defect. Dispersion
curves for the frequencies of resonance transmission and reflection are derived. To clarify
the physical nature of resonances under investigation, the dispersion relations of vibrations
localized at the defect are calculated in a wide range of wavelengths. The frequency
curves of localized symmetric vibrations continue in the bulk spectrum in the form of dispersion
curves of the frequencies of resonant phonons transmitted through the defect. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~99!01001-4#
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INTRODUCTION

The study of interaction between different types
waves in media with plane defects has a long history an
not only of theoretical, but also of purely applied intere
Examples of plane defects in crystals are twin and ph
boundaries as well as two-dimensional stacking faults. Re
nant scattering of transverse elastic waves by a plane de
was described in recent publications.1,2 It was found that the
phase velocities of elastic waves scattered resonantly
transmitted through the defect lie in the interval between
velocities of transverse and longitudinal acoustic waves
would be interesting to generalize these results obtaine
the theory of elasticity to the vibrations of a discrete latt
and to study peculiarities of resonant scattering in a w
range of wavelengths. In this communication, we propos
description of resonant peculiarities of phonon scattering
a plane defect and eigenvibrations of the Rayleigh polar
tion in the model of a discrete fcc lattice with the interacti
between nearest neighbors. The boundary conditions for
lated in the framework of the lattice model under investig
tion can obviously be used to obtain the boundary condit
in the theory of elasticity through a limiting transition in th
long-wave approximation.2,3 The choice of Rayleigh polar
ization of vibrations is dictated by their wide application
engineering. The fact that phonons polarized in the sag
plane have a displacement component perpendicular to
surface facilitates their experimental observation.4,5

It was shown earlier6–8 that an analysis of the interactio
of the vibrations of a crystal with a plane defect by the me
ods of crystal lattice dynamics makes it possible to desc
high-frequency peculiarities of phonon scattering by a pla
481063-777X/99/25(1)/7/$15.00
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defect as well as new essentially short-wave local vibrati
in a wide range of wavelengths.

A general theory of resonance phenomena of the t
under investigation was proposed recently in Ref. 9. T
conditions of resonant scattering and transmission determ
the frequencies of steady-state vibrations which are not s
metric relative to the defect plane and which can be form
owing to the presence of two branches in the bulk spectr
Resonant scattering of a phonon corresponds to a stan
wave of one of the bulk~e.g., transverse! branches only in
one half-space in the presence of a localized mode of ano
branch on both sides of the defect. Resonant transmis
also corresponds to two modes of waves, viz., a bulk w
propagating in the same direction on both sides of the de
and a wave which is localized also on both sides of
defect.

1. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND ANALYSIS OF THE BULK
VIBRATIONAL SPECTRUM

Let us consider the simplest model of a plane def
coinciding with the crystallographic plane~001! of an fcc
crystal. The coordinate axes are directed along the edge
the cube, and thez-axis is perpendicular to the defect plan
We confine our analysis to interactions of atoms only w
their nearest neighbors. Let the interaction of atoms be c
acterized by a force constanta in the entire volume of the
crystal except the interaction between the layersnz50 and
21, where it is characterized by the parameterb differing
from a ~Fig. 1!. We assume that the edge of the cube is eq
to 2d. For convenience of notation, we putd51.

We start with an analysis of the bulk dispersion relati
required for determining the spectral regions in which t
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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frequencies of localized or pseudolocalized eigenvibrati
as well as the frequencies of resonance scattering of w
on the defect can be determined.

The displacements of atoms can be represented in
form

u~n!5H u1~nz!e
i ~kxnx1kyny2vt !, nz>0,

u2~nz!e
i ~kxnx1kyny2vt !, nz,0,

whereu6(nz) is the dependence of the displacement am
tude on the number of the layer.

We choose the@110# direction as the direction of wav
propagation along the plane defect (kx5kz5k) and recall
the basic features of phonons polarized in thexz sagittal
plane@u5(ux ,0,uz)#.

The system of equations of motion for a perfect crys
~infinitely large crystal without defects! can be written in the
form

L̂~k,l!u50, ~1!

where

L11~q!522cos 2k2cosk cosq2l;

L12~q!5L21~q!5sink sinq;

L22~q!512cosk cosq2
l

2
; l5

mv2

4a
;

m is the mass of an atom, andu(nz)5u0 exp@i(qnz)# the
change in the vibrational amplitude with the depth. Equat
the determinant of the system~1! to zero, we obtain the
characteristic equation for bulk vibrations of the crystal:

L11L225L12
2 . ~2!

Solving this equation forl, we obtain the dispersion
relation for two bulk vibrational branches

l6~k,q!5
1

2
~42cos 2k23 cosk cosq6AD !, ~3!

D5~42cos 2k23 cosk cosq!228@21~cos 2k

23!cosk cosq2cos2 k1cos2 q#,

where the ‘‘1’’ sign corresponds to the vibrational branc
with a higher frequency ~conditionally longitudinal

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a plane defect in a crystal.
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l -branch!, and the ‘‘2’’ sign to the vibrational branch with a
lower frequency~conditionally transverset-branch!. Figure 2
shows the vibrational spectra for these two bulk vibratio
branches along the@110# direction in a fcc crystal within the
first Brillouin zone. The lower boundary of the continuou
spectruml t min(k) is the envelope of the minimum values o
frequency for different values ofq ~curve1 in Fig. 2!. Curve
2 in Fig. 2 given by the formula

l0t~k!52~12cosk! ~4!

is obtained from~3! for q50 and bounds the region of th
t-branch in which each value ofk corresponds to a pair o
real roots6qt(k) of the characteristic equation~2! and a pair
of complex-conjugate rootsql(k)56 ik l . This region is
bounded from above by the lower boundary of thel -branch
~curve5 in Fig. 2!, i.e.,

l l min~k!522cos 2k2cosk, ~5!

which can be obtained from~3! for q50. The upper bound-
ary of thel -branch is the envelope of the maximum values
frequencies in~3! ~curve6 in Fig. 2!, while the upper bound-
ary of thet-branch can be obtained from~3! for q5p ~solid
segments of curves3 and4 in Fig. 2!.

The boundaries of pseudotransverse and pseudolon
dinal branches intersect at the pointl0(k0)51/2(11A17)
for k05arccos (1/4)(A1723), forming a gap in the continu
ous spectrum, in which the frequencies of local vibratio
can be located.

The transverse and longitudinal phase velocitiesc
5v/k) of acoustic waves in the long-wave approximati
kd!1 ~the wavelength is much larger than the lattice co
stant! along the@110# direction can be obtained from~3! for
q50:

FIG. 2. Frequency spectra for surface waves~SRandSG curves! and bulk
vibrations~hatched regions! as functions of the wave vectork. The vertical
hatching corresponds to pseudotransverse branch and slanted hatching
pseudolongitudinal branch.
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ct
25

4a

m
, cl

25
10a

m
. ~6!

It is well known10 that the cross sections of constan
frequency surfaces by the planekq along the@110# direction
of an fcc crystal are always nonconvex for the correspond
anisotropy parameterh5(c112c12)/2c4451/2, where elastic
moduli of the cubic crystal are expressed in terms of
force constant of interaction:c1154a, c125c4452a.

Consequently, the velocities of surface waves in an
crystal cannot exceed the valuecmin

2 5ct
24(A522). This

minimal velocity can be determined froml t min(k) in the
long-wave limitkd!1.

Having discussed the properties of bulk vibrations,
write the dynamic equations for atomic layers adjoining
plane defect (nz50,21). These equations differ from~1!
and can be written in the form

H ux
1~0!@42«22l22 cos 2k#2ux

1~1!cosk2uz
1~1!i sink

2ux
2~21!~12«!cosk1uz

2~21!i ~12«!sink50,

ux
1~1!i sink1uz

1~1!cosk2uz
1~0!~22«2l!

2ux
2~21!i ~12«!sink1uz

2~21!~12«!cosk50

~7!

for the layernz50 and

5
ux

2~21!@42«22l22 cos 2k#2ux
2~22!cosk

1uz
2~22!i sink2ux

1~0!~12«!cosk

2uz
1~0!i ~12«!sink50,

ux
2~22!i sink2uz

2~22!cosk1uz
2~21!~22«2l!

2ux
1~0!i ~12«!sink2uz

1~0!~12«!cosk50,

~8!

for the layernz521, where«5(a2b)/a is the parameter
characterizing the relative change in the force interaction
tween atoms near the interface.

Using Eqs.~7! and ~8!, we can easily obtain the bound
ary conditions at a plane defect for dynamic equations in
theory of elasticity. We assume that the plane defect is c
centrated in the planez50. Expanding the displacements
the dynamic equations~7! and~8! relative to the chosen lat
tice sites into power series in (nx ,nz) and confining our
analysis to the first terms, we obtain the following bounda
conditions:

s iz
12s iz

25L i

]

]x
~uj

22uj
1!,

s iz
11s iz

25
V i

d
~ui

12ui
2!1L i

]

]x
~uj

12uj
2!,

i , j 5x,z; iÞ j ,

wheres i j
1 ands i j

2 are the stress tensors above and below
defect, respectively, whose components in the model un
investigation are

sxz52aS ]ux

]z
1

]uz

]x D , szz54aS ]ux

]x
1

]uz

]z D ,

and the effective parameters of the defect can be express
terms of the force constantb of interaction between bound
ary layers:

Lx52b, Lz5Vx54b, Vz58b.
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Such boundary conditions were formulated~accurate to
the notation! phenomenologically on the basis of equatio
in the theory of elasticity.2 The possibility of a transition
from the dynamic equations for the lattice to the bound
conditions at a plane defect in the theory of elasticity we
illustrated earlier for a hexagonal crystal.8

Let us determine the types of vibrations that can be ch
acterized by frequencies lying in different regions of the bu
spectrum and outside it~see Fig. 2!. An analysis of the roots
of the characteristic equation~2! shows that

~1! In the regions v,v t min(k) ~under the spectrum!,
v t max(k),v,vl min(k) for k.k0 ~in the gap! and v
.v l max ~above the spectrum!, the characteristic equa
tion ~2! has four complex-valued roots from which w
can choose the pairikm5qm(k) (m5 l ,t) satisfying the
condition of attenuation of vibrations as we move fro
the defect to the bulk of the crystal (Rekm.0 for z.0!.
These spectral regions can contain the frequencies
two-partial localized waves of the Rayleigh polarizatio

~2! in the regionsv t(k,q50),v,v l min(k), v t max(k),v
,vl max(k) the characteristic equation~2! has two real
and two complex-conjugate roots from which we choo
a pair of real-valued roots6q and a purely imaginary
solution 6 ik with the sign ensuring attenuation of th
wave towards the bulk of the crystal. Pseudolocaliz
phonons can exist in these regions of the bulk spectr

~3! in the regionv l min(k),v,vt max(k), Eq.~2! has four real
rootsq(k) from which we can choose a pairqt and2ql

~or 2qt andql! that determines the transformation of th
wave upon the reflection at the defect~transformation
waves were considered in detail in Ref. 8!.

2. EIGENVIBRATIONS LOCALIZED AT THE DEFECT

The boundary Eqs.~7! and~8! show that the solutions o
the problem of eigenvibrations can be of two types: symm
ric solutions

ux
1~nz11!52ux

2~2nz!, uz
1~nz11!5uz

2~2nz!

and the antisymmetric solutions

ux
1~nz11!5ux

2~2nz!, uz
1~nz11!52uz

2~2nz!

where ui
1 is the displacement in the upper half-space (nz

>0) and ui
2 the displacement in the lower subspace (nz

,0).
Since the equations are linear, we can analyze the s

metric and antisymmetric solutions separately. For such
analysis, we can take any of the boundary conditions~7! and
~8! ~say,~7!!.

An analysis of the characteristic equation~2! proved that
the solutions of the boundary-value problem outside of
continuous spectrum should be sought fornz>0 in the form

H ux
1~nz!5ut

0e2k tnz1ul
0e2k l nz,

uz
1~nz!5ut

0G te
2k tnz1ul

0G le
2k l nz,

~9!

where
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Gm[
uzm

0

uxm
0 52

L11~qm!

L12~qm!
52

L12~qm!

L22~qm!
,

m5 l ,t are the eigenvectors of the bulk equations of mot
~1!. The rootskm (m5 l ,t) of the characteristic equation~2!
were chosen for Rekm.0. The displacements in the lowe
half-space are determined by the choice of the symmetr
vibrations. Substituting~9! into the boundary conditions~7!,
we obtain the system of boundary equations

(
m5 l i t

um
0 Cj m

~A,S!50 ~ j 51,2!, ~10!

H C1m
~A,S!5322l22 cos 2k2~12«!~17cosk!

2e2km cosk2 iGm@e2km6~12«!#sink,
C1m

~A,S!5Gm@12l2e2km cosk1~12«!~16cosk!#

2 i @e2km7~12«!#sink.
~11!

The upper signs in~11! correspond to antisymmetri
states~superscriptsA! while the lower signs to the symmetri
states~superscriptsS!. Equating the determinant of the sy
tem ~10! to zero, we obtain the dispersion equation for fr
quencies of localized eigenvibrations:

C1t
~A,S!C2l

~A,S!2C1l
~A,S!C2t

~A,S!50. ~12!

This equation can be solved analytically only at t
boundary points of the Brillouin zone, while for arbitrar
values ofk has been solved numerically~on a computer!.

An analysis of Eq.~12! shows that in the case of weak
ened interaction between the boundary atomic layersb
,a(0,«,1), frequencies of localized vibrations appe
below the spectrum.

The frequency curve for antisymmetric localized vibr
tions lie slightly above the frequencies of symmetric vib
tions for the same value of« for 0,k,p/2. At the bound-
aries of the Brillouin zone, these curve converge to a po
~Fig. 3!. As the parameter of the defect varies in the inter
0,«,1, the frequencies of local phonons fill the regio
vRe(k),v,vt min(k) wherevRe(k) is the dispersion relation
for a Rayleigh wave localized at the free surface for«
51(b50) ~theSRcurve in Figs. 2 and 3!. In the long-wave
region, the phase velocity of the SR wavecRe'0.85ct , and
the value of the frequency in the other limiting case~at the
boundary of the Brillouin zonek5p/2! is lRe(p/2)5(7
2A17)/4.

The amplitudes of symmetric and antisymmetric vib
tions decrease in an oscillating manner on both sides of
defect ~i.e., behave as generalized surface waves! since the
attenuation parameterskm(k) are complex-valued.

As the coupling between the atomic boundary layersb
.a increases (2`,«,0), localized vibrations with fre-
quencies higher than those in continuous spectrum are
cited ~curvesS in Fig. 4 correspond to the symmetric mod
andA to the antisymmetric mode!. Antisymmetric states are
formed even for an infinitely small perturbation («,0) in a
thresholdless manner, their frequencies at the boundary p
k50 beinglA54b2/@a(2b2a)#.
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The frequencies of antisymmetric vibrations lie abo
the frequencies of symmetric vibrations for the same«. The
curves corresponding to symmetric and antisymmetric vib
tions converge at a point on the boundary of the Brillou
zone (k5p/2). This point is separated~without a threshold!
from the upper edge of the continuous spectrum upon
enhancement of coupling between defect layers. Symme

FIG. 3. Frequency spectra for localized low-frequency vibrations of
symmetric ~curve S! and antisymmetric~curve A! types for b5a/4; SR
corresponds to the dispersion frequency curve localized near the free su
of a Rayleigh-type wave (b50). Hatched regions correspond to the co
tinuous spectrum.

FIG. 4. Spectra for high-frequency localized vibrations of the symme
~curveS! and antisymmetric~curveA! types and resonant transmission fr
quency spectra~curve T! for b52a. Hatched regions correspond to th
continuous spectrum of bulk vibrational frequencies.
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vibrations exist above the spectrum fork.kS* («), where
kS* («) is the point at which the frequency curve for symm
ric vibrations touches the boundary of the continuous sp
trum. For k,kS* («), the curve corresponding to loca
frequencies of symmetric vibrations continues in the b
spectrum in the form of an isolated frequency curve cor
sponding to complete transmission of at-phonon through a
plane defect~see Sec. 3!. The frequencies of symmetric vi
brations at point k50 correspond tolS52b2/@a(2b
2a)#.

In this region, local modes of a symmetric type a
formed forb.bc[a(21&).

The properties of localized high-frequency vibrations d
scribed above are analogous to those observed while st
ing shear waves with horizontal polarization.6

Symmetric and antisymmetric vibrations can be form
in the gap of the continuous spectrum in the case when
defect coupling is weakened (b,a) as well as in the case
when it is enhanced (b.a) ~Fig. 5!. For a small excitation
«.0, the frequencies of localized gap vibrations split dow
wards from the lower boundary of thel -branch of the bulk
spectrum in the case of weakening of the interaction betw
the boundaries values. In the case of a free surface (b50),
the frequency curve of the gap surface wave~SG curve in
Fig. 2! starts from the point of intersection of thet- and
l -branches of bulk vibrationsl0(k0)5(1/2)(11A17) for k0

5arccos (1/4)(A1723) and arrives at the pointlgap(p/2)
5(1/4)(71A17) for k5p/2.

For a small perturbation of opposite polarity («,0),
local gap modes of the symmetric and antisymmetric ty
split from the upper boundary of the bulkt-branch~S2 and
A2 curves in Fig. 5!. The frequency curves for gap vibration
of both types converge at the same point at the boundar
the Brillouin zone for the same value of the defect parame

FIG. 5. Dispersion curves for the resonant transmission frequencies~T1!
and localized gap vibrations of the symmetric~S1! and antisymmetric~A1!
types forb50.35a andT2, S2, andA2 for b53a. Hatched regions corre
spond to the continuous spectrum of bulk vibrational frequencies.
-
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The dispersion curves of antisymmetric gap vibratio
emerge from the pointl0(k0) for any value of«. Gap vibra-
tions of the symmetric type arrive either at the lower boun
ary of thel -branch, or at the upper boundary of thet-branch
of bulk vibrations depending on the sign of the perturbatio

3. PECULIARITIES OF RESONANT SCATTERING OF
PHONONS BY A PLANE DEFECT

Let us consider the problem of resonant scattering
phonons with frequencies belonging to a branch of eigen
brations of the crystal, but differing from the eigenfreque
cies of the other branch, by a plane defect. In such regi
defined in Sec. 1, pseudolocal states~quasi-surface phonons!
can exist. Such a pseudolocalized phonon consists of an
cident and reflected waves of one of the bulk branches
well as the mode of the other bulk branch localized at
defect.

In a resonantly scattered wave, eitherl - or t-branch can
be localized in various regions of the bulk spectrum. W
shall conventionally mark bya the quantities pertaining to
the bulk branch and byb the quantities corresponding to th
localized branch. For frequenciesv,v l min(k), b5 l and a
5t, while b5t anda5 l for v.v t max(k). The displacement
vector for a wave of the Rayleigh type in the scattering pro
lem is sought in the form

H ux
1~nz!5e2 iqanz1Reiqanz1Me2kbnz,

uz
1~nz!52Gae2 iqanz1RGaeiqanz1MGbe2kbnz,

H ux
2~nz!5Te2 iqanz1Nekbnz,

uz
2~nz!52TGae2 iqanz2NGbekbnz,

~13!

where qa is the real-valued wave vector~the root of the
characteristic equation~2!! and ikb the complex root of~2!
satisfying the condition Rekb.0 for the localization of solu-
tions. Substituting~13! into the boundary conditions~7! and
~8!, we obtain the matrix system of nonhomogeneous lin
equations for the amplitudesR, T, M , andN:

S R
M
T
N
D S D1R D1M D1T D1N

D2R D2M D2T D2N

D3R D3M D3T D3N

D4R D4M D4T D4N

D 5S D1

D2

D3

D4

D , ~14!

where the coefficients are given by

D1R5D3T542«22l22 cos 2k2eiqa~cosk

1 iGa sink!;

D1M5D3N542«22l22 cos 2k2e2kb~cosk

1 iGb sink!;

D1T5D3R5~«21!~cosk1 iGa sink!;

D1N5D3M5~«21!~cosk1 iGb sink!; ~15!

D2R5D4T52Ga~22«2l!1eiqa~Ga cosk1 i sink!;

D2M5D4N52Gb~22«2l!1e2kb~Gb cosk1 i sink!;

D2T5D4R5~«21!~Ga cosk1 i sink!;
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D2N5D4M5~«21!~Gb cosk1 i sink!;

D152D1R* ; D25D2R* ; D352D3R* ; D45D4R*

~* marks complex conjugation!.
We can easily write the coefficients of reflectionuRu2

and transmissionuTu2 in the form

uTu25UDT

D U2

, uRu25UDR

D U2

, ~16!

where

D5UD1R D1M D1T D1N

D2R D2M D2T D2N

D3R D3M D3T D3N

D4R D4M D4T D4N

U ,

DT5UD1R D1M D1 D1N

D2R D2M D2 D2N

D3R D3M D3 D3N

D4R D4M D4 D4N

U ,

DR5UD1 D1M D1T D1N

D2 D2M D2T D2N

D3 D3M D3T D3N

D4 D4M D4T D4N

U .

The conditions of resonant reflectionuTu250 or trans-
mission uRu250 can be satisfied for a certain relation b
tween the frequencyv and the wave numberk, which can be
derived from the equations

uDT~v,k,«!u50 ~17!

and

uDR~v,k,«!u50, ~18!

for reflection and transmission respectively.
The explicit form of Eqs.~17! and ~18! is extremely

cumbersome and hence will not be given here. For the s
reason, we present only the results of numerical analysis

Let us analyze in greater detail the case of resonant
a

e

e-

flection. The solution of the equations of motion~7! and~8!
in this case is a superposition of the fieldsu5ua1ub of a
nonsymmetric form, where the localized mode

ub~nz!5H Me2kbnz, nz>0,

Nekbnz, nz,0,
~19!

M5(M ,0,MGb), N5(N,0,2NGb) and the bulk standing
a-wave exists only in one of the half-spaces:

ua~nz!5H A~cosqanz1d!, nz>0,

0, nz,0,

whereA5(2eid,0,2Gaeid); and the phased of the wave is
determined from the conditionR5e2id.

Condition ~17! defines the frequencyvR5vR(k,«) of
resonant scattering. The frequency spectrum for resonan
flection depends significantly on the type of the defect. Wh
the interaction between the boundary layers is weake
(b,a), the frequencies of resonant scattering lie in the
gion of t-branch of the continuous spectrum:v t

0(k,q50)
,vR,vp(k) ~the lower range of the pseudolocalize
states!, where

vp~k!5H v l min~k!, 0,k,k0 ,

v t max~k!, k0,k,
p

2
.

Figure 6 shows the frequency of resonant reflection a
function of the wave number forb50.1a ~curve 1!. An
analysis of Eq.~17! shows that in the limiting caseb
→a(«→0), such a frequency tends to the lower bounda
of the l -branch of bulk vibrations~5!.

Similar conclusions concerning the phase velocities o
resonantly reflected elastic wave in the long-wave limitkd
!1: cR5vR /k→cl . were drawn in Refs. 1, 2, and 11.

In the case of enhancement of the interaction betw
defect layers, i.e.,b.a(«,0), new high-frequency pecu
liarities of resonant reflection of phonons appear. The disp
sion curvesvR(k,«) in this case lie in the upper part of th
spectrum of pseudolocal states, i.e., in the region of
l -branch of bulk vibrations, which is bounded by the depe
dence
l~k!5H 22cos 2k1cosk, k,p/3 ~Fig. 2, solid part of curve3!,

2~11cosk!, p/3,k,k0 ~Fig. 2, solid part of curve4!,

22cos 2k2cosk, k0,k,p/2 ~Fig. 2, solid part of curve5!,

from below and by the dispersion curves

l~k!5H 2~11cosk!, k,p/3 ~Fig. 2, dashed part of curve4!,

22cos 2k1cosk, p/3,k,p/2 ~Fig. 2, dashed part of curve3!
s
erge
-

from above.
Figure 6 shows the calculated frequencies of reson

reflection for various values ofb.a ~curves2–4!. The fre-
quenciesvR split from v t min for small values of« exist in
nt
the continuous spectrum fork50 up to the value ofb
'3.345a. As the parameterb of defect coupling increase
further, the curves describing resonant frequencies em
from the upper boundaryv l max(k) of the continuous spec
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trum at a certain pointkR* («) ~curve 4 in Fig. 6!. All such
curves intersect for«,0 at the pointl t max(p/3)53.

If the conditionuRu250 is satisfied, the transmission of
t-phonon through a plane defect is complete. The reson
transmission frequenciesvT(k,«) can be determined from
Eq. ~18!. An analysis proved that in the case when the def
coupling is weakened, Eq.~18! has solutions in the short
wave range above the lower boundary of thel -branch ex-
tending fromk0 to a certain valuekT1* («) of the wave num-
ber. Starting from this point, the transmission frequen
curves are transformed into the dispersion curves of local
gap vibrations of the symmetric type~curveT1 in Fig. 5!.

In the case when the interaction between the bound
layers is enhanced, two branches corresponding to comp
transmission frequenciesvT(k,«) are formed for the same
value of the defect parameter. One of the transmiss
branches~curve T in Fig. 4! exists in the continuous spec
trum ~in the high-frequency region of pseudolocal states! up
to a certain value of the wave numberkT2* («) and emerges
from the spectrum of bulk vibrations in the form of loc
frequencies of symmetric high-frequency modes fork
.kT2* («) and for the same value of«. Resonant transmissio
can take place in this spectral region only for values of
defect parameter in the intervala,b,bc , where bc

5a(21&). For k50, transmission frequencies are give
by lT

052b2/@a(2b2a)#.
The other transmission frequency branch lies in

lower range of pseudolocalized states. Such curves~curveT2
in Fig. 5! split from the lower boundary~4! of this region. As
the value of the defect parameterb increases, such curve
fall, starting from kT3* («), into the gap of the continuou
spectrum, where they are continued as dispersion curve
local gap-type symmetric vibrations for the same value ofb.

The behavior of the dispersion curves for resonant tra

FIG. 6. Dispersion curves for frequencies of total reflection of phonons b
defect: b50.1a ~curve 1!, b52a ~curve 2!, b53a ~curve 3!, and b
55a ~curve4!.
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mission and reflection described above is in accord with
conclusions drawn in Ref. 11 concerning the continuation
the frequency curves corresponding to total transmission
the form of frequency dependences of local vibrations o
side the continuous spectrum as well as the termination
the frequency lines for resonant reflection at the boundar
the bulk vibrational spectrum.

CONCLUSION

The results obtained in this work allow us to draw mo
definite conclusions from the general theory9 concerning the
physical nature of resonant interaction of phonons with
plane defect for a discrete fcc lattice. The frequencies
wave vectors of resonant peculiarities of scattering lie in
vibration spectrum regions for a perfect crystal in whi
quasi-localized vibrational states can exist. Such states
be formed due to the fact that the above-mentioned spe
regions of bulk vibrations correspond to the conditions
the existence of waves with a continuous spectrum of
vibrational branch and the frequencies of localized vibratio
split from the continuous spectrum of the other vibration
branch.

The resonant nature of scattering of an elastic wave b
plane defect is manifested in the existence of frequenciev
and wave vectorsk for which the reflection coefficient van
ishes ~total transmission of the wave!, or the transmission
coefficient vanishes~total reflection of the wave! if we dis-
regard the absorption of wave in the bulk. The curves
resonant phenomena in the (k,v) plane are determined. It is
shown that two resonant transmission curves exist for
same value of the defect parameter. Starting from a cer
value of the wave number, resonant transmission freque
curves are continued outside the continuous spectrum in
form of frequency curves for symmetric local vibrations.
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Flux vortex pinning in a thick Ba 0.64K0.36BiOy film
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The magnetic properties of a Ba12xKxBiOy film (x50.36) of thickness 18mm are investigated.
It is shown that the field dependencesJc(B) of critical currents at 5–20 K in fields above
the peak-effect fieldHp are correctly described in the collective pinning theory for a vortex lattice
with a small bundle size. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~99!00201-7#
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a recent publication,1 the liquid-phase epitaxy tech
nique is used for obtaining epitaxial superconducting mon
rystalline films of Ba12xKxBiOy with various concentrations
of potassium in an electrochemical cell. The choice of sin
crystals of BaBiO3 ~100! and Ba0.8K0.2BiO3 used as sub-
strates ensured good coincidence of the lattice paramete
the film and the substrate. The high quality of films grown
both types of substrate was confirmed by a detailed x-
diffraction analysis. Some of the critical parameters of sup
conducting films were given earlier in Ref. 1. However, t
possibility of application of BKBO films in microelectroni
devices employing such properties as the ideal hysteres
Josephson tunneling inSIS junctions2 as well as tunneling
parameters ofSIS junctions which are in accord with th
BCS model3–5 combined with the isotropic structure and
large coherence length~as compared to the lattice constan!
undoubtedly call for a thorough and systematic analysis
superconducting BKBO films.

We were the first to observe and analyze systematica6

the peak effect in an isotropic system, viz., copper-f
Ba12xKxBiOy single crystals (x.0.33) in a wide tempera
ture range~from 4.2 K to Tc) in fields up to 6 T. We drew
the conclusion concerning the origin of the peak effe
which is associated with the presence of regions contain
superstoichiometric oxygen in a crystal grown by elect
chemical deposition. The measurements of the irreversib
curve H irr(T) nearTc revealed that theH irr(T) dependence
for a single crystal withx50.34 obeys the lawH irr(T)
;H irr(0)(12T/Tc)

1.45. The magnitude of the exponen
close to 3/2 suggests that the flux creep model7 can be used
for explaining the behavior ofH irr(T). The exponent in the
dependenceHp(T);(12T/Tc)

0.59 differs significantly from
the value 1.45 forH irr(T). Peak effect, which is typical o
type II superconductors, was observed in copper-ba
HTSC systems.8–12 All the above-mentioned superconduc
51063-777X/99/25(1)/5/$15.00
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ors possess anisotropic layered structure containing C2

planes. The mechanism underlying the peak effect is ex
sively discussed in the literature. Various statistical mod
proposed for explaining the peak effect are associated w
~1! the presence of regions with a nonstoichiometric conc
tration of oxygen in the crystal,8,13 ~2! anisotropy in electron
properties,14 ~3! 3D22D phase transition in the vorte
lattice,15 ~4! commensurability of the periods of the vorte
lattice and the lattice of defects in the vicinity of the pe
field,9 and~5! the formation of regions with reversible mag
netization in the crystal.16 In addition, the model of dynamic
peak effect proposed by Kruzin-Elbaumet al.17 explains the
emergence of an extra peak on theM (H) curves by a de-
crease in the magnetization relaxation rate due to a chang
the nature of the flux creep. Nevertheless, an exhaustive
planation of this effect has not been obtained yet. In t
paper, we report on the results of measurements of magn
parameters of an epitaxial monocrystalline thi
Ba0.64K0.36BiOy films with Tc530 K and thickness;18mm,
which enabled us to study the mechanism of vortex latt
pinning in a wide range of magnetic fields and temperatu

2. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The films of Ba0.64K0.36BiOy were grown on monocrys
talline BaBiO3 ~100! substrates. The discrepancy in the cry
tal lattice parameters of the film and the substrate did
exceed 2%. The monoclinic monocrystalline substrate w
grown from a nearly stoichiometric melt with a subseque
slow cooling ~at a rate ;0.2 °C/h). The details of the
method of obtaining the substrate and electrochemical de
sition of the monocrystalline film are given in Ref. 1. Th
chemical compositions of the film and the substrate w
determined from the ratio of potassium concentrations
parameters of pseudocubic lattice.18

The magnetization and susceptibility of the monocryst
line BKBO film in weak fields (;4 Oe) as well as magne
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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6 Low Temp. Phys. 25 (1), January 1999 Barilo et al.
tization hysteresis loopsM (H,T) in fields up to 50 kOe were
measured on a SQUID magnetometer~QUANTUM Design,
MPMS-5! in a wide temperature range. The susceptibility
the film in the normal state was determined in the field of
kOe, and this contribution was then subtracted from
M (H,T) dependence in order to determine the response
sociated with the superconducting state of the crystal.
magnetization isothermsM (H) were obtained in fields 0–50
kOe at temperatures 5–26 K for theH orientation at right
angles to the film surface.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The temperature dependences of the shielding ef
~ZFC! and the Meissner effect~FC! in a weak magnetic field
for a BKBO film with x50.36 are shown in Fig. 1 taking
into account the demagnetizing factor. In a magnetic field
4 Oe, the onset of the superconducting transition correspo
to Tc

0530 K, and the superconducting transition field
DT,1 K at a level of 10–90%. It can be seen that alm
complete screening and only an 80% Meissner signal
observed in the film. This effect is associated with a stro
pinning in weak fields and is typical of traditional and hig
Tc superconductors. BKBO single crystals19 as well as thick
films in weak fields~but higher thanHc1) exhibit a magne-
tization peak atHp1 whose position and magnitude depe
on temperature~Fig. 2!. As the temperature increases, t
peak is shifted towards lower fields:Hp15600 Oe at
T55 K and 180 Oe at 20 K, while the peak height decrea
by a factor of three. The emergence of such a magnetiza
peak~and hence the critical current peakJc) in weak fields is
attributed either to a strong field dependence ofJc as a result
of vanishing of the repulsion between vortices,20 or a strong
deformation of the vortex lattice by pinning centers.21 The
magnitude of the critical current calculated by Bean’s f
mula Jc530DM / l ( l is the average size of two broad sid

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of signals for a thick Ba0.64K0.36BiOy film
on a BaBiO3(100) substrate for ZFC~s! and FC~h! (d518mm andTc

530 K).
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of the film! attains the value 53105 A/cm2 at 5 K in thefield
600 Oe~cf. the value ofJc ~42 K, 0 Oe! for a single crystal
with x50.4, which is 4.23105 A/cm2).19

A further increase in the magnetic field leads to a d
crease in critical current, but this dependenceJc(H) is not
monotonic, i.e., the film exhibits the peak effect. Figure
shows fragments of magnetization curves for a BKBO film
various temperatures. The fieldHp corresponding to the pea
effect depends on temperature and decreases with hea
The temperature dependence ofHp for a film with x50.36 is
described by a relation close to a linear dependence:Hp(T)
5A(12T/Tc)

n, wheren'1.17 ~Fig. 4!. The value ofJc of
the film at 10 K near the peak effect field increases with
field by 10%, i.e., the pinning of the vortex lattice increas
in this range of magnetic fields, and the critical current de
sity in the film amounts to;1.13105 A/cm2 ~in the field 15
kOe! and;1.2•105 A/cm2 ~30 kOe!.

Our measurements of the temperature dependence o
reversibility lineH irr(T) for the film resulted in the exponen
1.52~see Fig. 4!, which is close to the value 1.45 for a sing
crystal. The value ofH irr(0) amounts to 172 kOe, which is in
good agreement with the corresponding value for the sin

FIG. 2. Fragment of a hysteresis loop for a BKBO film at 5–14 K~a! and
18–26 K ~b! in weak magnetic fields (H<1 kOe).
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7Low Temp. Phys. 25 (1), January 1999 Barilo et al.
crystal. The noticeable difference in the values of the ex
nents in theHp(T) andH irr(T) for the single crystal as wel
as for the BKBO film makes it possible to disregard t
emergence of reversible regions as a source of the pea
fect in BKBO.16 Such regions are formed when the magne
field passes through the threshold valuesH irr for the pre-
sumed regions with a nonstoichiometric oxygen concen
tion, the more so that the values ofHp(0)'40 kOe are no-
ticeably smaller thanH irr(0)'172 kOe ~by more than a
factor of four for the film under investigation!. The models
described in Refs. 14 and 15 are also inapplicable to
isotropic cubic compound BKBO as well as the model9 pre-
suming the independence ofHp of temperature, which con
tradicts our results~see Fig. 4!.

FIG. 3. Fragment of a hysteresis loop for a BKBO film at 5–14 K in stro
magnetic fields.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependences of the irreversibility field~h! and peak-
effect field ~s! for a BKBO film.
-

ef-
c

-
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The theory of collective pinning was first put forth b
Larkin and Ovchinnikov21 for describing the behavior o
Jc(B) in type II superconductors and was developed
Feigel’man and Vinokur22 who took into account the flux
creep effects and the formation of vortex bundles. T
theory presumes that a vortex can be pinned by a large n
ber of randomly distributed defects. In weak fields, the mo
of solitary vortices is observed@Jc;(j/Lc)

2, whereLc is the
characteristic longitudinal size of a vortex#. As the magnetic
field increases, the separationa0 between vortices become
smaller (a05(w0 /B)1/2, wherew0 is the magnetic flux quan
tum!, and vortices start interacting with one another, formi
bundles with the transverse dimensionRc depending on the
elastic modulus of the vortex lattice.23 For small bundles
with a0,Rc,l ~l is the magnetic field penetration depth!,
the quantityRc is connected with the longitudinal dimensio
Lc of the bundle of vortices through the expression

Rc;a0 exp~Lc /a0!3. ~1!

This equation is valid for temperatures and magne
fields away from the irreversibility line. Feigel’man an
Vinokur22 proved that vortex lattice fluctuations at temper
tures above the depinning temperatureTdp can noticeably
reduce the values of critical current in the crystal, but t
effect is negligibly small for our system (Tdp5600 K for
1 T for BKBO!.24

The value of the critical current for small size bundles
defined by the relation23

Jc;B exp@22~Lc
2~T!B/w0!3/2# ~2!

with a maximum forB;Bsb/2, whereBsb5w0 /Lc
2(T). This

expression is valid for fieldsB.Bsb. Consequently, using
formula ~2!, we can describe the behavior ofJc(B) in fields
higher than those corresponding to the peak effect.

The construction of the dependence ofJc(B) on B3/2 on
the semilogarithmic scale makes it possible to determine
range of magnetic fields and temperatures in which the
gime of vortex bundles with a smallRc is observed as wel
as the temperature dependenceLc(T) for a thick BKBO film
and to compare the obtained results with the data24,25 for
BKBO single crystals.

It should be noted that a BKBO superconductor is
model system for verifying the concepts of the collecti
pinning theory for a vortex lattice for a number of reason
First, this is due to its isotropic cubic structure as well as
experimentally attainable values ofHc2(0);350 kOe. Sec-
ond, the shape of the magnetization curvesM (B) for BKBO
in a certain temperature range is not distorted by flux cr
since, according to estimates,24 the pinning potential values
Uc;700 K@Tc . The effect of flux creep in this system wit
Tc;30 K becomes significant at temperatures above;24 K;
this was observed on the bases ofM (B) measurements on
SQUID magnetometer and in pulsed magnetic fields.24 Thus,
the peak on theDM (B) dependence in intermediate field
Bc1<B<Bc2 and at temperatures lower than;24 K corre-
sponds to the true value of the critical current densityJc(B).

Figure 5 shows theJc /B dependences onB3/2 on a semi-
logarithmic scale for a BKBO film withx50.36. Typical
~linear! dependences for small-size bundles are clearly s
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8 Low Temp. Phys. 25 (1), January 1999 Barilo et al.
in the temperature range 5–20 K. Using Eq.~2!, we obtain
the temperature dependence of the collective pinning len
Lc(T) from the slope of the straight lines~see the inset to
Fig. 5!. This dependence can be approximated by the exp
sion Lc(T)5Lc(0)(12T/Tc)

2n, where n'0.7 andLc(0)
'160 Å. The values ofLc allow us to estimate the field
Bsb;w0 /Lc

2 above which the dominating pinning mech
nisms changes from the single vortex mode to the bundl
vortices with the transverse sizeRc @see Eq.~1!#. The values
of Bsb for a film with x50.36 ~Fig. 6! are on the whole
comparable with the values ofBsb for our BKBO single
crystals25 with x50.34, 0.37 and 0.46 and for a BKBO
single crystal withx50.4.24

Figure 6 also shows experimental values of peak-ef
fieldsHp and irreversibility fieldsH irr for the film. In spite of

FIG. 5. Dependence ofJc /B on B3/2 for a BKBO film in small-size bundle
mode at different temperatures. The inset shows the temperature depen
of the collective pinning lengthLc(T).

FIG. 6. H –T phase diagram for a BKBO film:Hp(T) and H irr(T) corre-
spond to experimental data,Bsb(T) curves are calculated from the fiel
dependence ofJc(B).
th
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ct

the fact that the collective pinning theory correctly describ
the field dependenceJc(B) in strong fields, further investi-
gations are required to determine the change in the pinn
mechanism as a source of the peak effect. TheH–T diagram
~see Fig. 6! also confirms the above statement that the p
effect should not be associated with the emergence of rev
ible regions in the film.

Useful information can be gained by studying the vo
ume pinning forceFp5JcB;DMB.6,25 Figure 7 presents
the experimental values of the normalized pinning force a
function of the reduced field for temperatures 18–26 K.
the normalizing field, we choose the fieldsH irr whose experi-
mental values were measured in the indicated tempera
range. Approximation in the formFp;bp(12b)q, where
b5H/H irr , and p and q are determined by the origin o
pinning,26 gives a clearly manifested peak ofFp for bmax

5p/(p1q)50.48 (T518– 20 K) with p51.74 andq52.17.
At higher temperatures, poor scaling is observed~Fig. 7!. In
order to compare the obtained results with the concepts
the collective pinning theory, the dependence of the redu
pinning force onB/Bsb is shown in Fig. 8. The solid curve i
an approximation given by the dependenceFp;b2 exp
3(22b3/2) for T518 K and Bsb523.6 kOe ~here
b5B/Bsb). Our experimental data are in good agreem
with Eq. ~2!.

The pinning of the vortex lattice in type II superconduc
ors can be associated with a spatial variation of the Land
Ginzburg parameter, and the interaction of the vortex latt
with pinning centers can be described in terms of the va
tion of the critical temperatureTc (dTc-pinning! or of the
mean free path (d l -pinning!.23 In order to determine the type
of pinning on a BKBO film withx50.36, we must compare
the Lc(T) and Hc2(T) dependences since thedTc-pinning
presumes thatLc'j2/3, while the d l -pinning requires that
Lc'j2 ~j is the coherence length!.23 Such measurements o
Hc2(T) for the film are planned.

nce

FIG. 7. Normalized pinning force density as a function of reduced field
a BKBO film at different temperatures; solid curve is approximation acco
ing to the dependenceFp;b2 exp(22b3/2) for T518 K.
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CONCLUSION

We studied the vortex lattice pinning in an epitax
monocrystalline Ba0.64K0.36BiOy film having a thickness of
18 mm andTc530 K. The critical current densityJc ~5 K,
;0.1 T) is 5•105 A/cm2. The peak effect observed in th
film is presumably associated with extra pinning of the v
tex lattice in regions with a nonstoichiometric oxyge
~and/or potassium! concentration. The field dependence
critical current in a BKBO film is correctly described by th
collective pinning theory in the temperature range 5–20
the value ofJc(B) decreases sharply as the pinning mo
emerges for small-size bundles. Direct measurements
Hc2(T) will allow us to draw final conclusions concernin
the nature of pinning in the film (dTc- or d l -pinning! from a
comparison of the dependencesHc2(T) andLc(T).
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Effect of local defects on vibrational characteristics of infinite and semi-infinite one-
dimensional structures in an external periodic field
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Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine*
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Exact analytic expressions for Green’s functions of the chain type structures with defects in an
external periodic field are obtained by the method of Jacobi matrices. A diatomic impurity
molecule in a monatomic chain as well as adsorbed chains with a monatomic and a diatomic unit
cell are considered. The conditions for the formation and the characteristics of local and gap
vibrations are investigated. The evolution of the threshold values of mass of the defect required for
the formation of localized vibrations by two isotopic impurities upon a change in the
separation between them is analyzed. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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The interest to the investigation of dynamic paramet
of low-dimensional and quasi-low-dimensional structu
with defects is due to considerable advancement in the
thesis of such compounds and their application in mod
high technologies on the one hand and fascinating phys
features of these compounds on the other hand. It is w
known that the conditions of formation and properties
bound states in systems with defects depend qualitatively
the dimensionality of the system as well as the dimensio
ity of the defect. In our earlier publication,1 we formulated
the general criterion for obtaining exact solutions~on the
basis of the Jacobi matrices method!2–4 for vibrational pa-
rameters of linear one-dimensional systems with defe
This communication is devoted to an analysis of chan
occurring in the phonon spectrum of such systems in
presence of various defects as well as in a periodic exte
field. The external~relative to the chain! periodic field elimi-
nates the divergence of root-mean-square displacem
typical of one-dimensional lattices, and the exactly solva
problem under investigation can be applied directly to r
objects. We studied the models of monatomic and diato
chains containing impurities differing from the matrix atom
in mass and force constants characterizing their interac
with nearest neighbors as well as impurity clusters poss
ing an internal structure, e.g., a diatomic impurity molec
in a monatomic chain. The analysis is carried out for
infinite and semi-infinite chain.

1. DIATOMIC IMPURITY MOLECULE IN A MONATOMIC
LINEAR CHAIN IN AN PERIODIC EXTERNAL FIELD

Let us consider a one-dimensional monatomic latt
with a defect in the form of two impurity atoms with th
massm8, whose coupling constanta8 differs from the cou-
pling constanta between matrix atoms whose masses
denoted bym, in an external periodic field~Fig. 1!.

It is obvious from the symmetry of the problem
that atoms in the chain exhibit two types of independ
551063-777X/99/25(1)/8/$15.00
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vibrations: antiphase vibrations of isotopes and their s
phase vibrations. The spectral characteristics of these
types of vibrations will be henceforth marked by the indic
~2! and ~1!, respectively. In terms of the method o
J -matrices, this means that all the spaceH of atomic dis-
placements of the lattice is the direct sum of the subspa
H5H (2)1H (1), each of which is generated by the~1!- or
~2!-displacement of defect atoms.

It should be noted that, with such a separation,~2!-
vibrations ‘‘perceive’’ distortions of coupling as well a
mass, while the~1!-vibrations perceive only the mass defec

For an ideal chain in a periodic external field, the d
namic operatorL̂ of the system, which is defined as

L̂~n,n8!5
a~n,n8!

Amnmn8

,

wherea(n,n8) is the force constant describing the intera
tion between atoms located at sitesn and n8, and mn and
mn8 are the masses of these atoms, can be written in the f

L̂~n,n8!55
lm1l0

2
, un2n8u50,

2
lm2l0

4
, un2n8u51,

0, un2n8u.1,

~1!

where (lm2l0)/45a/m; n,n850,61,62,... . Herel0 is
the square of the ‘‘activation frequency’’ associated with t
external periodic field, andlm the square of the maximum
vibrational frequency of atoms in the chain. Thus, the eig
valuesl of the operatorL̂ belong to the interval@l0 ,lm#,
owing to which the divergence of root-mean-square displa
ments is removed. The parameterl0 may emerge in a natura
way, e.g., while considering the scalar model of a sim
cubic lattice, taking into account the interactionl0
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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5(2a/m)(22coskx2cosky), between nearest neighbors,kx

and ky being the components of the two-dimensional wa
vector in the (x,y) plane.

With such a defect, the lattice vibrations are describ
by the operatorL̂1L̂, where the perturbation operatorL̂ is
defined as

L̂~n,n8!5
h~lm2l0!22«~lm1l0!

4~«11!
~dn,1dn8,1

1dn,21dn8,21!2
lm2l0

4 S h2«

«11 D
3~dn,1dn8,211dn,21dn8,1!

2
lm2l0

4 S 1

A«11
21D ~dn,1dn8,21dn,2dn8,1

1dn,21dn8,221dn,22dn8,21!, ~2!

where h[(a82a)/a; «[(m82m)/m are dimensionless
parameters describing local variations of coupling and m
In this case, the operatorL̂ in the subspacesH (1) andH (2)

can be written in the form of aJ -matrix with the elements

a0
~2 !~h,«!5

~lm2l0!~2h13!14l0

4~«11!
;

b0
~2 !~h,«!5

lm2l0

4A«11
; a0

~1 !~«!5
lm13l0

4~«11!
;

~3!

b0
~1 !~«!5

lm2l0

4A«11
; an.0

~2 ! 5an.0
~1 ! 5

lm1l0

2
;

bn.0
~2 ! 5bn.0

~1 ! 5
lm2l0

4
;

wherean
(6) are diagonal andbn

(6) off-diagonal elements o
the J -matrix of the operatorsL̂ (6), and n51,2,... . The
Green’s function~i.e., the first diagonal element of the op
eratorĜ 5(l Î 2L̂)21, wherel is the square of frequency!
can be written in the form3,4

G 00~l!5
Qn11~l!2bnQn~l!K`~l!

Pn11~l!2bnPn~l!K`~l!
, ~4!

whereK`(l) is a continued fraction whose all elements a
equal to their limiting valuesa[an5(lm1l0)/2; b[bn

5(lm2l0)/4 @~see Eq.~3! for n>1)]. ThefunctionK`(l)
can be written in the form

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the model of a diatomic impurity molecule
a monatomic chain.
e

d

s.

K`~l!5
8

~lm2l0!2 Fl2
lm1l0

2

1Au~l2l0!~l2lm!uG . ~5!

wherePn(l,h,«) aren-degree polynomials inl, calculated
from the elements of theJ -matrix of the operatorL̂ ~the
quantitiesan(h,«) andbn(h,«)! by using the recurrence re
lation

bn~h,«!Pn11~l,h,«!5@l2an~h,«!#Pn~l,h,«!

2bn21~h,«!Pn21~l,h,«! ~6!

with the initial conditionsP2150 andP051. The polyno-
mials Qn(l) are defined by the same relation~6! with the
initial conditionsQ050 andQ151/b0 .

For this reason, for the cyclic subspacesH (2) andH (1)

we obtain respectively

G 00
~2 !~l,l0 ,«,h!5

2~«11!

R~2 !~l,l0 ,«,h!
@l~2«11!

2~lm~11h!2l0h!

1Z1~l!Au~l2lm!~l2l0!u#; ~7!

G 00
~1 !~l,l0 ,«!5

2~«11!

R~1 !~l,l0 ,«!
@l~2«11!2l0

1Z1~l!Au~l2lm!~l2l0!u#, ~8!

where

R~2 !~l,l0 ,«,h!54«~«11!l22l$~lm2l0!~2h11!

14«@lm~11h!2l0h#%1~lm2l0!

3@lm~11h!22h2l0#; ~9!

R~1 !~l,l0 ,«!54«~«11!l21l@~lm2l0!24«l0#

2l0~lm2l0!; ~10!

Z1~l!5Q~l!~l02l!1 iQ~l2l0!Q~lm2l!

2Q~l2lm! ~11!

~Q(x) is the Heaviside step function!. Consequently, the
spectral densities of the~2!- and ~1!-vibrations defined in
the band @l0 ,lm# as r (6)(l,l0 ,h,«)5(1/p)Im G 00

(6)

3(l,l0 ,h,«) are given by

r~2 !~l,l0 ,«,h!5
2~«11!Au~l2lm!~l2l0!u

pR~2 !~l,l0 ,«,h!
,

~12!

r~1 !~l,l0 ,«!5
2~«11!Au~l2lm!~l2l0!u

pR~1 !~l,l0 ,«!
.

It should be noted that the external field does not cha
qualitatively the type of spectral densities in the band of
continuous spectrum: as in the case of zero field~i.e., l0

50!, r (2)(l,l0,0,0) vanishes at the left edge of the spe
trum (l5l0) and turns to infinity at the right edge of th
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spectrum (l5lm), while r (1)(l,l0,0) vanishes at the
maximum frequency of the continuous spectrum (l5lm)
and turns to infinity forl5l0 .

Thus, discrete frequencies of~1!-vibrations must split to
the region@0,l0# without a threshold, while the localizatio
of ~2!-vibrations in this region requires a threshold. T
splitting of discrete frequencies from the upper boundarylm

of the continuous spectrum must occur in the thresh
th
n

l

of
t

nd
a

is
d

manner for~1!-vibrations and without a threshold for~2!-
vibrations in the special case of a purely isotopic defect
with a distortion of only the force coupling constant betwe
the two atoms.

The polesG 00
(2)(l,l0 ,«,h) and G 00

(1)(l,l0 ,«), of the
Green’s functions that define the squares of discrete frequ
cies of ~1!- and ~2!-vibrations of the chain as functions o
the parameters of the defect have the form
lg,l
~2 !5

1

8«~«11!
$~lm2l0!~2h11!14«@lm~11h!2l0h#

6A~lm2l0!2~2h11!228«~lm2l0!@lm~11h!1l0h#116«2lml0%; ~13!
of
-
lg,l

~1 !5
1

8«~«11!
$4«l02~lm2l0!

6A~lm2l0!218«l0@lm~2«11!2l0#%. ~14!
Let us first consider the conditions for the existence
discrete states for~2!-vibrations. The intensity of the dis
crete state is the residue of the functionG00(l) at the corre-
sponding pole.3,5 Thus, for~2!-vibrations we obtain
mg
~2 !5

4~«11!$lg~2«11!2@lm~11h!2l0h#%Q~«2~lm2l0!~11h!/2l0!

A~lm2l0!2~2h11!228«~lm2l0!@lm~11h!1l0h#116«2lml0

;

~15!

m l
~2 !5

24~«11!@l l~2«11!2~lm~11h!2l0h!#Q~~lm2l0!h/~2lm!2«!

A~lm2l0!2~2h11!228«~lm2l0!@lm~11h!1l0h#116«2lml0

.

he
he

of
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the

e
e
eir

urs
rete
It can easily be seen from the expressions forlg,l
(2) and

mg,l
(2) that the antiphase vibrations of defect atoms lead to

formation of discrete vibrations both in the ‘‘gap’’ regio
((0,l0)) @with the square of the gap frequencylg

(2) ~the
‘‘ 1’’ sign in front of the radical! and with intensitymg

(2)#
and in the region (lm ,1`) @with the square of the loca
frequencyl l

(2) ~the ‘‘2’’ sign in front of the radical! and
intensitym l

(2)#. For splitting of the gap vibration, the mass
the isotopes must exceed the threshold value defined by
relation

«>«g[
lm2l0

2l0
~11h!. ~16!

The equality in this expression corresponds to the ‘‘bou
ary’’ case whenl5l0 , which indicates the emergence of
root singularity in the spectral densityr (2)(l→l0)
;1/Aul2l0u→`. It should be noted that this threshold
positive for all values ofh excepth521 ~the rupture of the
bond between two isotopes!. As the value of« increases, the
intensity of the gap vibration increases from zero for«
5«g@lg

(2)(«g)5l0# to unity in the limit «→1`:

lim
«→1`

lg
~2 !50, lim

«→1`

mg
~2 !51.
e

he

-

The splitting of the local vibration takes place when t
following condition holds for the mass of isotopes and t
coupling between them:

«<« l[
lm2l0

2lm
h. ~17!

It can be seen that, in the presence of only one type
defect~i.e., for «50 or h50!, the local vibration emerges
without a threshold. Both the gap and the local vibrati
appear with zero intensity, i.e.,

m l
~2 !~« l !50; l l

~2 !~« l !5lm ,

which corresponds to the emergence of a singularity in
spectral densityr (2)(l→lm);1/Aul2lmu→`. For ex-
tremely light isotopes («→21), we have

lim
«→21

l l
~2 !5`, lim

«→21
m l

~2 !51.

The evolution of spectral densitiesr (2)(l,l0 ,h,«) is shown
in Fig. 2 ~curves6–10!. It was noted above that discret
~1!-vibrations of the chain split without a threshold from th
lower boundary of the continuous spectrum band, while th
splitting from the upper boundary of the spectrum occ
with a threshold. The squares of the frequencies of disc
~1!-vibrations is defined by formula~14! in which the
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‘‘gap’’ vibration is marked by the subscriptg and the ‘‘1’’
sign in front of the radical, while the local vibration has th
subscriptl and the sign ‘‘2.’’

The frequencylg
(1) of the gap vibration coincides with

the lower boundary of the continuous spectrum band
m8→m(«→10) and tends to zero upon an increase in

FIG. 2. Spectral densities in the subspacesH (1) ~curves1–5! and H (2)

~curves6–10! generated by synphase and antiphase displacements of
atomic impurity molecule in an external periodic field of a monatomic lin
chain: curves1 and6 correspond to the presence of a local vibration in t
system*l0

lmr (6)(l)dl512m l
(6) , curves2 and 7 are the threshold value

required for the formation of local vibrations~root singularity forl5lm!,
curves3 and 8 are the spectral densitiesr (6)(l) of an ideal linear chain
~root singularity inr (1)(l) for l5l0 and inr (2)(l) for l5lm!, curves4
and9 are threshold values for the formation of gap vibrations~root singu-
larity for l5l0!; curves5 and 10 correspond to the presence of a g
vibration in the system*l0

lmr (6)(l)dl512mg
(6) .
r
e

mass of the isotopes («→1`). The intensitymg
(1) of this

discrete vibration increases from zero for«→10 to unity
for «→1` and is described by the formula

mg
~1 !5

4~«11!@lg~2«11!2l0#

A~lm2l0!218«l0@lm~2«11!2l0#
Q~«!.

~18!

The frequency of the local vibration coincides with th
upper boundary of the continuous spectrum band for
threshold value of the isotope mass, which correspond
« l52(lm2l0)/2lm , and tends to infinity in the case whe
the mass of the isotopes is extremely small, i.e., for«→
21. The intensity of the local vibration has the form

m l
~1 !52

4~«11!@l l~2«11!2l0#

A~lm2l0!218«l0@lm~2«11!2l0#
Q

3S lm2l0

2lm
1« D ~19!

and increases from zero for the threshold value of the m
of the isotopes (m l

(1)(« l)50) to unity in the case when thei
mass tends to zero:

lim
«→21

m l
~1 !51.

The evolution of spectral densitiesr (1)(l,l0 ,«) is shown in
Fig. 2 ~curves1–5!.

It should be noted that the results presented here fo«
50, l050 ~which corresponds to the model of a monatom
chain with a modified coupling constant between an arbitr
pair of atoms in zero external field! coincide with the results
presented in Ref. 5.

The case whenh521 for l0.0 is a model of a semi-
infinite monatomic chain with an isotopic impurity at its en
in an external field. Obviously, in this case the subspa
H (1) andH (2) coincide with each other and with the enti
space of displacements of atoms in the chain. Since the s
tral characteristics in the subspaceH (1) do not depend on the
coupling parameterh, the vibrations of the given semi
infinite chain with the isotopic impurity can be described
the expressions obtained for~1!-vibrations of a semi-infinite
chain with the defect considered above.

Concluding the section, let us discuss the results o
more general nature, which were obtained for systems c
taining purely isotopic defects in a periodic external fie
Let us suppose that an infinite symmetric chain of atoms
massm contains two substitutional impurities having th
same massm8 and separated by an ‘‘interlayer’’ containingk
matrix atoms. The threshold value of the isotope mass
quired for the emergence of discrete states at frequen
above as well as below the continuous spectrum band
function of the number of atoms in this ‘‘interlayer.’’ Th
casek50 must obviously correspond to the results of t
previous problem on the spectral characteristics of a
atomic impurity molecule in a monatomic chain forh[0,
when the coupling constant between the impurities is eq
to the coupling constant between matrix atoms.
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It follows from Eqs.~4!–~6! that the threshold values o
« leading to the splitting of discrete vibrations from th
boundaries of the continuous spectrum are solutions of
equation

R~l,«![Pn11~lb ,«!2bnPn~lb ,«!K`~lb!50, ~20!

wherelb stands for one of the boundaries@l0 ,lm#.
In a perfect infinite atomic chain, the center of symme

of the system can be placed either at the point correspon
to the equilibrium position of an atom, or at the midpoint
the atomic separation. In both cases, the spaceH of displace-
ments of lattice atoms can be divided into two mutually
thogonal subspaces whose direct sum gives the entire
placement space. The first version of the choice correspo
to the direct sum of the subspacesH (0), which is generated
by a displacement of the atom located at the symmetry ce
and, subsequently, by synphase vibrations of its nea
neighbors, andH (6), which is generated by antiphase di
placements of nearest neighbors of the atom at the symm
center. The second version of the choice of the position
the symmetry center, which has already been considere
us, corresponds to the direct sum of the subspacesH (1) and
H (2). We can prove that in all the subspaces mention
above, the polynomialsPn(l) at the edgeslb of the con-
tinuous spectrum band exhibit a simple dependence on
numbern:

Pn
~0!~l0!5~21!n&, Pn

~0!~lm!5&;

Pn
~61!~l0!5~21!n~n11!, Pn

~61!~lm!5~n11!;
~21!

Pn
~1 !~l0!5~21!n, Pn

~1 !~lm!52n11;

Pn
~2 !~l0!5~21!n~2n11!, Pn

~2 !~lm!51.

The presence of impurities changes the values of the co
sponding matrix elementsan andbn (n>1) of the dynamic
operator:

an5
a

«11
, bn215bn5

b

A«11
, ~22!

where n5(k21)/2 if the numberk of atoms between the
isotopes is odd andn5k/2 if k is even. Proceeding from th
recurrence relations~6! for the polynomialsPn(l) and the
form of the matrix of the operatorL for the system unde
investigation that contains two isotopic impurities separa
from each other byk atoms, we obtain the following depen
dence of the functionsPn(l,«) on the mass parameter fo
the impurity:

Pn21~l,«!5Pn21~l!,

Pn~l,«!5A«11Pn~l!, ~23!

Pn11~l,«!5
l«

b
Pn~l!1Pn11~l!.

Consequently, the presence of the given defect leads to
emergence of an additional term in the denominator of
Green’s function~4!:
e
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R~l,«!5
l«

b
Pn~l!1R~l!, ~24!

whereR(l)[R(l,0). At the boundaries of the continuou
spectrum band,R(l) is transformed to

R~l!5
1

2
@Pn21~lb!2Pn11~lb!#, ~25!

which allows us to obtain the threshold value of the ma
parameter of the defect as a solution of Eq.~20!:

«b5
b

lb

@Pn21~lb!2Pn11~lb!#

2Pn~lb!
. ~26!

The final result can be obtained by substituting into~26! the
polynomialsPn(lb) ~21! corresponding to a definite@~1! or
~2!# type of independent vibrations of the chain, i.e., a de
nite subspace, where~1!-vibrations are described byH (0)

for odd k andH (1) for evenk, while ~2!-vibrations corre-
spond toH (61) for odd k andH (2) for evenk.

Thus, in the model of a chain containing two isotop
impurities having the same mass and separated byk atoms
from each other, the critical mass defect required for
formation of a local discrete state generated by synph
displacements of isotopes~discrete~1!-vibrations! is given
by

« l
~1 !52

1

2~k11!

lm2l0

lm
,0. ~27!

In this case, the square of frequency corresponding to
‘‘gap’’ ~1!-vibration splits to the frequency region@0,l0#
without any threshold.

For ~2!-vibrations, a discrete ‘‘gap’’ state is formed i
the threshold manner, while the splitting of the local sta
occurs for«,0, i.e., without any threshold. The thresho
value of the mass defect parameter corresponding to
‘‘gap’’ vibration is given by

«g
~2 !5

1

2~k11!

lm2l0

l0
.0. ~28!

Naturally, the threshold values fork→` are « l
(1)→« l

(2)

[20 and«g
(2)→«g

(1)[10, and the squares of discrete fr
quencies areld

(1)→ld
(2) .

2. ADSORBED MONATOMIC CHAIN IN A PERIODIC
EXTERNAL FIELD

Let us consider the model of an absorbed monato
chain taking into account the effect of an applied perio
field. The terminal atom of the chain is connected to a cert
‘‘wall’’ ~whose mass is regarded as infinitely large!. The
force constant characterizing this coupling is denoted bya8
~Fig. 3!. As in the previous section, we denoteh[(a8

2a)/a. The perturbation operatorL̂a f(n,n8) for the system
under investigation is defined as

L̂a f~n,n8!5
h~lm2l0!

4
dn,0dn8,0

2L̂~n,n8!Q~2n!Q~2n8!, ~29!
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whereL̂(n,n8) is defined by~1!.
The matrix elementsan andbn of the dynamic operato

L̂1L̂a f coincide with similar elements from~3! for n>1,
which is natural since these elements describe the interac
between atoms in the chain that are separated from the d
by distances exceeding the atomic spacing. The elemena0

andb0 determining the changes emerging in the spectrum
the chain due to the rupture and formation of an additio
bond are given by

a0
a f5

lm2l0

4
~h12!1l0 , b0

a f5
lm2l0

4
. ~30!

The Green’s function of the given model has the form

G 00
a f~l,l0 ,h!5

2

h~lm2l0!~l l
a f2l!

3Fl2
lm~h11!2l0~h21!

2

1Z1~l!Au~l2lm!~l2l0!uG , ~31!

where

l l
a f5

lm~h11!22l0~h21!2

4h
. ~32!

The corresponding spectral density is defined in the b
@l0 ,lm# of the continuous spectrum asra f(l,l0 ,h)
5(1/p)Im G 00

a f(l,l0 ,h) and is given by

ra f~l,l0 ,h!5
2A~lm2l!~l2l0!

ph~lm2l0!~l l
a f2l!

. ~33!

The evolution of these spectral densities upon an increas
the parameterh is shown in Fig. 4. It can easily be seen th
~33! vanishes at both boundaries of the continuous spectr
Such a behavior of the spectral density is typical of o
dimensional systems containing a defect of the type ‘‘surf
plus additional bond,’’ which can be conventionally referr
to as adsorbed chains. Green’s polel l

a f ~31! is the square of
the local frequency split to the region (lm ,1`) for h>1
with the intensity

m l
a f5

h221

h2 Q~h21!. ~34!

It should be noted that the values of the local frequen
l l

a f ~32! can also fall in to the interval@0,l0#, but in this
case the intensity vanishes identically. Thus, irrespective
the smallness of the coupling constanta8 between the chain
and in certain adsorbing surface, this does not lead

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the model of a monatomic chain adsorbe
the surface of a stationary solid.
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splitting of the discrete vibration from the lower boundary
the continuous spectrum band. At the same time, the we
ening of the couplinga8 is accompanied by the ‘‘pumping’
of phonons to the region of squares of frequencies near
bottom of the acoustic band. In the limiting case of an u
perturbed semi-infinite chain, the spectral density of vib
tions in the model acquires a root singularity.6

3. ADSORBED CHAIN WITH A DIATOMIC UNIT CELL

Let us consider a semi-infinite chain with a diatomic u
cell, which is adsorbed at the surface of a solid through
terminal atom. The masses of atoms arem1 and m2 . As in
the previous section, the terminal atom of the chain~for defi-
niteness, we assume that its mass ism1! is fixed to a certain
‘‘wall,’’ the force constant characterizing this coupling bein
a8[a(11h) ~Fig. 5!.

The perturbation operator~defined in the same way a
operator~29! in the previous problem! in the system under
investigation has the form

L̂~n,n8!52L̂~n,n8!Q~2n!Q~2n8!

2
l12l*

2
dn,0dn8,0 , ~35!

at

FIG. 4. Spectral densities of the terminal atom in an adsorbed semi-infi
linear chain: curve1 corresponds to the free end~root singularity forl
5l0!, curve2 to the threshold value of the coupling parameter required
the formation of a local vibration~root singularities at both boundaries o
the continuous spectrum band!, and curve3 corresponds to the presence o
a local vibration in the system.

FIG. 5. Schematic diagram of the model of a diatomic chain adsorbed a
surface of a stationary solid.
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where L̂(n,n8) is the dynamic operator describing vibr
tions of an ideal infinite diatomic chain:1 l* 52a8/m1 , l i

52a/mi , i 51,2. The matrix elements of theJ -matrix of
the operatorL̂1L̂ of the given system are defined as

a05
l11l*

2
; a2~n11!5l1 ; a2n115l2 ;

~36!

bn5
Al1l2

2
; n50,1,2,...

and the Green’s function has the form

G 00~l,l* !5
2

R~l,l* !
@~l2l* !~l2l2!

1Z2~l!Aul~l2l1!~l2l2!~l2l12l2!u#,

~37!

where

Z2~l!5 i @Q~l!Q~l12l!1Q~l2l2!Q~l11l22l!#

1Q~l2l1!Q~l22l!2Q~l2l12l2!;

R~l,l* !52l2~l12l* !2l@~l11l* !~l12l* !

2l2~2l* 2l1!#2l2l
*
2 .

It follows from ~37! that the continuous vibrational spectru
of the system is formed by two bands of equal wid
@0,$l1 ,l2%min# and @$l1 ,l2%max, lm5l11l2#, which are
separated by the gapD5ul12l2u.

Thus, it can be seen that the spectral density of vib
tions of a diatomic adsorbed chain vanishes at each boun
of the continuous spectrum. In the limiting case of a fr
~uncoupled and unperturbed! semi-infinite chain (l* [0),
the spectral density tends to infinity forl50 in proportion to
1/Al ~which leads to the divergence of rot-mean-square
placement in such a system!. The perturbation in question
eliminates this singularity forl* .0.

The functionR(l,l* ) has the following rootslg,l :

lg,l5
1

4~l12l* !
@~l11l* !~l12l* !2l2~2l* 2l1!

6A@~l11l* !~l12l* !1l2~2l* 2l1!#212l1l2~l12l* !2#,

(38)

which define the poles of Green’s function~37!, i.e., the
values of the squares of the frequencies of the gap and l
vibrations ~the ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘-’’ signs of the radical respec-
tively!. For l* .0, the splitting of discrete vibrational fre
quencies does not differ in principle from the systems
which the spectral density at a boundary of the continu
spectrum turns to infinity and occurs in the same way as
the case of splitting of a discrete frequency from the edge
the spectrum at which the vibrational density is zero. It c
be easily proved that the polelg ~37! tends to one of the
boundariesl1 of the gap asl*→l1 :

lim
l
*
→l160

lg5l1 .

Similarly, for l* 5lmax, the other rootl l of the denomi-
nator of the Green’s function coincides with the square of
:
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maximum frequency in the spectrum. It can be seen that
a certain nonzero value of the coupling parameterl* , the
spectral density acquires a root singularity at the boundar
the continuous spectrum from which the discrete freque
is split. Thus, there exists a threshold for the formation of
gap state as well as the local state in the given system, w
should be expected in view of the form of the spectral d
sity of vibrations of a free semi-infinite chain.

The terminal atom of the chain can obviously belong
the light or to the heavy sublattice. These two situations w
be considered separately.

If the extreme atomm1 of the chain is light~see curves
1–5 in Fig. 6!, l2 is the upper boundary of the acoustic ba
andl1 is the lower boundary of the optical band. The inte
sities of discrete vibrations are defined in this case as
lows:

mg~l* !5
4~lg2l* !~lg2l2!Q~l* !Q~l12l* !

A@~l11l* !~l12l* !1l2~2l* 2l1!#212l1l2~l12l* !2
,

(39)

m l~l* !52
4~l l2l* !~l l2l2!Q~l11l22l* !

A@~l11l* !~l12l* !1l2~2l* 2l1!#212l1l2~l12l* !2
.

(40)

An analysis of the expressions for the gap frequencylg

~38! and its weight~39! shows that a discrete gap state exi
in the limiting casel* 50 corresponding to the rupture o
the bond:

lg~0!5
l11l2

2
, mg~0!5

l12l2

l1
, ~41!

which is in accord with the results obtained in Refs. 1 and
The enhancement of the bond in the rangel* P@0,l1# leads
to an increase in the gap rootlg to the valuelg5l1 ~i.e., to
the lower boundary of the optical band! and is accompanied
by a monotonic decrease inmg to zero.

It should be noted that the relationl* 5l1 indicates the
equality of the force constanta8 characterizing the interac
tion of the extreme atom of the chain with the surface a
the coupling constanta for the remaining atoms in the chain
As the coupling parameterl* increases further, the spectr
density of vibrations acquires a peak near the upper bou
ary of the optical band, and the fulfillment of the inequali
l* .lmax @i.e., a8.a(11m1 /m2)# leads to the formation
of a local vibration with the square of the frequencyl l ~38!.
The weightm l ~40! of this vibration increases monotonicall
from zero atl* 5lmax to unity for l*→`.

Let us now consider the situation when a chain is fix
to an adsorbing surface through a heavy atom~see curves
6–10 in Fig. 6!. The gap vibration splits from the uppe
boundary of the acoustic band ifl* exceeds the threshol
value (l* >l1).

A further enhancement of the coupling leads to the sp
ting of the local vibration from the upper boundary of th
spectrum in analogy to the casem1,m2 with the same
threshold:l* >lmax. In the limit l*→`, the gap state ap
proaches the lower boundary of the optical band asympt
cally, and the frequency of the local state in this case tend
infinity:
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FIG. 6. Spectral densities of the terminal atom of an adsorbed semi-infinite linar chain with a diatomic unit cell.
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lim
l
*
→`

lg5l2 ; lim
l
*
→`

l l5`.

Thus, in the case of a quite strong interaction between
heavy terminal atom of the chain with the surface of the so
(a8.a(11m1 /m2)), the spectrum contains both the loc
vibration with the square of the frequencyl l , and the gap
vibration lg .

The intensity

mg5
4~lg2l* !~lg2l2!Q~l* 2l1!

A@~l11l* !~l12l* !1l2~2l* 2l1!#212l1l2~l12l* !2 ~42!

of the gap state depends nonmonotonically on the param
l* . It can easily be proved thatmg vanishes both forl*
5l1 and forl*→`. At the same time, the intensitym l ~40!
of the local state increases monotonically with the enhan
ment of the coupling between the chain and the adsorb
surface. The suppression of the discrete state upon an
crease in the distance from the defect occurs in accorda
with Refs. 1 and 6, where it was shown that the intensity
a discrete vibration of an atom with numbern due to a local
defect situated at the origin in the linear chain with intera
tion between nearest neighbors is proportional toPn

2(ld),
and the polynomialsPn(ld) outside the defect cluster form
descending geometrical progression. Thus, the degree o
calization of the gap vibration with the square of the fr
quencylgP@l1 ,l2# is lower than that for the local vibration
whose square of frequency isl l.lm .

It should be noted that a similar model was conside
by Glushko and Khrisanov.7 In contrast to the approach de
veloped in Ref. 7, the introduction of the quantitymg,l , viz.,
the intensity of the localized state as the residue of the fu
tion G 00(l,l* ) at the relevant pole makes it possible
select the poles corresponding to the true discrete vibrati
For example, no gap level is formed in a diatomic sem
infinite linear chain with a free end if the terminal atom
the chain is heavy since the value ofmg in this case is zero
On the contrary, a light atom of the sublattice at the end
the chain leads to the formation of the gap state~41!.

The obtained results can also be used for an analys
other quasiparticle excitations in one-dimensional system
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It

is interesting to note in this connection that various char
teristics including the transport8 and optical9 properties as
well as resonant tunneling10, many-particle effects and plas
mon excitations,11 the role of impurities,12 peculiarities of
the electron–phonon interaction,13 and the spectrum of col
lective vibrations of a one-dimensional electron system o
liquid helium14,15are being studied intensely~in experiments
also! for one-dimensional degenerate electron systems.
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Low-temperature dislocation and magnetomechanical acoustic effects in high purity Fe
single crystals
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The effect of preliminary plastic deformation«pl,3% and an external magnetic fieldH
<3.35 kOe on linear and nonlinear acoustic properties of high purity Fe single crystals is studied.
Measurements were made at frequencies;90 kHz in the temperature interval 5.5–300 K
using the two-component composite oscillator technique. The wave vector of the longitudinal
standing wave and the magnetic field direction coincide with the crystallographic axis
^731&. In the linear range, the main attention is paid to the influence of the deformation level and
subsequent low-temperature recovery on parameters of the relaxationa-peak near 50 K.
The increase in«pl leads to a considerable rise in the height of the peak, while the height and
temperature of the peak are considerably lowered in the recovery process. An increase
in the amplitude«0 of the ultrasonic deformation beyond a certain threshold«0c is accompanied
by the emergence of strong amplitude dependences of acoustic parameters of the crystals
under investigation. As a result of plastic deformation, the amplitude dependences of the decrement
and the Young’s modulus are displaced towards lower amplitudes. Magnetoacoustic effects
in a saturating external field are practically independent of the amplitude and display a weak
monotonic dependence on temperature in the region of thea-peak. It is concluded that the
amplitude dependences as well as thea-peak are of the dislocation nature. Possible microscopic
mechanisms of the observed effects are discussed. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~99!01201-3#
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INTRODUCTION

A large number of linear and nonlinear acoustic effe
observed during investigations of crystals are associated
the presence of dislocations in them~see, for example, Refs
1–6!. As a rule, linear effects are responsible for the em
gence of peaks on temperature or frequency dependenc
the absorption of sound as well as step-like variations of
elastic moduli~modulus defect! of the crystal associated wit
them. Nonlinear effects are manifested in the form o
strong dependence of absorption as well as the elastic mo
on the amplitude of the alternating deformation«0 produced
in the crystal by sound. Acoustic effects are usually cons
ered to be of dislocation origin in cases in which their ma
festation depends directly on the presence of dislocation
the samples, whose density and/or mobility can be chan
in the course of the experiment over a wide range as a re
of plastic deformation, introduction of impurities, irradiatio
annealing, etc.

In order to explain the dislocation acoustic effects,
number of microscopic models of the behavior of disloc
tions in the field of an ultrasonic wave were proposed.1,4,7–17

Together with reliable experimental data on dislocation c
tributions to the sound absorption and modulus defect, th
models could have provided in principle detailed informati
631063-777X/99/25(1)/8/$15.00
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on the dynamic behavior of dislocations in crystals. Su
attempts were undertaken repeatedly but it was found in
most all cases that the obtained experimental results d
significantly from the predicted behavior in the framework
any theory.10,13,14,18–22This is especially true for the ampli
tude dependent acoustic effects whose theoretical descrip
is still confined to simplified dislocation models. The ma
reasons for this situation are the complexity and diversity
real dislocation processes in excitation of sound~including
high-amplitude sound! on the one hand, and a comparative
small body of the accumulated experimental results in t
field on the other hand. Hence it is expedient to obtain n
experimental data and provide their phenomenological
scription in order to form a reliable experimental base
constructing subsequently a more appropriate microsco
description of the investigated phenomena.

In this paper, we continue our systematic studies of l
ear and nonlinear dislocation effects in single crystals
high-purity iron in the temperature interval 5.5–300
which were started in Refs. 23–25. Ultrasonic studies in f
romagnets become complicated due to the presence of s
taneous magnetization regions~magnetic domains! in them.
A change in the magnetization of ferromagnets in the field
an ultrasonic wave may lead to additional linear and non
ear absorption of sound and a variation in dynamic ela
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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moduli.26 The magnitude and relative role of magnetoaco
tic effects can be changed by applying a constant magn
field to the investigated samples. Unlike the previo
publications,23–25 the present paper aims at studying the
fect of the applied magnetic field on the amplitud
independent as well as amplitude-dependent acoustic ef
at low temperatures.

1. EXPERIMENT

High-purity single crystals of iron grown by the recry
tallization technique were chosen as the objects
investigation.27 The high purity of samples was ensured by
seven-fold zone purification of the original commercial me
~supplied by Johnson and Mathey, England! followed by a
prolonged~for about seven days! annealing of the grown
single crystals in an atmosphere of dehydrated hydro
with a heated zirconium absorber.28 The final concentration
of interstitial impurities ~C, N, etc.! was less than 1
31024 at. %. The orientation of the samples was determin
with the help of Laue’s diffraction pattern. The longitudin
axis of the samples, which coincided with the longitudin
standing wave vector in samples and loading axis in the c
of plastic deformation, was at the center of a standard c
tallographic triangle and had an orientation close to^731&
which is coplanar with the directionŝ111& and ^101& and
forms angles of about 45° with them. The initial density
growth dislocations was;105– 106 cm22.

Acoustic measurements were made by using the t
component composite oscillator technique.29,30 Longitudinal
standing waves with a vibrational frequency of about 90 k
and the ultrasonic deformation amplitude in the interva
31029,«0,731025 were excited in undeformed and d
formed samples. Temperature and amplitude dependenc
the decrementd and the resonance frequencyf r of the com-
posite oscillator were measured in the temperature inte
5.5 K,T,300 K, and were subsequently used to determ
the dynamic elastic Young’s modulusE.30

In order to establish a relation between the acou
properties of samples and the dislocation processes in th
fresh dislocations were introduced by deformation at ro
temperature up to the residual plastic deformation«pl50.84
and 2.76%. The chosen orientation of the samples ensur
singlet slip in the (1̄01) plane with the maximum resolve
shear stress along the Burgers vector@111#.31

The external magnetic field was produced by a superc
ducting solenoid. The direction of the magnetic field vec
coincided with the wave vector of the ultrasound~i.e., with
the longitudinal axis of the sample!. In view of technical
constraints, measurements in a magnetic field were mad
the temperature interval 5.5–60 K.

2. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS

2.1. Measurements in zero magnetic field

Temperature Dependences in the Amplitude-Indepen
Region. Figure 1 shows the temperature dependences of
decrement d(T) and the dynamic Young’s modulu
E(T) measured in an undeformed sample as well as a
-
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deformation at room temperature up to values of the resid
plastic deformation«pl50.84 and 2.76%. Measuremen
were made at the ultrasonic deformation amplitude«0;1
•1027, which corresponds in all cases to the amplitud
independent regiond(«0) andE(«0). Preliminary deforma-
tion increases the decrement and decreases the You
modulus in the entire investigated intervals of temperatu
and residual plastic deformations. The growth of decrem
in deformed samples depends nonmonotonically on the t
perature. NearT;52 K, the d(T) dependence acquires
peak whose height increases with«pl . In the same tempera
ture interval, the peak on thed(T) dependence correspond
to the emergence of smeared steps on the dependencesE(T)
~modulus defect!. Samples held at room temperature recov
to a considerable extent their properties that had undergo
change during deformation: the decrement becomes sm
and the Young’s modulus increases again~cf. curves3, 4, 5
in Fig. 1!.1! It should be noted that the recovery of acous
properties is also accompanied by a noticeable shift in
peak on thed(T) dependence as well as the steps on
E(T) dependence towards lower temperatures, and also
decrease in their height.

Amplitude dependences.The amplitude dependences
the decrementd(«0) and relative variations in the dynami
Young’s modulus (DE/E)(«0)[@E(«0)2E(«0→0)#/E(«0

→0) were measured at fixed temperatures in undeform
and deformed samples after holding them at room temp
ture for seven days following each act of deformation, i.
after stabilization of the defect structure created in the
Figure 2 shows the dependencesd(«0) and (DE/E)(«0) in

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of decrement~a! and dynamic elastic
modulus ~b! measured in zero magnetic field for an undeformed sam
~curve1!, a sample deformed at room temperature to residual plastic de
mation «pl50.84% ~curve 2!, immediately after deformation«pl52.76%
~curve 3!, 3 days after the deformation~curve 4!, and 11 years after the
deformation~curve5!. The ultrasonic deformation amplitude is denoted
«0 .
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an undeformed sample. The critical amplitude«0c at the on-
set of amplitude dependences increases with decreasing
perature, i.e., the curves are displaced towards higher am
tudes.

Preliminary plastic deformation«pl50.84% decrease
«0c considerably at all temperatures. Subsequent deforma
to the value«pl52.76% results in a further decrease in«0c

which, however, is not so sharp as in the case of the
deformation. The effect of preliminary plastic deformation
demonstrated in Fig. 3 for the amplitude dependences m
sured atT580 K.

2.2. Effect of the applied magnetic field

Figure 4 shows the dependences of the decrementd and
the relative variationD f r / f r of the resonance oscillator fre
quency on the applied field strengthH, which were mea-
sured in the amplitude-independent region at a deforma
amplitude«0;1•1027 and a temperature of 5.5 K. It can b
seen that the decrement becomes considerably smaller
the resonance frequency increases with increasingH. The
maximum relative variation;4.531024 of the resonance
frequency considerably exceeds the maximum variatio
(;631025) of the decrement.2! Moreover, the resonanc
frequency attains saturation for much lower values of
applied magnetic field. As the magnetic field decreases
lower values ofH, a small hysteresis observed ind and
D f r / f r points towards irreversible variations in the magne
zation of samples upon removal of the magnetic field. T
large values of the saturating fields ford andD f r / f r is worth
noting. Iron displays a clearly manifested anisotropy of
saturation field: thê100& axis is the easy magnetization ax
while the ^110& and ^111& axes are the crystallographic d
rections of the moderate and difficult magnetizations.26,32

According to Ref. 32, however, even for these directions

FIG. 2. Amplitude dependences of decrement~a! and modulus defect~b! in
an undeformed sample at different temperatures in zero magnetic field
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FIG. 3. Effect of plastic deformation on the amplitude dependences of d
rement~a! and modulus defect~b! at 80 K for different values of preliminary
plastic deformation in zero field.

FIG. 4. Dependence of decrement~a! and resonance frequency~b! on the
magnitude and direction of the applied magnetic field. The vectorH is
parallel~d,s! and antiparallel~j,h! to the wave vectorq of ultrasound in
the amplitude-independent region at 5.5 K. Light and dark symbols co
spond to an increase and subsequent decrease respectively in the ab
value ofH; D f r5 f r(H)2 f r(0).
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saturating field does not exceed 0.5–0.6 kOe. In our sam
having the^731& orientation, saturation ofd and D f r / f r is
attained in fields 1.5–2 kOe, which are 2–3 times strong

In order to separate the magnetoacoustic and disloca
effects, we studied the effect of the saturating magnetic fi
on the temperature and amplitude dependences of the d
ment and resonance frequency of the samples. Figur
shows the temperature dependence regions in the vicinit
thed(T) peak in a sample deformed up to«pl52.76%. Mea-
surements were made in zero field and in an applied fi
H53.35 kOe. It can be seen that the application of an ex
nal magnetic field leads to a lowering of the entired(T)
curve without any significant displacement of the peak alo
the temperature axis and a variation in the height of the p
relative to the background. The saturating magnetic field a
changes the amplitude dependences in an identical man
as can be seen from Figs. 6a and 6b showing the de
dencesd(«0) and (D f r / f r)(«0) measured for one of the un
deformed samples of the series at 20 K. Application of
saturating magnetic field lowers the decrement by about
same amount in the entire range of amplitudes including
amplitude-dependent region~Fig. 6a!. The amplitude depen
dences of the relative variation in the resonance frequen
(D f r / f r)(«0) are practically identical in a saturating ma
netic field and in zero field~Fig. 6b!.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

3.1. Effect of spontaneous magnetization on acoustic
effects in iron

Because of the presence of spontaneous magnetiz
regions ~domain structure!, ferromagnets may displa

FIG. 5. Effect of saturating magnetic field on the temperature depende
of decrement~a! and resonant frequency~b! near thea-peak~magnetome-
chanical effects are shown by dark triangles!: d(3.35)2d(0) ~a! and
f r(3.35)2 f r(0) ~b!.
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magnetoacoustic effects which are associated with revers
and irreversible motion of domain walls, micro- and ma
roeddy currents, and have in the general case a com
dependence on the vibrational frequency, deformation am
tude, domain wall features, and several other characteris
of the ferromagnet.26 The present research does not aim s
cifically at the investigation of magnetomechanical effec
and measurements in a saturating magnetic field were m
for a correct separation of dislocation and magnetoacou
contributions to the measured decrement and the ela
modulus. It was found that although magnetoacoustic con
butions in the given frequency region and in samples w
the given microstructure are quite significant, they depe
weakly and monotonically on temperature~at least in the
region of the ultrasonic absorption peak initiated by plas
deformation! and are practically independent of the amp
tude of ultrasonic vibrations~see Figs. 5 and 6!. Thus the
magnetoacoustic contributions the present case can be
sidered to be free of the specific anomalies and can be
garded as some background components of the decre
and the dynamic elastic modulus which can be subtrac
together with other components from measured values w
separating the dislocation contributions.

3.2. Dislocation acoustic effects in the amplitude-
independent region

Changes occurring in the temperature dependence
the decrement and dynamic elastic modulus as a resu
plastic deformation and subsequent prolonged holding of
samples at room temperature are a consequence of the i
duction of fresh dislocations resulting in the formation of
nonequilibrium defect structure in the crystal. According

esFIG. 6. Effect of saturating magnetic field on the amplitude dependence
decrement~a! and resonant frequency~b! in an undeformed sample at 20 K
~notation is the same as in Fig. 5!.
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the string dislocation model,1 the increase in the decreme
dd and the relative decrease in the Young’s modu
(DE/E)d caused by the introduction of dislocations in t
frequency range under consideration are described by
relations

dd5120VD0LLc
4 vB

pC
, ~1!

S DE

E D
d

5
6VD0LLc

2

p
, ~2!

whereV is the orientational factor for taking into conside
ation the relative contribution of dislocations belonging
different slip systems,D058Gb2/p3C, G is the shear
modulus,b the modulus of the Burgers vector,C the linear
tension of a dislocation,L the dislocation density,Lc the
average length of dislocation segments,v52p f r , andB the
dislocation drag coefficient.

For small plastic deformations, changes are mainly
served in the dislocation density and the average lengt
dislocation segments. The value ofL can only increase with
«pl , while the value ofLc depends on strain nonmonoton
cally: first it increases due to the formation of new lo
dislocation loops and the liberation of growth dislocatio
from Cottrell impurity ‘‘atmospheres,’’ and then decreases
a result of interaction of dislocations with one another
well as with other defects when the dislocation density
high. Experiments in the amplitude-independent region
not permit a correct separation of these effects. The res
presented in Fig. 1 only suggest that the values of«pl at-
tained in our experiments are still accompanied by an
crease in the productLLc , which leads to a significant in
crease in the decrement and a considerable decrease i
elastic modulus. Prolonged holding of the samples at ro
temperature~low-temperature recovery! stabilizes the emerg
ing defect structure which is mainly a result of migration
impurities in the long-range elastic fields of dislocations a
the formation of Cottrell’s impurity ‘‘atmospheres,’’ as we
as a partial relaxation of internal stresses owing to therm
activated movement of dislocation loops to more advan
geous positions~from the energy point of view! under the
effect of these stresses. These processes reduce the av
length of dislocation segments and lead to a consider
decrease indd as well as in (DE/E)d .

The most interesting effect caused by plastic deform
tion is the emergence of a peak~known as thea-peak16! on
thed(T) curve near the temperature 52 K, steps on theE(T)
curve~modulus defect!, and enhancement of these anomal
upon an increase in«pl . Such a peak was observed earlier
nearly the same temperature for high-purity iron samp
having an orientation̂100& and deformed by 0.82%.23,24The
relaxation origin of the peak was established, and the act
tion parameters of the corresponding relaxation process w
determined. In view of a comparatively low activation e
ergy U'0.07 eV for a large value of the attack frequen
n05531012s21, it was proposed that the microscopic rela
ation mechanism involves the formation of a pair of kinks
the nonscrew components of dislocations. This hypothes
s
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in line with the computer simulation data and the resu
obtained by transmission electron microscopy,33 according to
which a system of dislocation loops in the shape of ellip
elongated in the direction̂111& of the Burgers vector and
having segments with edge components constituting the
nificant part of the total length of the loops~up to 20%! are
formed in iron crystals under plastic deformation at roo
temperatures. The energy parameters of screw and edge
locations differ considerably. In particular, the ratio of the
linear tensions isCscrew/Cedge'6. The formation of a pair of
kinks on screw dislocations obviously corresponds to the
calledg-peak in iron with an activation energy;0.72 eV.34

As for samples having the orientation^100&, the pro-
longed holding of deformed samples at room temperat
reduces the height and slightly decreases the temperaturTp

of the a-peak. This is illustrated in Fig. 2a for a samp
deformed preliminarily by 2.76%. The decrease in the pe
height can naturally be attributed to the decrease in the
erage length of dislocation segments on which pairs of ki
can be formed. The decrease in the temperatureTp corre-
sponding to the peak, which is determined by the condit
2p f rtp51 is less obvious@tp5n0

21 exp(U/kTp)# is the re-
laxation time at the peak temperature!. Since the resonanc
frequency f r of the vibrator changes~increases! insignifi-
cantly during low-temperature recovery, the observed
crease inTp indicates either a decrease in the activation
ergy U of the given relaxation process, or an increase in
attack frequencyn0 , or a combination of both effects. Ac
cording to Louchetet al.,35 the attack frequencyn0 during
the formation of kink pairs is a function ofLc :

n05
bnDLc

l 0
2 , ~3!

wherenD is the Debye frequency andl 0 is the critical sepa-
ration between kinks of opposite signs, which correspond
the saddle configuration for a given pair. It can be seen
a decrease in the average length of the segment must le
a decrease in the attack frequency. Thus, the decrease i
peak temperature can be attributed to a decrease in the
vation energyU, whose origin remains unclear.

Another possible explanation for the decrease inTp may
be a variation of the type and parameters of distribution oU
and/orn0 upon a prolonged low-temperature recovery of t
samples. As a matter of fact, the observed peaks of so
absorption and ‘‘steps’’~modulus defectDE/E! on theE(T)
curve are found to be much broader~see also Ref. 22! than
what is predicted by the theory for a thermally activat
relaxation process with a single relaxation timet
5n0

21 exp(U/kT):36

d~T!5pDM

vt~T!

11@vt~T!#2 , ~4!

DE

E
~T!5DM

1

11@vt~T!#2 . ~5!

Here DM is the maximum value of modulus defect. It wa
shown earlier36 that the broadening of the peak may be d
to the distribution ofU and/orn0 . Preliminary results of a
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more detailed analysis indicate that the change in the di
bution parameters for these quantities may lead not only
change in the breadth and height of the peak, but also
displacement ofTp .

3.3. Amplitude dependences

In the absence of a noticeable amplitude dependenc
magnetomechanical effects~see Fig. 6!, nonlinear effects as
sociated with the movement of dislocations through lo
potential barriers created by point defects in crystals~such as
interstitial and substitutional impurities and their clusters,
trinsic interstitial atoms, and vacancies! are the probable rea
sons behind the dependence of decrement and dynamic
tic modulus on«0 . A convincing argument supporting this
the nature of variation of amplitude dependences follow
the preliminary plastic deformation of the samples and, fi
of all, a significant decrease in«0c . Such an effect of plastic
deformation was observed earlier in high-purity single cr
tals of Mo37,38 and W.39 At the same time, the results pre
sented in the present work do not match with the data
tained by Higgins and Carpenter,40 who studied the effect o
plastic deformation on the amplitude dependences in a p
crystalline armco-iron of 99.74 wt. % purity at a frequen
;50 kHz. They found that preliminary plastic deformatio
in their samples almost does not affect the value of«0c .
Without carrying out measurements in a saturating magn
field, they concluded that the amplitude dependences
sound absorption are associated with the magnetomecha
hysteresis. As a matter of fact, the shape of the amplit
dependences obtained in Ref. 40~an extended amplitude
independent region and a monotonic increase in absorp
in the amplitude-dependent region! points towards their dis-
location origin, while the weak effect of the preliminar
plastic deformation is due to a comparatively low purity a
structural imperfections in the investigated samples.

A microscopic picture and the corresponding theoreti
description of nonlinear dislocation acoustic effects rem
incomplete so far in spite of the efforts of a large number
researchers and apparent simplicity of the phenomenon
the initial approximation, the correctness of any theory
amplitude-dependent dislocation losses and the variatio
the elastic modulus can be verified by comparing the sh
of the actually measured amplitude dependences with
dependencesd(«0) obtained from this theory.

The first generally accepted theory of the amplitud
dependent dislocation absorption of ultrasound is
Granato–Lu¨cke hysteresis model1 in which an exponentia
dependence of the amplitude-dependent component of
rement dH5d2d i on the amplitude of the applied stre
s05G«0 was obtained under the assumption of ‘‘ca
strophic’’ breakaway~i.e., the breakaway of a dislocatio
loop from all ‘‘weak’’ stoppers in the gap between unsu
mountable ‘‘strong’’ stoppers in the case of the breakaw
from at least one of the ‘‘weak’’ stoppers! and for an expo-
nential distribution of dislocation segment lengths:

dH5
LLN

3 s̄M

6Lcs0
expS 2

s̄M

s0
D , ~6!
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whereLN is the separation between unsurmountable pinn
centers,s̄M5FM /bLc , FM the maximum binding force be
tween an impurity atom and a dislocation, andd i the
amplitude-independent decrement.

Indenbom and Chernov13,14used slightly different mode
concepts to prove that the form of thedH(«0) dependence is
determined by the distribution of dislocation segme
lengths. In the case of an exponential segment-length di
bution, the amplitude dependence is also exponential:14

dH5LLmin
2 S 11

Lmin

Lc
DexpS 2

Lmin

Lc
D , ~7!

whereLmin5F(T)/(bs0) for long segments, andF(T) is the
total force of interaction between a dislocation and a def
~‘‘binding energy’’ approximation41!.

For a power segment-length distribution function wi
an index2m, the amplitude dependence acquires the for

dH5
LLc

2

m22 S Lmin

Lc
D 2m14

, ~8!

i.e., is also a power function for long segments.
Finally, Kharitonov10 made an attempt to take into ac

count not only the distribution of dislocation segme
lengths, but also the intensity distribution of local barrie
and obtained the following second-power dependence
decrement on stress~independent of the segment-length d
tribution function!:

dH5
3VKb2LLc

4E

8GFM
2 s0

2, ~9!

whereK is the dimensionless coefficient whose magnitu
varies fromK51 for segments of equal length toK'3 for a
random distribution of pinning centers at dislocations.

An analysis of the dependencesdH(«0) obtained in the
present work shows that these dependences are desc
most correctly by power functions. Figure 7 shows the
sults obtained for undeformed~a! and deformed ~b,c!
samples in log–log coordinates. It can be seen that the
perimental points fit well into straight lines corresponding
the dependencesdH;«0

n . The amplitude dependences
modulus defect exhibit a similar behavior. The only exce
tions are large-amplitude segments at high-temperature
which irreversible changes in the dislocation structure of
samples obviously take place. Table I gives the values on
obtained for the dependencesdH;«0

n as well as for
(DE/E)H;«0

n . It is worth noting that the value ofn for
undeformed samples increases upon cooling and is twic
large as the corresponding values for deformed sample
temperatures below;80 K. According to Indenbom and
Chernov,14 the power dependence of the decrement on
amplitude of deformation indicates the presence of a po
distribution of dislocation segment lengths in the crysta
Using expression~8!, we find that the exponent in the powe
dependence of the segment-length distribution for un
formed samples changes with cooling fromm'25.5 to m
'27. The temperature dependence ofm in deformed
samples is weak.
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The ratio of the amplitude-dependent component of d
rement to the corresponding value of modulus defecr
5dH /(DE/E)H is another parameter that can be used
draw certain conclusions concerning the adequacy o
theory to real dislocation processes in amplitude-depen
region. By way of an example, Fig. 8 shows the values or
at 80 K as a function of«0 for undeformed and deforme
samples. Table I gives the values ofr̄ averaged over the
amplitude interval for various temperatures and degree
plastic deformation.

FIG. 7. Dependence of the amplitude-dependent decrement compone
the amplitude and temperature in log–log coordinates for various degre
plastic deformation.
-

o
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of

A detailed analysis of the available experimental a
theoretical results on the value ofr can be found in Ref. 42
Unfortunately, this publication contains no information f
bcc metals, although such results have been reported ea
~see, for example, Refs. 24 and 43!. According to Lebedev,42

a definite relation between the values ofn and r in the case
of power dependencesdH;«0

n and (DE/E)H;«0
n allows us

to make a choice between different models of amplitu
dependent acoustic effects~see Table 1 in Ref. 42!. The
model of breakaway of dislocation segment from pinni
centers~see Refs. 1, 10, 12–14! and the generalized fric
tional model15,44 were proposed as alternatives. In our ca
the values of 1.5,n,3 correspond to the values of 1.1. r̄
.1 for an undeformed sample, 1.2,n,1.4 corresponds to
0.98. r̄ .0.67 for a sample deformed by 0.84%, and 1
,n,1.4 corresponds to 0.85. r̄ .0.62 for a sample de-
formed by 2.76%. None of these combinations is in acc
with the pairs of values ofn and r given in Table 1 in Ref.
42. The values ofr for given values ofn lie in the interval
between the values predicted by the above-mentioned a
native models. Some peculiarities in the behavior ofr are
also worth noting. It is shown in Fig. 8 that the value ofr for
all samples decreases with increasing amplitude. A sim

on
of

FIG. 8. Dependence of the ratio of the amplitude-dependent decrem
component to the corresponding modulus defect on the amplitude and
nitude of preliminary plastic deformation.
TABLE I. Exponentsn for amplitude dependencesdH , (DE/E)H and the ratiodH /(DE/E)H for various temperaturesT and degrees of preliminary
deformation«pl .

«pl50 «pl50.84% «pl52.76%

n n n

T, K dH (DE/E)H r̄ dH (DE/E)H r̄ dH (DE/E)H r̄

5.5 2.0 2.6 0.89 1.2 1.3 0.98 1.1 1.1 0.85
20 2.6 1.9 0.70 1.4 1.4 0.90 1.2 1.2 0.78
37 – – – 1.4 1.4 0.88 1.1 1.2 0.71
50 3.0 2.5 1.0 1.3 1.4 0.90 1.2 1.3 0.75
60 – – – 1.3 1.4 0.89 1.2 1.3 0.77
80 2.6 2.4 0.89 1.3 1.4 0.88 1.2 1.2 0.82

100 – – – 1.3 1.4 0.89 – – –
110 2.3 2.1 0.91 – – – 1.2 1.4 0.83
140 1.9 2.1 1.1 1.3 1.4 0.79 1.3 1.4 0.76
180 1.7 1.8 1.2 1.2 1.4 0.76 1.3 1.2 0.61
220 1.7 1.8 1.2 1.2 1.4 0.71 1.2 1.3 0.67
260 1.6 1.8 1.3 1.3 1.4 0.64 1.3 1.2 0.57
300 1.5 1.5 1.1 1.4 1.4 0.67 1.4 1.4 0.62
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regularity was noted earlier45 for Zn single crystals. Anothe
peculiarity is a systematic decrease inr̄ with increasing plas-
tic deformation. In other words, in both cases the modu
defect increases at a higher rate than the amplitu
dependent component of decrement both in the deforma
amplitude, and in the magnitude of plastic deformation.

CONCLUSIONS

~1! Linear and nonlinear acoustic properties of iron sin
crystals of the given purity and orientation are main
determined by the state and parameters of the disloca
structure of the samples, which can be varied ove
wide range by preliminary plastic deformation of th
samples, followed by their ‘‘ageing’’ at room temper
ture.

~2! An increase in the dislocation density and the aver
length of dislocation segment in the linear region lea
to a considerable enhancement of sound absorption
to a decrease in the elastic modulus. Besides, defor
samples exhibit atT;52 K relaxation peak in sound ab
sorption and modulus defect, which increase sign
cantly with the extent of deformation. It is assumed th
like in high-purity Fe single crystals with thê100& ori-
entation, the corresponding relaxation process is du
the thermoactivated formation of kink pairs on nonscr
dislocation components. The decrease in the peak he
and temperature upon ‘‘ageing’’ can be due to a cha
in the distribution of dislocation segment lengths.

~3! For the nonlinear region, it is found that the amplitu
dependences of decrement and modulus defect are p
functions with typical values of exponents 1.1,n,2.5.
Lower values ofn were obtained for deformed sample
The power form of the amplitude dependences indica
that the distribution of dislocation segment length is
power function.

~4! The ratio r 5dH /(DE/E)H of the amplitude-dependen
component of decrement to the corresponding modu
defect is smaller than or of the order of unity, depen
on the amplitude of vibrations only slightly, and d
creases systematically upon an increase in plastic de
mation. The values ofr are quite inconsistent with th
values ofn predicted by the available models of hyste
esis internal friction, indicating the inadequacy of t
existing theories to the obtained experimental data.

~5! In the investigated region of vibrational amplitudes a
temperatures, magnetoacoustic effects in a saturating
ternal magnetic field are strong, virtually independent
the amplitude, and exhibit a weak monotonic depe
dence on temperature.
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Time evolution of the density of vibrational states in the crystal lattice of the system
La– Sr– Cu– O

A. G. Chirkov and V. G. Chudinov

Physicotechnical Institute, Ural Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, 426001 Izhevsk, Russia* !
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The molecular dynamics method is used for studying the dynamic properties of the crystal lattice
of La– Sr– Cu– O system. It is shown that the density of vibrational states of the system
undergoes an evolution, viz., a periodic redistribution between~phonon and soliton! peaks. Such
an effect is associated with nonlinear resonance processes in the system. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~99!01301-8#
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1. In recent years, there has been a considerable gro
in the interest towards the investigation of the properties
anharmonic crystal lattices. This interest has been trigge
in particular, by the possibility of emergence of self-trapp
modes in such systems with frequencies higher than
maximum frequency of a harmonic crystal.1,2 Vibrations in
the one-dimensional case are localized at three2 or two3 at-
oms and have the same probability at any site in the latt
The introduction of an inhomogeneity leads to their spa
localization.4 The results were obtained mainly from analy
and numerical analysis of one-dimensional systems.

The lattice dynamics of nonlinear three-dimensional s
tems can be studied in a computer experiment using the
lecular dynamics method ~MMD !. The system
La22xSrxCuO4 was studied by us earlier.5 The introduction
of Sr impurity atoms into the La2CuO4 lattice results in the
excitation of local high-frequency vibrations~LHFV! in four
oxygen atoms in the CuO2 layer in the vicinity of the Sr
atoms. For low Sr concentrations,, LHFV are spatially loc
ized and lead to spatial redistribution of the kinetic energy
the atoms in the system, i.e., to the formation of ‘‘hot’’ r
gions and a ‘‘cold’’ matrix. In the model object Sr2CuO4,
LHFV are not localized in space and the kinetic energy is
redistributed. The results obtained by us in Ref. 5 are es
tially similar to those obtained for one-dimensional syste
in the above-mentioned works. An analytic solution of su
a problem has not been obtained so far. The stability of s
excitations becomes a subject for investigation. Among ot
things, the possibility of decay of self-trapped modes in
phonons was studied by Malomed.6 It is also known that
interaction between solitons can considerably affect the n
ber of excited states in the system, including the density
phonon states.7 All this is reflected in the superconductin
properties of the system.

Hence the present communication aims at the invest
tion of the evolution of dynamic properties of th
La22xSrxCuO4 crystal lattice over a long time~on the com-
puter experiment scale, viz.,;10210s).
711063-777X/99/25(1)/3/$15.00
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2. The experimental technique is described in our ear
works.5,8 The present paper studies the same objects and
ploys the same computational technique.

The model crystallite consisted of three layers, vi
La~Sr!–O, Cu–O2, La~Sr!–O, and contained up to abou
2000 atoms. Atoms in the La~Sr!–O layers were rigidly
fixed. The Cu– O2 layer contained up to;800 mobile atoms.
Cyclic boundary conditions were specified along the axea
andb. The interaction potentials were borrowed from Ref.

In this work, we calculate the density of vibration
states~DVS! G(w) at various instants of time with equa
intervalsD;3310213s. Calculations were made for crys
tallites with Sr concentrationx50, 0.03, 0.12, 0.17, 0.25
and 2.0 atT570 K. LHFV are excited for all values ofx
except zero. This is manifested in DVS in the form of loc
high-frequency peaks~LHFP! in the vicinity of ;0.4 eV.
The LHFP are solitary forx50.03 and 2.0, while in all other
cases they are split into two. Except forx50, the time evo-
lution of DVS is in the form of ‘‘pumping’’~redistribution!:
a periodic variation of the ratio of heights of LHFP and ph
non peaks, indicating a fluctuation of the number of norm
modes. By way of an example, Fig. 1 shows the DVS for
concentrationx50.12 at various instants of time. Such
pattern is characteristic of LHFP splitting. The ratio of th
peaks varies between two LHFP and phonon peaks. Figu
shows the time dependence of the areas~number of normal
modes! described by the curve coresponding to the phon
component of DVS and LHFV forx50.03 ~in this case, the
LHFP is solitary and the process can be visualized m
clearly!. It was estimated from this figure that the charact
istic time of the ‘‘pumping’’ period does not exceed 10212s.
Methodical impediments do not allow us to determine t
exact value of the period of this vibrational process. No
that the ‘‘pumping’’ process is observed only in the presen
of LHFV.

In order to determine qualitatively the role of cryst
lattice imperfections in a model crystallite withx50.17, we
constructed a model grain boundary in which the stoichio
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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etry of the Sr atomic concentration is violated. In this ca
the DVS acquired two additional high-frequency peaks w
energy;0.49 and 0.54 eV. The deformation of the phon
part of DVS was terminated. The ‘‘pumping’’ effect wa
observed only between four LHFP. The presence of suc
defect formed by oxygen atoms does not lead to the em
gence of additional LHFP, and the overall pattern of DV
evolution is preserved.

3. In all probability, the observed instability in the DV
is a consequence of nonlinearity of the system and is cau
by a strong interaction between solitons.7 On the one hand
there is a tendency on the part of LHFP to disintegrate i

FIG. 1. Density of vibrational states in the Cu– O2 layer of the system
La1.88Sr0.12CuO4 at the instantst1 andt25t112D.

FIG. 2. Time dependence of the areas bounded by the curves correspo
to low-frequency~phonon!~1! and local high-frequency~2! components of
the density of vibrational states for the Cu– O2 layer of the system
La1.97Sr0.03CuO4 .
,

a
r-

ed

o

delocalized low-frequency vibrations~phonons!, while on
the other hand it leads to the excitation of LHFV since th
presence in a nonlinear system is advantageous from the
ergy point of view.2 These two trends result in the establis
ment of a periodic steady-state process of variation of
number of delocalized and soliton-bounded elementary e
tations.

It should also be interesting to note that according
Katsnel’son and Trefilov,10 nonlinear resonance can emer
in anharmonic systems~for multiple values of the frequency
ratio! and lead to energy transfer from the oscillator of o
frequency to others whose characteristic times differ fr
phonon times (;10211s). This was associated by the a
thors with the ‘‘central peak’’ problem, i.e., with quasielast
scattering of neutrons near structural phase transitions.
problem remains unsolved so far, and phonon density fl
tuation is considered to be one of the possible reasons be
the phenomenon.11 A ‘‘central peak’’ was also detected in
La22xSrxCuO4.12 The results obtained by us are reminisce
of nonlinear resonance: the change in the ratios of the D
peak heights indicates a variation of the number of osci
tors with the same energy due to resonance interaction
the others. In this case, we should speak of resonance
only in the phonon subsystem, but also between phonons
solitons~if solitons are present in the system!. The interest-
ing results presented in Ref. 13 were obtained on the bas
an analysis of experiments on the measurement of the ve
ity of sound and tempering in high-temperature superc
ductors. It was concluded that these systems contain de
with internal degrees of freedom~‘‘fluctuators’’!, and several
experimental results were explained as a result of such
analysis. In this sense, the defect complex in the vicinity
Sr atoms, which is responsible for DVS fluctuations, is co
sidered just like a ‘‘fluctuator’’ in our work.

4. Thus, it has been established in this work on the ba
of molecular dynamics that the density of states in the cry
lattice of the system La–Sr–Cu– O displays nonlinear re
nance effects involving a periodic exchange of energy
tween different~phonon and soliton! vibrational degrees of
freedom with a characteristic time not exceeding 10212s.
The resonance conditions may change upon the introduc
of certain types of defects.

In our earlier works,5,8,14,15we used the same object o
investigation to show the correlation between the presenc
LHFV ~which causes the separation of the system i
‘‘cold’’ and ‘‘hot’’ regions ! and the superconducting trans
tion temperature of the system. The obtained result, viz
periodic deformation of the DVS, can account in the sa
model for the existence of a ‘‘central peak’’ in the system
keeping with the hypothesis on the fluctuation of the phon
density of states. It also specifies the possible type of ‘‘flu
tuator’’ defects. Moreover, the observed vibrational proc
can be juxtaposed with quasiparticles with the correspond
energy~in units of meV!, which can participate in the for
mation of high-temperature superconductivity.

The authors are grateful to E. I. Salamatov and E.
Chulkin for fruitful discussions and valuable remarks.
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Anomalous transport behavior of La 0.825Sr0.175MnO32d polycrystalline samples below
Curie temperature

A. N. Pogorilyi, N. A. Belous, and A. I. Tovstolytkin
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A. G. Belous and O. Z. Yanchevski
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~Submitted July 9, 1998; revised August 25, 1998!
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The temperature~T! dependencies of resistivity (r0) and magnetoresistance~MR! in the range of
100–300 K have been investigated in La0.825Sr0.175MnO32d polycrystalline samples with
different sintering temperaturesTS ~1300 °C and 1360 °C!. Two peaks on ther0(T) curve were
found in the sample with the lower value ofTS . Inhomogeneity of the spin configuration
and multiply-connectedness of ferromagnetic phase is believed to give rise to anomalous behavior
of resistivity below the Curie temperature. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~99!01401-2#
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Recent observations of colossal negative magnetore
tance~CMR! in thin films and bulk materials of doped man
ganites La12xAxMnO3 ~A—divalent ions, e.g., A5Ca, Sr,
Ba, and Pb! have generated renewed interest in this syst
especially due to its potential technological application1,2

The end members,x50 andx51, are antiferromagnetic in
sulators but intermediate compositions with mix
Mn31/Mn41 are ferromagnetic with metallic behavior belo
the Curie temperatureTC .3 The ferromagnetic state in thes
compounds is stabilized by a double-exchange mechan
originating from the strong coupling between the charge c
riers and local spins which are both dominantly of thed
character.4 Among the four 3d electrons on the Mn site,t2g

3

electrons are localized, while theeg
12x state, being strongly

hybridized with O 2p orbitals, is itinerant belowTC and
localized in the paramagnetic-semiconducting state ab
TC .5

The latest Mo¨ssbauer and pulsed neutron diffraction e
periments show that local structural and magnetic inhomo
neity is responsible for the peculiar properties of low-dop
manganites (x,0.4) not only at high temperatures, but al
at T,TC.5,6 Down to the lowest temperatures measuredT
510 K!, such materials consist of a mixture of paramagne
and ferromagnetic regions within the same matrix, the fr
tion of the latter phase growing as the temperature decrea
Since the resistivity in the ferromagnetic state differs fro
that in the paramagnetic one,5 the resulting transport proper
ties belowTC strongly depend on spatial distribution an
temperature evolution of the ferromagnetic phase. In t
case local structural disorder, especially one induced by
tergrain boundaries in polycrystalline samples, can cause
only additional charge carrier scattering, but also dra
changes in the temperature dependence of the resistivity
low the Curie temperature. The increased role of such ef
in La12xSrxMnO3 is expected at those strontium concent
tions, where antiferromagnetic-ferromagnetic transit
741063-777X/99/25(1)/2/$15.00
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occurs and the ferromagnetic metallic phase begins to
established, i.e., atx>0.175.3 In this paper, we have re
vealed the profound influence of the preparation conditio
on the transport and magnetoresistive properties
La0.825Sr0.175MnO32d polycrystalline samples, the effect, w
believe, having the mechanism described above.

The perovskite samples of La0.825Sr0.175MnO32d were
prepared through two-stage solid-state reaction processin
air. The starting mixture of La2O3, Mn2O3 and SrCO3 was
annealed for 2 hours at a temperature of 1100 °C. After s
sequent grinding and pressing in pellets, the obtained p
ucts were sintered for 2 hours and then slowly cooled do
to room temperature. Two values of the sintering tempe
ture TS ~1300 °C and 1360 °C for samples 1 and 2, resp
tively! were chosen to compare the effects of grain size
intergrain connectedness. X-ray diffraction study showe
single-phase perovskite structure, the diffraction pattern
both samples being identical. In order to make sure of
result’s reproducibility, the specimens with the lower sinte
ing temperature were synthesized repeatedly in exactly
same way, as was described above. All investigated pro
ties of the samples prepared at the same conditions are fo
to be very similar ones. DC resistance measurements w
performed using standard four-probe method in the temp
ture range 100–295 K. The samples for resistivity measu
ments were cut into rectangular bars, with the typical dim
sions of 233310 mm. Electrodes were formed with a he
treatment type silver paste. The magnetoresistance~MR! was
measured in fields up to 5 kOe and is defined asr0

2rH)/r0 , wherer0 and rH are the resistivity in zero field
and applied field, respectively. AC magnetic susceptibi
~x! measurements were performed at a frequency 1000
by a mutual inductance bridge.

Figure 1 shows the temperature~T! dependencies of the
resistivity (r0) and magnetoresistance~MR! in the field
H55 kOe for the La0.825Sr0.175MnO32d polycrystalline
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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samples with different values ofTS . The resistivity peak
occurs at about the sameTm>240 K for both samples stud
ied. At aT slightly belowTm each MR(T) curve also has a
peak caused by the paramagnetic to ferromagnetic trans
and located close toTC>237 K. The magnetoresistive be
havior nearTC good correlates with the results of AC su
ceptibility measurements, showing a sharp magnetic tra
tion in the sample 2 (TS51360 °C! and a relatively
broadened one in the sample 1 with the lowerTS .

The low-temperature (T,200 K! magnetoresistance e
fect, which increases with decreasingT in our case but is
generally absent in single crystals, can be understood
terms of spin polarized tunneling across intergra
boundaries.7,8 This effect, being appreciably greater in th
sample withTS51300 °C, is indicative of increased influ
ence of grain boundaries in the sample 1 compared to
sample 2. The lower sintering temperature seems to h
resulted in smaller grain sizes or worse intergrain connec
ness, as was expected initially. The resistivityr0 of the
sample 1 is greater than that of the sample 2, consisting
increased influence of intergrain boundaries which act as
regions of enhanced scattering for the charge carriers.
main features of the transport behavior of both samples
similar in the paramagnetic phase but differ essentially in
ferromagnetic region. In addition to the peak atTm , a second
broad peak atTma>180 K is clearly visible for the sample
with TS51300 °C. It is noteworthy that there are no anom
lies below the Curie point on the temperature dependen
of magnetoresistance and magnetic susceptibility for b
samples. Thus, it is unlikely that the peak atTma is caused by
any kind of a magnetic transition~e.g., by partial antiferro-
magnetic ordering originating from local chemical inhom
geneity of the grains!.

It should be noted that two peaks on ther0(T) depen-

FIG. 1. The temperature dependencies of the resistivityr0 and magnetore-
sistance MR in a fieldH55 kOe for the La0.825Sr0.175MnO32d polycrystal-
line samples with two different values of sintering temperatureTS .
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dence were observed by other authors in La12xSrxMnO3

polycrystalline samples nearx50.20,9 but no reasons were
given for such behavior. Our work seems to clarify the orig
of such a phenomenon.

As was noted above, the spin configuration of perovsk
manganites is sufficiently inhomogeneous below Curie te
perature and the charge carriers are not completely delo
ized in this temperature range.4,6 The coexistence of ferro
magnetic and paramagnetic regions far belowTC

distinguishes such materials from conventional ferromagn
ics and is believed to be responsible for their unusual tra
port and magnetic properties.5 As the temperature decrease
through TC , the transition into the magnetically ordere
state, being at the same time accompanied by a deloca
tion of charge carriers, initially occurs only in some confin
regions.4 Intergrain boundaries in polycrystalline sampl
obviously makes difficulties in forming channels betwe
these regions and, thus, the multiply-connected ferrom
netic phase is believed to be formed down to a certain te
peratureTmc below TC . The lowering of the sintering tem
perature TS can sufficiently decreaseTmc value due to
increased influence of the boundaries. In this case dow
Tmc the current has to flow through the paramagnetic
gions, the resistivity of which has a thermally activated ch
acter. As the temperature decreases, the competition betw
increasing conductivity with growing ferromagnetic fractio
and its decreasing in paramagnetic phase can result in s
ing peak on ther0(T) dependence in the low-temperatu
region. This picture seems to take place in one of o
La0.825Sr0.175MnO32d samples as well as in some oth
cases.9

The authors would like to thank S. V. Cherepov for pe
forming magnetic susceptibility measurements. The resea
described in this publication was made possible in part
Award No. UP1-370 of the U.S. Civilian Research and D
velopment Foundation for the Independent States of
Former Soviet Union.
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Magnetic-field-induced phase transitions between helical structures
in noncentrosymmetric uniaxial antiferromagnets

A. N. Bogdanov and A. A. Shestakov

A. Galkin Physicotechnical Institute, National Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine, 340114 Donetsk,
Ukraine*
~Submitted September 14, 1998!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.25, 100–104~January 1999!

Two symmetrically different types of one-dimensional modulated structures~cycloidsandconical
helicoids! can exist in noncentrosymmetric uniaxial antiferromagnets. An applied magnetic
field induces a first-order phase transition between these phases. The equilibrium parameters of the
modulated structures are determined from the solution of the corresponding differential
equations, and the phase diagram of the antiferromagnet in a bias magnetic field is calculated
numerically. An analysis of experimental results leads to the conclusion that the predicted
phase transition occurs in Ba2CuGe2O7. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~99!01501-7#
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1. Long-periodic modulated structures formed in ma
nets without an inversion center1 are in fact chiral systems in
magnetically ordered materials. Such structures are obse
in cubic helimagnets and in a number of uniaxial hexago
magnets without an inversion center.2 In contrast to ex-
change spirals with a period of a few unit cells and with
arbitrary direction of spin rotations, chiral helicoids are ch
acterized by a long period~from tens to hundreds of lattic
constants! and a definite direction of rotation of magnet
moments.

Helicoidal structures were discovered recently in no
centrosymmetric uniaxial antiferromagnets BiFeO3 @Ref. 3#
and Ba2CuGe2O7.

4–7 Owing to the orienting effect of
uniaxial anisotropy, the structure and properties of such
rals differ significantly from those for helicoids in cubic h
limagnets and uniaxial systems.

In this communication, a theory of one-dimension
modulated structures in uniaxial noncentrosymmetric anti
romagnets is developed. The solution of the system of
ferential equations shows that for different magnitudes
orientations of the magnetic field, helicoids with differe
structures are stable, and first-order phase transitions o
between them.

2. As in Ref. 8, we write the energy functional for
two-sublattice antiferromagnet without an inversion cente
terms of the components of the vectorsl5(M1

2M2)/(2M0) of antiferromagnetism and m5(M1

1M2)/(2M0) of total magnetization~M i are the magnetiza
tions of the sublattices,M05uM i u!:

W5E wdV5M0
2E dVS A( S ] l

]xi
D 2

1w01wDD , ~1!

whereA is the constant of the nonuniform exchange inter
tion. The homogeneous energy component
761063-777X/99/25(1)/3/$15.00
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222H•m/M0 ~2!

includes the exchange interaction with the constantl, the
energy of uniaxial anisotropy, and the energy of interact
with the applied fieldH. For a positive anisotropy constan
B, thez-axis is the easy magnetization axis. The energywD

contains invariants linear in the first spatial derivatives w
respect tol. For example, for the tetragonal antiferromagn
Ba2CuGe2O7 ~having the Ne´el temperatureTN53.26 K and
the space groupP421m2D2d

3 !,5 we have

wD5DS l z

] l x

]y
2 l x

] l z

]y
1 l z

] l y

]x
2 l y

] l z

]x D ~3!

~the invariants of this type for other noncentrosymmet
classes are written in Ref. 8! Depending on the sign ofD, the
energywD stabilizes one of alternative directions of rotatio
of the vectorl. For definiteness, we assume thatD,0. In the
field region much lower than the exchange fieldHE

52lM0 , the magnetization vector is small (m!1), and the
energy of inhomogeneous states is mainly associated
the rotation of the vectorl. For this reason, in formulas~1!
and~3! we omit terms nonuniform inm. Neglecting the para-
process and minimizingw0(2) in m, we obtain the following
result:

m5@H2 l~ l•H!/ l 2#/HE . ~4!

Let us consider modulated states inhomogeneous in
spatial variablex ~helicoidsas such! in a magnetic field tilted
from the easy axis by the anglec. Since the energywD

stabilizing inhomogeneous states does not contain der
tives with respect toz, the propagation vector of the heli
lies in the basal planexy, forming a certain angleg with the
x-axis. Substituting~4! into ~1!, we can write the energy
functional in the form
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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w/w̃5S ]u

]j D 2

1sin2 uS ]w

]j D 2

2
4

p H ~cosw cosg

2cosc sinw sing!
]u

]j
2sinu@sinc sinu sing

2cosu~sinw cosg1cosc cosw sing!#
]w

]j J
2h2 sin2 u2b~cosc cosu2sinc sinu cosw!2.

~5!

The components of the vectorl are written here in the pola
system of coordinates with the polar axis directed along
applied field vector

l x5 l ~cosu sinc1sinu cosc cosw!,

l y5 l sinu sinw, ~6!

l z5 l ~cosu cosc2sinu sinc cosw!;

new units are introduced for the spatial variablej5 x̃/x0 ,
magnetic fieldh5H/H0 , and energy:

x05
pA

4uDu
, H05

puDuM0

2
Al/2A, w̃5

p2D2

16A
, ~7!

and the parameterb516AB/(pD)2 plays the role of effec-
tive anisotropy.

The equilibrium states of a helicoid are determined fro
the solution of Euler’s equations for functional~6! with pe-
riodic boundary conditions and subsequent minimization
energy in the period of the structure and the parameterg. A
complete analysis of these solutions will be carried out i
separate publication. Here we write the solutions for syste
with weak anisotropy (b!1) including the antiferromagne
Ba2CuGe2O7.

3. An analysis of the functional~5! including analytic
and numerical methods allowed us to find the following tw
solutions for helicoidal structures in a weakly anisotrop
antiferromagnet.

A. u5p/21u1(j) (u1!1), w5w(j). In this phase,
vector l deviates insignificantly during its rotation from th
direction perpendicular to the field under the action of a
isotropy. The deviationu1 has the maximum value when th
vector l lies in the plane formed by the field vector and t
easy axis and is equal to zero when vectorl is perpendicular
to this plane. In the helicoid under consideration, the sub
tice magnetization vectors describe in the space the surf
close to conical. For this reason, we shall refer to this str
ture as aconical helicoid.

For smallu1(j), Euler’s equations for energy~5! have
the form

d2u1

dj2 2h2u11
b

4
sin 2c cosw50,

~8!

2
d2w

dj2 2b sin2 c sin 2w50.
e

f

a
s

-

t-
es
-

Solving the system~8! with the boundary conditionsu1(0)
50, u1(R1)50, w(0)50, w(R1)50 and minimizing the en-
ergy in g andR1 , we obtain

LI5
16

sinc
, w5

2pj

LI
, u15J cosS 2pj

LI
D ,

S J~h,c!5
b sinc cosc

h21~2 sinc/p!2D . ~9!

Condition u1!1 is satisfied forJ!1. This inequality
defines the limits of applicability of the approximation us
here. Forb!1, this inequality is violated only in the regio
in which both the field and the anglec are small simulta-
neously~h!1, c!1!. Substituting~9! into ~4!, we obtain the
following expressions for the magnetization componentsmi

(I)

andm'
(I) parallel and perpendicular to the field:

mi
~ I!5hh~12J2!, m'

~ I!5hhJ ~h5H0 /HE!. ~10!

It follows from formulas~9! that the equilibrium period
of a conic helicoid is independent of the field, and is det
mined entirely by the magnitude of the anglec. The mini-
mum period of the helicoid observed in a magnetic fie
perpendicular to the easy axis. As the anglec decreases, the
pitch of the conical spiral unwinds unlimitedly, and the con
cal helicoid in a field parallel to the easy axis is transform
into a homogeneous state.

B. u5u(j), w50,p. These solutions describe a helico
in which the vectorl rotates in a plane formed by the vect
of the applied magnetic field and the easy axis~cycloid!.
Equilibrium parameters for a cycloid can be obtained wi
out imposing any constraints on the value ofb. An analysis
of the functional~5! shows that the cycloid exists in th
region bounded by the curve

B* 5A~h22b cos 2c!21~b sin 2c!251, ~11!

and its structure is described by solutions of the equation
a ‘‘nonlinear pendulum’’:

2
d2u

dj2 2B* sin 2~u2u0!50, tan 2u05
b sin 2c

h22b cos 2c
.

~12!

The solutions of Eq.~12! can be expressed in terms of ellip
tical functions and have been studied comprehensively~see,
for example, Ref. 9!. The magnetization components and t
equilibrium period of the cycloidL II can be written in the
parametric form:

mi
~ II !5

hh

2 H 11F11
1

k2 S E~k!

K~k!
21D G ~h22b cos 2c

B* J ,

m'
~ II !5

hbh sin 2c

B* k2 S E~k!

K~k!
211

k2

2 D , ~13!

L II5
16k

p
Ab/B* K~k!,

where the parameterk is determined from the equatio
(B* )1/2E(k)5k @K(k) andE(k) are complete elliptical inte-
grals of the first and second kind respectively#. As we
approach the boundary~11! of the region, the period of the
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cycloid increases indefinitely, and the system goes over
homogeneous state withu0 ~12! for B* 51. For b!1, the
critical curve~11! is an arc of the circle of unit radius~Fig.
1!.

The region of thermodynamic stability of the cycloid o
the (hx ,hz) phase diagram~Fig. 1! is bounded by a closed
curveht describing a first-order phase transition. Outside t
region, the stable state of the system corresponds to a co
helicoid. Figure 2 shows field dependences of parallel m
netization components in individual phases upon a chang
the field along the linehz50.6. If we assume that thermo
dynamically stable states are formed in the system, magn
zations experiences jumps on the phase-transition curveht .

For c50, the phase transition occurs in the fieldh51. It
follows hence that the fieldH0 introduced in~7! is numeri-
cally equal to the field of phase transition in a magnetic fi
directed along the easy axis. Since the period of a con
helicoid tends to infinity asc→0, the linec50, h.1 can be

FIG. 1. Thehxhz phase diagram forb50.01. The curveht corresponding to
the first-order phase transition bounds the stability region for the cycloid
conical helicoid is stable outside this region. The bold curve bounds
region in which the period of the conical helicoid is infinitely large. T
dashed curve marks the critical line~11!.

FIG. 2. Magnetization components parallel to the field for a cycloid~I! and
a conical helicoid~II ! as functions of the planar fieldhx for hz50.6. The
field of phase transition is attained forhx50.456. Bold curves mark the
regions corresponding to thermodynamically stable states. Magnetizati
measured in the units ofh.
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formally regarded as the range of a homogeneous state
the pointc50, h51 as an isolated point of phase transitio
of the cycloid to a homogeneous state. Under actual exp
mental conditions, a homogeneous state cannot be forme
view of the nonuniformity of the magnetic field and unco
trolled disorientation of the sample. Even in the case of st
orientation of the field along the easy axis, a conical helic
with a large spiral pitch will be formed above the transitio
field. ~In this case, we disregard the effects associated w
the finite size of the sample.! Thus, a magnetic field induce
in noncentrosymmetric uniaxial antiferromagnets a ph
transition from a cycloid to another modulated state, v
conical helicoid. Modulated states exist in this class of cr
tals up to exchange fields. It was assumed earlier on the b
of the results of model calculations1,3,8,9 that modulated
structures~cycloids! are destroyed even in comparative
weak fields of the order ofH0 , and the system goes over t
a homogeneous state.

4. At present, helicoidal structures have been inve
gated thoroughly in Ba2CuGe2O7 both in a magnetic field
parallel to the easy axis,5,6 and in a field oriented in the basa
plane.7 In zero field and in weak fields, the period of a he
coid in Ba2CuGe2O7 is equal to 222 Å and includes 37 mag
netic ions. It follows from~9! that the characteristic lengthx0

~7! in a given crystal is 14 Å. Zheludevet al.6 describe the
field dependences of the period of the structure in the vic
ity of H0 for two cases of sample disorientation~c51° and
c,0.3°!. In both cases, modulated states were obser
above the transition field, which confirms our conclusio
concerning the existence of phase transitions between m
lated structures.

The authors are grateful to the Alexander von Humbo
Foundation for providing computers and A. Zheludev f
fruitful discussions of some topics considered in this pap
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Amorphous–crystalline films of fullerite C 60
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Fullerite C60 films obtained by evaporation and condensation of C60 molecules on a cooled glass
surface are investigated by high-resolution electron-optical methods~including direct lattice
resolution and selected area diffraction!. It is found that the films have an amorphous–crystalline
structure, the amount of amorphous phase reaching 70%. Diffraction patterns of amorphous
fullerite are obtained. The values of 4p(sinu)/l are determined for the first three halos. The
positions of halos indicate that the structure of amorphous fullerite can be described by the
hard spheres liquid model. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~99!01601-1#
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Starting from the time of discovery of fullerenes and t
methods of their obtaining in macroscopic amounts, th
materials have become an object of numerous invest
tions.1,2 Fullerene C60 and its condensed state~fullerite! is
the most popular among these materials. At room temp
ture and under normal pressure, pure fullerite is a cry
with a face-centered cubic~fcc! lattice. At T5260 K, the
lattice is transformed to a simple cubic~sc! lattice. Fullerite
C60 can be transformed into conventional phases of carbo
well as into other structures with one- and two-dimensio
polymerization upon an increase in temperature and pres
as well as a result of illumination by visible and ultraviol
light. The growth and structure of thin C60 films are being
studied by many authors. Special attention is paid to
obtaining of amorphous fullerite films since they are con
nient for verifying many models in the physics of amorpho
state as one-component objects with the known type of
lecular interaction. To our knowledge, no results on am
phous fullerite films have been reported as yet.

The results of our preliminary investigations proved th
the nanocrystalline structure was formed during the vacu
deposition of C60 films on the~100! surface of NaCl crystals
at room temperature. The size of crystallites in such film
which was measured by using dark-field electron-mic
scopic photographs, was;50 Å. These results suggest th
amorphous fullerite films must be formed during the depo
tion of fullerene C60 on an amorphous substrate bei
cooled. This is justified the more so since fullerene m
ecules have a large mass, and hence must be characteriz
low values of the surface diffusivity.

In this communication, we report on the results of ele
tron diffraction and electron-microscopic studies of C60 films
at room temperature, which were deposited in vacuum on
glass surface being cooled.

The C60 fullerite films were obtained by evaporation an
deposition of C60 single crystals with a purity not worse tha
99.9% in a;1023 Pa vacuum. The substrate was qua
glass cooled by liquid nitrogen vapor and having the te
perature in the range from 243 to 293 K. The film thickne
791063-777X/99/25(1)/2/$15.00
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determined from frequency variation of a quartz-crystal m
crobalance was 300 Å.

The films were separated from the substrate for sub
quent electron-optical investigations. For this purpo
gelatine is used, but this requires a heating of the film to 4
50 °C. In order to avoid additional heating of the films, w
proposed an original technique for separating films from
glass surface, whose essence is as follows. A drop of wat
placed on a C60 film at room temperature. Then the substra
with the film and the drop of water is cooled to 273 K, an
the ice with the film is separated mechanically from the gl
and is placed in water. Then the film is scooped into
copper sieve of the electron microscope.

Electron diffraction measurements of the films we
made on an electron diffraction instrument EVR with an a
celerating voltage 40 kV and the electron beam density
higher thanj 51026 A/cm2. Electron-microscopic studies o
the films were carried out on an electron microsco
PEM-U. The resolution of the microscope was 2 Å, whi
was confirmed by direct resolution of atomic planes~200! in
thin monocrystalline gold films. Selected area diffracti
patterns were obtained by using a selector diaphragm o
ameter 0.7mm.

According to the results of electron diffraction studie
the films were amorphous–crystalline. Electron diffracti
patterns contained both reflexes from the fcc fullerite C60

crystal with the lattice constant 14.18 Å and a halo-type p
tern typical of amorphous or nanocrystalline structures. T
maximum amount of the amorphous phase was observe
films deposited at the substrate temperatures 278 K.
amount of the crystalline phase was larger at lower a
higher temperatures. The films with the minimum amount
the crystalline phase served as objects for subseq
electron-microscopic experiments.

Figure 1 shows a typical electron-microscopic pho
graph of fullerite C60 film with a magnification of 2000000.

The dark regions on the photograph correspond to
crystalline phase. This follows from the microscopic diffra
tion pattern for these regions, which is typical of the f
fullerite C60 crystal with a lattice period of 14.18 Å. Dar
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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regions show the resolution of crystalline planes with a sp
ing of 8.2 Å, which corresponds to the fcc planes~111! of
the fcc fullerite C60 crystal.

Light regions on the photograph correspond to the am
phous phase and occupy approximately 70% of the ph
graph area. The resolution of the crystalline planes in li
regions is not observed. The microdiffraction patterns fr
these regions have the form of halos typical of diffraction
amorphous structures.

For a quantitative analysis of electron diffraction patte
of light regions, a series of microdiffraction patterns we
photographed under different exposure times for a cons
electron beam density. The results of a photometric treatm
of microdiffraction patterns were used to plot the intensitI
of electron scattering as a function of the wave vec
K54p(sinu)/l shown in Fig. 2. The same figure shows t
line electron diffraction pattern of the fcc fullerite C60 crys-
tal. The ~200! line is not shown since it is absent on th
electron diffraction patterns in view of the size relations b
tween the radius of the fullerene molecule and the fcc lat
parameter of fullerite.3 It follows from Fig. 2 that the ob-
tained diffraction pattern cannot be regarded as a superp
tion of blurred diffraction peaks of nanocrystalline C60. The
intensity peaks ofI (K) correspond to the pointsKmax 1

50.71 Å21, Kmax 251.42 Å21, Kmax 352.14 Å21. It
should be noted that the first peak lying in the region
strong background is displaced slightly towards small ang
u. In order to determine the position of this peak, the ba
ground was approximated by a linear function and the
fraction peak by the Gauss function.

FIG. 1. Light-field electron-microscopic photograph of an amorphou
crystalline fullerite C60 film ( 32000000). Dark regions correspond to th
crystalline phase and light regions to the amorphous phase.
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It is well known ~see, for example, Ref. 4! that the struc-
tural factorsa(K) for most liquid metals in the reduced co
ordinatesK/Kmax1 (Kmax1 is the position of the first peak!
virtually coincide. The positions of the peaks of the functi
a(K) correspond to the ratiosKmaxi /Kmax1(i51,2,3) equal to
1, 2, and 3. The positions of the halos in our diffractio
patterns satisfy these relations, indicating the possibility
describing the structure of amorphous fullerite films on t
basis of the model of a hard spheres liquid.

This research was carried out under the financial sup
from the Ukrainian Ministry of Education.
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FIG. 2. Intensity~in relative units! of the electron diffraction patterns o
amorphous fullerite as a function ofK54p(sinu)/l and line electron dif-
fraction pattern of the fcc fullerite C60 crystal.
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